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Abstract

Quantum dots (QDs) integrated in nanophotonic environments provide an excellent

platform for quantum information technologies and engineerable light-matter inter-

actions. One application is a solid-state single photon source (SPS), where a QD in

an optical cavity can be used to emit antibunched photons. This setup can provide

photons on-demand if excited with a pulse, which renders the problem of modelling

the QD SPS a genuinely time-dependent problem in quantum optics. Furthermore,

the QD-cavity system interacts with its environment via electron-phonon scattering

with the surrounding lattice as well as coupling to the photonic background, which

causes decoherence and necessitates an open quantum system framework. In this

thesis, we study pulse-driven QDs coupled to photonic environments and phonon

reservoirs using an open system quantum optics approach, with a focus on elements

unique to the time-dependent dynamics. After introducing the necessary theoretical

background, first we present an analysis of the impact of electron-phonon scatter-

ing on a proposal for a QD-cavity system which uses adiabatic passage to generate

triggered single photons of orthogonal polarization to the excitation fields. Next,

we provide an analysis of the resonance fluorescence spectrum of two-level systems

(including QDs) driven by a pulse, with particular emphasis on where spectral asym-

metries can arise. Last, we study resonantly excited QD-cavity SPSs with attention

given to how the excitation pulse can affect the quantum dynamics and SPS figures-

of-merit. We show that the excitation process can degrade the figures-of-merit to

a degree comparable to the electron-phonon interaction. We also find that a dy-

namical decoupling effect between the QD and its environment plays a large role in
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suppressing multi-photon emission, and we demonstrate how this effect can be mod-

elled by using a time-dependent and time-convolutionless quantum master equation

which incorporates non-Markovian effects associated with the pulse. These findings

have implications on both the theoretical understanding of pulsed QD light-matter

interactions, as well as on how SPSs can be optimized.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The explosion of electronic and computer technology in the 20th century revolu-

tionized the way the world communicates, works, and accesses information. This

development was in part facilitated by the development of a self-consistent theory

of quantum mechanics, able to, for the first time, describe the underlying mechanics

that govern the behaviour of sub-atomic particles such as electrons and photons. The

former of these, for example, being integral to the operation of the semiconductor

transistor – which allowed for the development of modern computers – and the latter

the operation of the laser, which has found ubiquitous application in industry and

consumer life. This so-called first quantum revolution has used quantum mechanics to

explain the fundamental principles of operation for these devices, but until the past

few decades, the potential to exploit the properties of quantum physics themselves

to design devices which function at a fundamental level in the quantum realm had

been unexplored. The shift in design to directly utilize these quantum properties

corresponds to a second quantum revolution of quantum information technology and

nanotechnology (Dowling and Milburn 2003).

The transition to designing future technologies around quantum principles is likely

unavoidable. For the semiconductor and internet revolution over the past few decades,

the historical trend has been to provide cheaper and more efficient electronics by

scaling down the size of the physical building blocks of information. However, as the

devices shrink, the nature of the physics underlying the device operation inevitably
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transitions from the classical to the quantum. Moore’s law, which states that the

number of transistors that fit on an integrated circuit doubles approximately every

two years (Moore 1965), has reliably predicted the trend in computer processing

power over the last half-century, but is widely expected to fail imminently due to

fundamental quantum limits on the nanoscale (Khan et al. 2018). The logical step in

this progression towards the small is to harness the features of quantum mechanics

as an integral part of the technology itself by creating quantum engineered systems.

Quantum computing, as an example, may provide an exponentially faster way of

solving certain classes of computational problems which are intractable by current

methods (Ladd et al. 2010). Quantum cryptography is posed to change the nature

of cryptography, as it moves the problem of decryption from practical difficulty, to

an impossibility, “guaranteed” by fundamental laws of quantum physics (Gisin et al.

2002). These proposals may just be the beginning in terms of applications, as devel-

opers begin to design electronics and algorithms which utilize features of quantum

mechanics such as superposition, entanglement, and quantization, opening up a wide

vision of quantum information processing (QIP) technologies.

Photonics, and nanoscale photonics in particular, provides a promising platform

upon which QIP can be realized. Quantum states of light which consist of one or

few quanta of light (photons) remain coherent over long timescales, and provide a

particularly clear opportunity to realize quantum interference (Kok et al. 2007). In

particular, it is feasible to build a quantum computer which operates entirely using

principles of linear optics, if one has simple quantum sources of light which emit sin-

gle photons on-demand (Knill et al. 2001); photonic (classical) analog computing to

solve differential equations is another interesting development (Estakhri et al. 2019).

In the field of quantum cryptography, photons are currently the only feasible method

to transmit information over long distance (Hiskett et al. 2006). Furthermore, optical

and quantum systems can provide exciting ways to investigate fundamental physics

across discipline. Cold atom interferometry has been recently used to make the most

precise measurement of the fine-structure constant to date, probing the physics of

the standard model (Parker et al. 2018). Cold atoms trapped in optical lattices can
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have engineered interaction potentials, allowing for controllable simulation of compli-

cated models in condensed matter physics (Gross and Bloch 2017). Bell’s inequality

violations have been frequently investigated with photons, probing the fundamental

tenets of quantum theory (Shalm et al. 2015; Giustina et al. 2015; Abellán et al.

2015). On the theoretical side, the second quantum revolution has brought with it

the development of quantum information theory, as well as the burgeoning field of

quantum thermodynamics (Vinjanampathy and Anders 2016).

In this thesis, we discuss methods of control and analysis of quantum systems with

pulsed laser light. The time-dependent nature of the pulse has important applications

for practical QIP technologies, and affects the fundamental physics with which the

system is analyzed. Specifically, this thesis deals with aspects of the quantum optics

of quantum dots (QDs) integrated into nanophotonic structures, including waveguides

and cavity resonators, with an emphasis on the single photon source (SPS) – a device

common to many elements of QIP technology.

1.1 Quantum Dots

One of the most widely used devices that can be integrated into nanophotonic envi-

ronments is the QD. A QD is a nanoscale engineered semiconductor object in which

electrons can be excited at the level of single quanta and are subject to confinement

in three spatial dimensions (M. A. Reed et al. 1988). These dots, typically between

2-100 nm in size (Tartakovskii 2012), have electrons, which can be excited by optical

or infrared photons, exciting electrons from the valence band of the semiconductor to

the conduction band. These excited electrons then bind via the Coulomb interaction

with the hole left in the lattice to form an electron-hole pair, or exciton. Excitons

in QDs are confined, and thus take on atom-like wavefunctions with highly discrete

energy spectra. This property means that QDs can be often considered as “artificial

atoms”, and much of the physics of quantum light-matter interactions that had been

studied previously with atoms can be applied to QDs. As QDs are solid-state devices,

they can be implemented in different nanoengineered devices, such as nanophotonic
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structures (Lodahl et al. 2015) or colloidal mixtures (Wood and Bulović 2010; Walling

et al. 2009). This, combined with the fact that the QDs can be tuned for size, and

thus, emission wavelength1, gives them highly desirable properties as replacements

for single atoms in many QIP (and other) technological proposals. For example,

instead of using a trapped atom, which often needs to be cooled to ultra-low tem-

peratures to minimize decoherence and involves complicated and bulky experimental

equipment (Lodahl et al. 2015), a single QD can be placed in a structure and cooled

to helium cryogenic temperatures (∼ 4 K) with relative ease. Additionally, QDs have

large transition electric dipole moments, and are stable over long time periods (Unitt

et al. 2005; Buckley et al. 2012).

The QDs of interest to this work are type III-V semiconductors (InAs/GaAs/AlAs)

grown with molecular beam epitaxy, where under ultra-high vacuum conditions, semi-

conductor material is deposited onto a substrate with up to monolayer precision (Lo-

dahl et al. 2015). The most common method of growth for InGaAs QDs is the

Stranski-Krastanov method. In this method, InAs is deposited onto a surface of

GaAs. Due to the larger lattice constant of InAs, strain arising from the lattice

mismatch causes, at some critical thickness, islands of GaAs to form, stochastically

creating self-assembled InAs/GaAs QDs which are then often capped with GaAs.

1Size also has other affects on the dot properties, such as phonon coupling parameters (Nazir and
McCutcheon 2016) and anharmonicity (Reimber et al. 2010).
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of a QD embedded in a PC waveguide, including typical character-
istic length scales. (a) The atomic composition of a QD, on the order of a few ångströms.
(b) A scanning tunneling microscopy image of a self-assembled InGaAs QD. (c) A scanning
electron microscopy image of a PC waveguide, with the location a QD could be embedded
highlighted. Figures (a) and (c) from (Lodahl et al. 2015); (b) originally from (Márquez
et al. 2001).

The discrete energy spectrum of QDs, optically-active dipole transitions, and long

spin coherence times render the QD is a promising candidate for a qubit (two-level

quantum system – the basic building block of quantum information systems), as well

as a source of individual photons (Michler 2017). In particular, it is the potential for

a QD to be used as a source of single photons or entangled photons, as well as the

general potential for engineering of the parameters and environment of the QD that

is of most interest in this thesis. For this application, it is usually desirable to embed

the QD in a nanophotonic environment, including waveguides or optical cavities.

While QDs can act as artificial atoms for the purposes of many applications re-

garding light-matter interaction, the solid-state nature of the device, coupled with
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their larger size (compared with natural atoms), means that electron-phonon scat-

tering can become significant. In general, the excitons generated inside the QD will

couple to the vibrational modes of the surrounding lattice, even at zero tempera-

ture. This electron-phonon scattering is a significant source of decoherence (Nazir

and McCutcheon 2016; Tighineanu et al. 2018), and consideration of how this inter-

action can degrade the fidelity of the quantum operation of interest to a particular

application is critical to a proper understanding of the practical limits of QD-cavity

technology (Iles-Smith et al. 2017; Grange et al. 2017; Dreeßen et al. 2018; Denning

et al. 2018). On the other hand, this interaction provides new physics, which can be

harnessed in different set ups in which the electron-phonon bath interaction itself is

critical to device operation (Quilter et al. 2015; Majumdar et al. 2012).

1.2 Nanophotonics

The genesis of the idea of interfacing light emitters with their photonic environments

was in 1946 with the finding by Purcell that the spontaneous emission rate of an atom

is not a fundamental constant (i.e., related to the emitter properties only), but instead

is also a function of the density of optical states of the surrounding material (Purcell

1946). With this realization, the rate at which quantum systems relax into thermal

equilibrium with their environment became, in principle, engineerable, with the corre-

lations with the environment in some cases even reversible. This discovery opened up

the possibility of designing systems for quantum technologies not just with respect to

the system parameters, but the environment as a whole. Purcell’s original discovery –

the Purcell effect – was in the context of spin relaxation in electrical resonators, found

during his pioneering experiments in early NMR (Purcell et al. 1946). With time,

the application of the Purcell effect to spontaneous emission of photons from excited

atoms was investigated with microwave and optical cavity resonators. This new field

of cavity quantum electrodynamics (cavity-QED) took off experimentally in the 1980s,

with the first observation of single-atom Purcell-enhanced spontaneous emission rates

in sodium atoms at radio frequencies with a superconducting spherical cavity (Goy
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et al. 1983). Other cavity-QED effects were later observed, including Lamb shifts

due to dipole coupling to the cavity walls and corresponding Casimir-like forces in

1992 (Sukenik et al. 1993), and strong resonant coupling between an atom and cavity,

observed in 1983 for collective atom-cavity coherent energy exchange (Kaluzny et al.

1983), and with single atoms in 1984 (Meschede et al. 1984).

Furthermore, the theoretical framework to describe the interaction of a quantum

system with an environment that consists of very large numbers of individual quan-

tum systems – a reservoir, or bath – was developed as the field of open quantum

system theory (H-P. Breuer, and F. Petruccione 2002; Spohn 1980). This theoretical

extension of standard quantum mechanics allowed for decoherence – the process in

which a quantum system loses its coherence via interaction with its environment –

to be eventually understood, having implications for fundamental questions in quan-

tum mechanics, namely by clarifying (though not resolving) the measurement prob-

lem (Schlosshauer 2005), as well as broadening the ability to model and understand

how realistic quantum systems behave in direct experiments or otherwise.

In the past two decades, the field of cavity-QED has been extended to include the

interaction of light with semiconductors, including QDs. In 1998, Purcell-enhanced

spontaneous emission rates between a QD (or “quantum box”) and a solid-state

micropillar cavity were observed (Gérard et al. 1998), followed by the detection of

strong coupling (where coherent energy exchange between the QD and cavity is not

overcome by dissipation) six years later (Reithmaier et al. 2004). Since then, the field

has rapidly expanded with applications including high performance SPSs (Somaschi

et al. 2016; Senellart et al. 2017), entangled photon sources (Huber et al. 2018; Wang

et al. 2019), and more (Michler 2017).

Beyond cavity-QED, the interaction of light with other engineered photonic envi-

ronments such as waveguides and other more exotic structures is also of interest. One

such general structure of particular interest is the photonic crystal (PC). Similar to

how electrons diffract along a crystal lattice in solid-state physics, an optical analogue

in which photons scatter across a material of periodically varying dielectric constant

is known as a PC. These structures are often realized as a two-dimensional slab with
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Figure 1.2: A survey of some common cavities used to interface with solid state emitters,
as well as some associated state-of-the-art parameters (as of 2015). Reproduced from (Lo-
dahl et al. 2015). (a) Micropillar cavity, from (Reithmaier et al. 2004). (b) PC cavity,
from (Lodahl et al. 2015). (c) Nanobeam cavity, from (Ohta et al. 2011). (d) Microdisk
cavity, from (Painter and Srinivasan 2007). The asterisk signifies that the value of γ is
measured as a spectral width, and can be inflated relative to the spontaneous emission rate
via dephasing processes Additional sources for cavity parameters given by (Loo et al. 2010;
Hennessy et al. 2007).

holes drilled in periodically. Analogous to the electronic band gap that arises in semi-

conductors, a photonic bandgap can be created where certain wavelengths of light

are unable to propagate down a PC lattice. Using this principle, single holes, or

lines of holes can be removed from the crystal to create cavity or wavelength de-

fects, respectively. PCs allow for nanoscale engineering of the flow of light, and have

many applications in combination with QDs, including experimentally demonstrated

strong coupling (Brossard et al. 2010) and impressively high Purcell enhancement of

spontaneous emission rates (Liu et al. 2018). Additional cavity structures include

micropillars, which have provided some of the highest features of merit for QD-cavity

interfaces. Some other cavity types in common use are shown in Fig. 1.3, as well as

some commonly associated cavity-QED figures of merit.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.3: (a) Top view of a schematic of PC slab with one hole removed, creating
a point defect cavity. (b) Top view of a schematic of PC slab with an entire row of
holes removed, creating a waveguide. Reproduced from (Mann 2017).

1.3 Layout of Thesis

In this thesis, we study the interaction of QDs, often integrated with optical cavities,

with time-dependent excitation optical fields. These fields are often pulsed, which is

critical to allow for on-demand sources of quantum light (i.e., as opposed to stochas-

tic, or probabilistic). The pulse adds another element of control to the system, but the

time-dependent nature of the excitation means that many techniques of open system

quantum mechanics, which are frequently developed assuming a time-independent

Hamiltonian, need to be generalized, and various approximations made need to be

re-evaluated in the context of this new system which breaks time translational sym-

metry. We use this time-dependent open quantum system theory to study QDs and

QD-cavity systems for SPS application, as well as fundamental studies, rigorously

including electron-phonon scattering and investigating the extent to which it plays a

role in the quantum dynamics and associated SPS figures of merit.

In this introductory chapter, we have discussed an overview of topics relevant to

the thesis. In Chapter 2, we derive some of the theoretical results which are widely

used in this thesis, including a derivation of the cavity-QED master equation from

first principles, and a description of the electron-phonon interaction. We also discuss

the main computational methods used in this work. In Chapter 3, we present a
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published manuscript which studies the effect of phonon coupling on a method of

single photon generation from QD-cavity systems that uses a variant of stimulated

Raman adiabiatic passage (STIRAP). Chapter 4 consists of a published manuscript

on the resonance fluorescence spectrum of a two-level driven by a pulse, detailing

how these time-dependent excitation parameters can affect the emission spectrum,

particularly in generating spectral asymmetries, and we extend this analysis to a QD

by incorporating a polaron model of phonon coupling. In Chapter 5, we present an

analysis of QD-cavity SPSs from the perspective of analyzing the effect of the time-

dependent pulse on the single photon figures-of-merit. We show how time-dependent

driving parameters that vary on the timescale of the phonon and cavity reservoir

correlation times can be incorporated into a time-convolutionless master equation,

and how this allows for suppression of multi-photon emission events. Finally, in

Chapter 6 we conclude and give recommendations for future work. We also include

four appendices. In Appendix A, we provide the solution to the dissipative Jaynes-

Cummings master equation for the linear emission spectrum and population decay of a

cavity coupled to a two-level system. In Appendix B, we show the calculation of one of

the correlation functions associated with the independent boson model (where a two-

level system couples to a reservoir of bosons, in this case phonons). In Appendix C,

we provide a derivation of two master equations which incorporate exciton-phonon

coupling – the weak coupling master equation, and the polaron transformed master

equation. These assume a time-dependent Hamiltonian in general terms, and thus

are of high relevance to the manuscripts in Chapters 3-5. Finally, in Appendix D we

show how the quantum regression theorem can be applied to the calculation of two-

time correlation functions via a master equation in the presence of a time-dependent

Hamiltonian.
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Chapter 2

Theory and Methods

In this chapter, we derive some of the fundamental results of broad interest to cavity-

QED in QDs, including the lossy Jaynes-Cummings model and exciton-phonon cou-

pling. In the process, the derivation of quantum master equations (MEs) widely used

in the attached manuscripts of Chapters 3-5 will be elucidated, and we briefly touch

on computational methods used therein.

2.1 Field Quantization

Quantum descriptions of the interaction of a particle of charge q with the electromag-

netic field usually begin with the minimal coupling replacement p→ p− qA, which

ensures U(1) gauge symmetry of the QED Lagrangian (Scully and Zubairy 1997).

This couples the gauge field A(r) with the momentum of the particle, however for

electric dipoles it is more convenient to cast this interaction in terms of the position

operators coupling to the field. For this reason, the multipolar – also called Power-

Zienau-Woolley (PZW) – gauge is often used in light-matter interactions. In this

gauge, which can be obtained via unitary transformation from the minimal coupling

Coulomb gauge (Babiker and M. Loudon 1983), the Hamiltonian for a particle of

mass m with canonical momentum p and position x operators in an electromagnetic
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field within a dielectric is (Dalton et al. 1996):

HPZW =
p2

2m
+ V (x) +

1

2

∫
dr
[ 1

ε(r)
Π2(r) +

1

µ0

B2(r)
]
+

∫
dr

Π(r) ·P(r)

ε(r)
+

∫
dr

P2(r)

2ε(r)
,

(2.1)

where we have assumed the particle to have no magnetization, and P is the electric

polarization due to the particle. The dielectric has (potentially) spatially-varying

dielectric function ε(r) = εr(r)ε0, and permeability µ(r) = µ0. Here, Π is the con-

jugate field variable to the transverse vector potential A, which is defined by the

commutation relation [Ai(r),Πj(r
′)] = i~δ⊥i,j(r − r′), where δ⊥i,j(r − r′) is the trans-

verse delta function (R. Loudon 1973). Following standard canonical quantization,

we can write expressions for these fields in terms of bosonic operators, and mode

profile functions (Wubs et al. 2004; Babiker and M. Loudon 1983):

A(r) =
∑
k,λ

√
~

2ε0ωk

(
ak,λfk,λ(r) + a†k,λf

∗
k,λ(r)

)
, (2.2)

Π(r) = −iε(r)
∑
k,λ

√
~ωk

2ε0

(
ak,λfk,λ(r)− a†k,λf

∗
k,λ(r)

)
, (2.3)

where k denotes a wavevector index, λ a polarization index, and fk,λ(r) are field mode

profile functions defined by Maxwell’s equations ∇×∇× fk,λ(r) = εr(r)
(
ωk

c

)2
fk,λ(r)

that satisfy the orthonormality relation
∫
drεr(r)f∗k,λ(r) · fk′,λ′(r) = δk,k′δλ,λ′ . The

ak,λ and a†k,λ operators are bosonic annihilation and creation operators defined by

the canonical commutation relation [ak,λ, a
†
k′,λ′ ] = δk,k′δλ,λ′ . In the PZW gauge, the

function A(r) corresponds to the usual (transverse) vector potential, while its conju-

gate momentum Π(r), if in a homogeneous dielectric medium, can be identified with

the electric displacement Π(r) = −D(r) = −ε0E(r) − P(r). From Eq. (2.1), we can

derive all of the results regarding exciton-photon coupling in this thesis by allowing

the particle with canonical position and momentum operators x and p to correspond

to the excitonic system in the QD (treated here as a point dipole).
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2.2 Exciton-Cavity Interaction

From Eq. (2.1), we can derive an interaction between the QD exciton and the cavity

field. First, we can separate the total Hamiltonian HQD-cav into QD, cavity, and

interaction terms such that HQD-cav = HQD + Hcav + Hint. For the purposes of this

section, we can assume the electromagnetic field is entirely due to the cavity mode;

including reservoir terms will give rise to an interaction term which ultimately leads

to spontaneous emission; however, we shall omit this for simplicity and simply insert

the spontaneous emission terms later when we discuss dissipation, where we will

derive the cavity dissipation terms explicitly via an analogous method. Explicitly,

we have for the cavity field operators A(r) =
√

~
2ε0ωc

(
afc(r) + a†f∗c (r)

)
, and Π(r) =

−iε(r)
√

~ωc
2ε0

(
afc(r)− a†f∗c (r)

)
, where ωc is the cavity center frequency and fc(r) is its

mode profile. We can assume for now these modes to be lossless (as we will derive

the dissipation from a ME approach later)1. Thus, we take the dielectric function to

be real, and the functions fc(r) and {fk,λ} become real as well. From Eq. (2.1), we

then have

HQD =
p2

2m
+ V (x) +

∫
dr

P2(r)

2ε(r)
, (2.4)

Hcav =
1

2

∫
dr
[ 1

ε(r)
Π2(r) +

1

µ0

B2(r)
]
, (2.5)

Hint =

∫
dr

Π(r) ·P(r)

ε(r)
, (2.6)

where x and p are canonical position and momentum operators for the QD electron.

When truncating to a two-level system with ground |g〉 and exciton |e〉 states, the

first term giving the bare-exciton energy clearly becomes HQD = ~ωeσ+σ−, where

σ− = |g〉 〈e| and σ+ = |e〉 〈g| are Pauli pseudospin raising and lowering operators

for the exciton. It can be shown that Hcav takes on the form of the canonical

harmonic oscillator Hcav = ~ωca†a (dropping the vacuum energy term, since only

1In a more rigorous approach, the modes can be quantized in the presence of dissipation by use
of open boundary conditions, using quantized quasinormal modes (Franke et al. 2019).
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energy differences affect the dynamics). The evaluation of the Π2 term is straight-

forward, and the B2 term can be simplified with the help of the vector identity

(∇×A)2 = ∇ · (A×∇×A) + A · (∇×∇×A):

1

2µ0

∫
drB2(r) =

1

2µ0

∫
dr(∇×A(r))2

=
1

2µ0

∫
dr
(
∇ · (A×∇×A) + A · (∇×∇×A)

)
=

1

2µ0

∫
dr
(
A · (∇×∇×A)

)
, (2.7)

where the divergence term can be written via the divergence theorem as a surface

integral, and as the cavity field decays as r→∞, the term vanishes. The evaluation

is straightforward past this point by noting that fc(r) is an eigenfunction of the∇×∇×
operator.

Assuming a QD at the origin, with electric dipole moment operator (µ) as the

polarization source P(r) = µδ(r), The interaction term becomes:

Hint = −i
√

~ωc
2ε0

(
a−a†

)
fc(r = 0) · µ, (2.8)

without loss of generality, we can define the electric field strength at the location of

the QD E0 ≡ −i
√

~ωc
2ε0

fc(r = 0), and explicitly take this quantity to be real. Then,

Hint = E0 · µ(a+ a†). (2.9)

At this point, we can truncate this term to a two-level system in the excitonic basis

consisting of ground |g〉 and exciton |e〉 states. By the parity of the wavefunctions, we

have 〈e|µ |e〉 = 〈g|µ |g〉 = 0, and 〈e|µ |g〉 = 〈g|µ |e〉 ≡ d, where we have assumed d

to be real for simplicity. Thus, the interaction term becomes E0 · d(a+ a†)σx, where

σx = σ+ + σ−. Finally defining g = E0·d
~ , we have the Hamiltonian of the quantum

Rabi model :

HQRM = ~ωeσ+σ− + ~ωca†a+ ~g(a+ a†)σx. (2.10)
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This model is of high interest in the ultra-strong coupling regime, where generally

g/ωc > 0.1 (Kockum et al. 2019). This model admits an analytical solution (Braak

2011), however the solution is quite complicated and does not possess a simple eigen-

structure. However, for the applications discussed in this thesis, g/ωc � 0.1, and so

we can simplify this by making a rotating-wave approximation by dropping the terms

proportional to a†σ+ and aσ−, so long as ωc and ωe are near resonance (i.e. same

order of magnitude). This leads to the canonical Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian:

HJC = ~ωeσ+σ− + ~ωca†a+ ~g(aσ+ + a†σ−). (2.11)

The Jaynes-Cummings (JC) model, both with and without bath dissipation terms, is

the workhorse of quantum optics due to the simplicity of its solutions, and its ability

to accurately model the coherent exchange of energy between a two-level system and

a bosonic mode, of key interest to many QIP technology proposals.

Before continuing, it is worth noting that the fields were quantized in a gauge in

which the a, a† operators are used directly in the expansion of the electric displacement

field D(r) (in a homogenous dielectric medium or free space). This differs from the

Coulomb gauge, where the conjugate momentum can be identified with the electric

field itself (i.e., ΠC(r) = −ε(r)E(r)). This means that the a, a† operators correspond

to a mix of matter (QD) and cavity components, and calculation of observables (i.e.,

via photon emission) must take this into account (Di Stefano, Kockum, et al. 2018).

However, the correction term which relates the a, a† operators scales with g/ωe, and as

such this discrepancy can be neglected unless in the ultra-strong coupling regime, and

indeed the origin of this discrepancy was only found recently (Di Stefano, Settineri,

et al. 2018).

Before looking into the JC model with dissipation (which is needed to study

realistic QD-cavity systems), we can diagonalize Eq. (2.11). First, we can note that

the total excitation number, represented by the occupation operator Nt ≡ σ+σ−+a†a,
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is a conserved quantity under JC evolution – i.e., in the Heisenberg picture:

Ṅt =
i

~
[HJC, Nt] = 0. (2.12)

This difference from the quantum Rabi model is what makes the JC model simple;

only states with the same total excitation number will couple to each other. A

physical interpretation of this is clear in the sense that the aσ+ term can be seen

as destroying a cavity photon and creating an exciton, and the a†σ− term can be

seen as creating a photon and destroying an exciton. Thus, we can express HJC in a

basis of just two states, indexed by the total excitation number n. These states are

|n− 1, e〉 = |n− 1〉 |e〉, and |n, g〉 = |n〉 |g〉, where the first ket represents a number

state of the cavity mode and the second the ground and exciton states of the QD. We

can immediately write HJC in this basis:

HJC =

~ωe + ~ωc(n− 1) ~g
√
n

~g
√
n ~ωcn

 , (2.13)

and the problem has been reduced to the trivial task of finding the eigenvalues of a

two-by-two matrix. The energies are:

E±/~ = ωcn+ δ/2± 1

2

√
δ2 + 4g2n, (2.14)

where δ = ωe − ωc. We see that the energy levels of the new, “dressed” states

are split by ±~
2

√
δ2 + 4g2n around a center level which is the average of the two

uncoupled states’ energies. This gives a ladder of states which are split by increasing

amounts as the number of excitations in the system increases, leading to a higher

anharmonicity in the energy spectrum. As the number of excitations n becomes large,

the discreteness of the splitting becomes negligible. That is to say, if ηn =
√
δ2 + 4g2n,

then limn→∞(ηn+1− ηn)/ηn = 1
2n

= 0. Here ηn becoming approximately a continuous

function of n is the semi-classical limit; we could write this semiclassical Hamiltonian
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in a frame rotating at ωe
2 as (for a field resonant with the exciton) Hsc = ~Ωσx

for drive strength Ω (with a rotating-wave approximation, dropping time-dependent

terms), which has eigenenergies E± = ±~Ω. Indeed this semiclassical form is very

useful for describing two-level systems driven by coherent continuous wave (CW) laser

fields. Before continuing on to studying the dissipative JC model, note that in the

simplest case of ωe = ωc ≡ ω0, the eigenstates of HJC are

|n,±〉 =
1√
2

(
|n− 1, e〉 ± |n, g〉

)
, (2.15)

for n > 0, as well as a zero energy ground state |0, g〉. If the system begins in the state

|n− 1, e〉, then a simple calculation reveals that the probability of finding the system

in this state as a function of time Pe(t) is Pe(t) = cos2 (
√
ngt). In other words, the

system oscillates between the state consisting of an exciton and n − 1 photons, and

the state consisting of the ground QD state and n photons in the cavity. These are

known as Rabi oscillations. Beyond the ground state, the next two lowest energies

are E = ~ω0 ± ~g.

2.2.1 Cavity-QED Master Equation

Often when describing the JC interaction, we want to include dissipation in the model,

and certainly this is needed to connect to most experiments in the QD field. Here, we

show how dissipation can arise with respect to the cavity mode; we just consider decay

from the cavity mode, but coupling of the exciton to a reservoir of radiation modes

gives analogous results. This section demonstrates an example of how well-known

results can be recovered from a ME approach.

Consider the JC Hamiltonian of Eq. (2.11), as derived from Eq. (2.1), but now

consider the addition of a reservoir of background electromagnetic field modes. We

can let A(r) = Acav(r) + Ares(r), and Π(r) = Πcav(r) + Πres(r). The reservoir

mode operators are as defined in Eq.’s. (2.2) and (2.3), indexed by wavevector k and

polarization λ.

2This rotating frame transformation is discussed later in this chapter.
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By inspection of Eq. (2.1), it is clear that the effect of adding these reservoir modes

is to create an additional term

Hres =
1

2

∫
dr

(
1

ε(r)
Π2

res(r) +
1

µ0

B2
res(r)

)
, (2.16)

which, as with before, simplifies to Hres =
∑
k,λ

~ωka
†
k,λak,λ, as well as an interaction

term between the modes:

Hr-c =

∫
dr

(
1

ε(r)
Πres(r) ·Πcav(r) +

1

µ0

Bres(r) ·Bcav(r)

)
. (2.17)

The first term in Eq. (2.17) is evaluated straightforwardly; the second can be evalu-

ated using a similar method to that described in Sec. 2.2. Making a rotating wave

approximation by dropping terms proportional to aak,λ and a†a†k,λ
3, we find

Hr-c =
∑
k,λ

~εk,λ(a†k,λa+ ak,λa
†), (2.18)

where

εk,λ =

√
ωcωk

2

(
1 +

ωk

ωc

)∫
drεr(r)fc(r) · fk,λ(r). (2.19)

The total Hamiltonian for the JC system coupled to the reservoir modes via the cavity

as described above is then

Htot = HJC +Hres +Hr-c. (2.20)

As discussed in Sec. 2.2, we will neglect the term giving the dipole polarization

of the QD coupling to the reservoir fields for now. The above Htot has the natural

form of a system component HJC for which the dynamics are of primary interest,

a reservoir (or bath) component Hres of harmonic oscillators with many degrees of

3We can presume this is justified, as the reservoir modes are not localized to the cavity, but
extend out into the surrounding medium. The integration is only appreciable over the finite region
where the cavity mode is present, and thus the coupling constants will be very small relative to the
cavity frequency, given that the mode normalization is over all space.
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freedom, and an interaction term between the two which is weak in strength. This is a

natural setup for a ME approach, where we trace over the reservoir degrees of freedom

to obtain the dynamics of the reduced density operator for the system (in this case,

the QD-cavity interaction). This results in a system which undergoes dissipation (or

more broadly, decoherence).

Thus far, the Hamiltonians we have derived have been understood to be in the

Schrödinger picture (i.e., the state vectors or density operators evolve in time, but

the operators do not). In what follows, we will move into the interaction picture,

denoted with tildes:

ρ̃(t) = ei(HJC+Hres)t/~ρ(t)e−i(HJC+Hres)t/~. (2.21)

Note the interaction picture interaction Hamiltonian:

H̃r-c(t) ≈
∑
k,λ

~εq,λ(aa†k,λe
−i(ωc−ωk)t + a†ak,λe

i(ωc−ωk)t). (2.22)

In the above, we have neglected the effect of the cavity-QD interaction term in the

JC in this transformation into the interaction picture. Usually, g � {ωc, ωe}, and

this approximation is well founded. However, in the ultra-strong coupling regime of

cavity-QED, this approximation breaks down, and these non-trivial modifications due

to the cavity-dot interaction must be incorporated via a generalized ME (Settineri

et al. 2018).

The derivation of the ME begins with the integration of the von-Neumann equa-

tion in the interaction picture ˙̃ρ = − i
~ [H̃r-c, ρ̃]:

ρ̃(t) = ρ̃(t0)− i

~

∫ t

t0

dt′[H̃r-c(t
′), ρ̃(t′)]. (2.23)

Substituting this formal solution back into the original equation, we have

˙̃ρ(t) = − 1

~2

∫ t

t0

dt′
[
H̃r-c(t), [H̃r-c(t

′), ρ̃(t′)]
]
, (2.24)
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where we have dropped a term containing ρ̃(t0). This is because we will trace over

the reservoir subspace, where this term will ultimately become proportional to a

thermal average of H̃r-c, which vanishes. As written, Eq. (2.24) is still exact, but

we can cast it in a far more useful form by making a second-order Born-Markov

approximation. Here, we let ρ̃(t′) → ρ̃s(t)ρ̃r. By changing the time index, we are

effectively truncating a continued expansion of Eq. (2.24) at second order in H̃r-c (H-

P. Breuer, and F. Petruccione 2002), and by assuming the system and reservoir

density operators to be separable we are neglecting entanglement between the system

and its environment. Of course the system and environment will still interact, but

under this approximation the correlations that are formed during this interaction

decay on a timescale faster than the evolution that is induced in the system density

operator due to the environment; quantitatively, this requires, roughly speaking, the

εk,λ coupling parameters to be smaller than the eventual decay rate that we shall

derive in the ME. With the Born-Markov approximation, the ME becomes time-local

in the density operator ρ(t), which is much easier to solve. Employing the Born-

Markov approximation and defining a new integration variable τ = t− t′, we have

˙̃ρ(t) = − 1

~2

∫ t−t0

0

dτ
[
H̃r-c(t), [H̃r-c(t− τ), ρ̃(t)]

]
= − 1

~2

∫ ∞
0

dτ
(
H̃r-c(t)H̃r-c(t− τ)ρ̃(t)− H̃r-c(t)ρ̃(t)H̃r-c(t− τ) + H.c.

)
, (2.25)

where we have in the second line let t0 → −∞ and expanded the commutators. The

initial condition of t0 → −∞ deserves some attention. The initial condition gives the

time at which the system-environment interaction is “switched on”, or when a projec-

tive measurement gives the state of the system. In realistic systems, this corresponds

to the limit t0 → −∞. In any model where an excitation source (coherent or incoher-

ent CW or pulsed laser, for example) is involved, this is appropriate, as the interaction

picture transformation corresponding to H̃r-c(−τ) will self-consistently include the ef-

fect of the new system configuration, and the subsequent evolution to a steady state

dissipation decay rate. However, sometimes it is of interest (e.g., Eq. (2.39)) to con-

sider systems which are simply placed in an excited (non-thermal equilibrium) state
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at time t0 = 0. In this case, the excitation source is not included in the model, and the

effective time with which the system-interaction is prepared becomes t0 = 0. This is

a consequence of dynamical decoupling ; a short coherent manipulation of the system

state (i.e., an excitation pulse) is required to place the system in the excited state,

which causes a decoupling of the system from its environment (Viola et al. 1999).

This effect is discussed in the context of single-photon sources in Chapter 5. In this

case, the upper limit of Eq. (2.25) simply becomes t. However, it is common in the

literature (H-P. Breuer, and F. Petruccione 2002) to make a “2nd Markov approxi-

mation”, where the correlation time of the system-environment interaction is assumed

to be much larger than the corresponding coupling rate, and as such, the limit of the

integral can be extended to t→∞ without significant change in the dynamics. Some

non-Markovian behaviour can be seen when this approximation is not made, even if

the standard Born-Markov approximation is still carried out, but the differences tend

to be small in the weak coupling limit. However, when a time-dependent excitation

source is used, the time-dependent suppression of decoherence can be very important

to the overall dynamics – a key finding of Chapter 5. For the sake of this thesis, we

will either include the excitation source (Chapters 3-5) explicitly, or make this 2nd

Markov approximation if the system is assumed to start in the excited state. Thus,

we take t− t0 →∞.

We now isolate for the dynamics of the two-level system by tracing over the

reservoir subspace via the partial trace (Trr). Comparing Eq. (2.25) and Eq. (2.22),

it is clear that we will end up with terms that involve expectation values of products

of ak,λ, a
†
k,λ operators. Noting that the trace is invariant under cyclic permutations,

only the expectation values Trr(ρra
†
k,λak′,λ′) = δk,k′δλ,λ′n(ωk) and Trr(ρrak,λa

†
k′,λ′) =

δk,k′δλ,λ′
(
1 + n(ωk)

)
are non-zero for a thermal state ρr. n(ωk) = (e~βωk − 1)−1 is the

photon occupation number at frequency ωk, where β = 1
kBT

. We can now transform

back to the Schrödinger picture by pre-multiplying Eq. (2.25) by exp (−iHJCt/~) and

post-multiplying by exp (iHJCt/~):

ρ̇s = − i
~

[HJC, ρs]−
1

~2

∫ ∞
0

dτTrr
(
Hr-cH̃r-c(−τ)ρ(t)−Hr-cρ(t)H̃r-c(−τ)+H.c.

)
. (2.26)
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Performing the trace, we have for the first term∫ ∞
0

dτTrr
(
Hr-cH̃r-c(−τ)ρ(t)

)
=

∫ ∞
0

dτ
∑
k,λ

~2ε2k,λ
(
aa†n(ωk)ei(ωk−ωc)τ + a†a(1 + n(ωk))e−i(ωk−ωc)τ

)
ρs(t). (2.27)

This can be simplified by introducing the photon spectral function, Jpt(ω) =
∑
k,λ

ε2k,λδ(ω−

ωk), which can be calculated from Eq. (2.19):

∑
k,λ

ε2k,λ =
∑
k,λ

ωcωk

4

(
1 +

ωk

ωc

)2 [ ∫
drε(r)fc(r) · fk,λ(r)

]2

=
∑
k,λ

ωcωk

4V

(
1 +

ωk

ωc

)2

f 2
c−k,λ, (2.28)

where we have introduced the function fc−k,λ =
√
V
∫
drεr(r)fc(r) · fk,λ(r). This

function is proportional to the square root of the volume to which the {fk,λ} are

normalized. As these reservoir modes extend to infinity, this ensures that fc−k,λ is

finite. We can evaluate the sum over k by converting to an integral over k-space∑
k

→ V
(2π)3

∫
dk, so that

∑
k,λ

ε2k,λ =
∑
λ

∫ ∞
0

dω
ωcω

3

32π3

(
1 +

ω

ωc

)2 ∫
dΩ

f 2
c−k,λ

(vp(k))3
(2.29)

=

∫ ∞
0

dωJpt(ω), (2.30)

where we have used ω = |k|vp(k), and dΩ is an integration over the solid angle of

k-space. Returning now to Eq. (2.27),∫ ∞
0

dτ
∑
k,λ

~2ε2k,λ
(
aa†n(ωk)ei(ωk−ωc)τ + a†a(1 + n(ωk))e−i(ωk−ωc)τ

)
ρs(t)

=

∫ ∞
0

dτ

∫ ∞
0

dω~2Jpt(ω)
(
aa†n(ω)ei(ω−ωc)τ + a†a(1 + n(ω))e−i(ω−ωc)τ

)
ρs(t). (2.31)
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The τ integrals can be evaluated by using the identity
∫∞

0
dτeiωτ = πδ(ω) + PV(i/ω),

where PV denotes the Cauchy principal value. We drop the integrals involving the

principal values, as these correspond to Lamb shifts of the cavity frequency. Putting

this together, we have∫ ∞
0

dτTrr
(
Hr-cH̃r-c(−τ)ρ(t)

)
= π~2Jp(ωc)

(
aa†n(ωc) + a†a(1 + n(ωc))

)
ρs(t), (2.32)

and similarly,∫ ∞
0

dτTrr
(
Hr-cρ(t)H̃r-c(−τ)

)
= π~2Jp(ωc)

(
a†ρs(t)an(ωc) + aρs(t)a

†(1 + n(ωc))
)
.

(2.33)

We thus obtain the open-system ME of interest,

ρ̇s(t) = − i
~

[HJC, ρs] +
κ

2
(n(ωc) + 1)L[a]ρs +

κ

2
n(ωc)L[a†]ρs, (2.34)

where κ = 2πJp(ωc), or

κ =
∑
λ

ω4
c

4π2

∫
dΩ

f 2
c−kc,λ

(vp(kc))3
, (2.35)

where |kc| = ωc
vp(kc)

. Eq. (2.33) has been written in terms of Lindblad superopera-

tors L[o]ρ ≡ 2oρo† − ρo†o − o†oρ. The term L[a]ρs and L[a†]ρs can be interpreted

as corresponding to stimulated cavity photon emission and absorption, respectively.

Noting that for optical frequencies, n(ωc) ≈ 0 for all but very high temperatures, and

also adding in a similar decay term corresponding to the exciton decay into radiation

modes with rate γ, we arrive at the standard cavity-QED ME:

ρ̇s(t) = − i
~

[HJC, ρs] +
κ

2
L[a]ρs +

γ

2
L[σ−]ρs. (2.36)

This equation contains the bulk of the physics of the weak and strong coupling regimes

of cavity-QED. The background spontaneous emission rate term can be derived from

the
∫
drΠres(r)·P(r)

ε(r)
term in the PZW Hamiltonian via a similar derivation. For example,

if considering a QD placed in a homogeneous medium with index of refraction nr (i.e.,
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no cavity), one finds

γ =
n3
rω

3
e |d|2

3π~ε0c3
. (2.37)

This recovers a well known result (Scully and Zubairy 1997).

One would assume that if g/κ is large, the system will interact strongly relative

to the dissipation, and signatures of the dressed states that form from the coherent

coupling between the exciton and the cavity will be visible in the system observables.

Likewise, if g/κ is small, the cavity should act as a weak perturbation to the coherent

exciton dynamics (and vice-versa). To quantitatively examine the different coupling

regimes of the dissipative JC model, one can solve the ME. For simplicity, we shall

assume in this derivation that ωc = ωe ≡ ω0. Furthermore, we transform into a

“rotating frame” with the unitary transformation ρ→ eMρe−M , where M = iω0(a†a+

σ+σ−)t. This gives a new (simpler to solve) ME:

ρ̇ = − i
~

[~g(a†σ− + aσ+), ρ] +
κ

2
L[a]ρ+

γ

2
L[σ−]ρ, (2.38)

where we have dropped the s subscript for the reduced density operator. In Ap-

pendix A, we solve this ME for an initially excited cavity in state |1, g〉. We make

the approximation γ ≈ 0, which is valid if {κ, g} � γ, which is usually the case for

QD systems. The result for the cavity population4 P (t) = Tr[a†aρ(t)] is

P (t) =
e−κt/2

2η2

[
− α2 + (1 + η2)

(eκηt/2 + e−κηt/2

2

)
− 2η

(eκηt/2 − e−κηt/2
2

)]
, (2.39)

where η =
√

1− α2, and the parameter α = 4g/κ gives the coupling regime of the

cavity-QED system.

4Note that populations are unaffected by the rotating frame transformation.
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2.2.2 Weak-Coupling Regime

First, consider α < 1. In this regime, η is real. Letting ηw = η, we have

Pw(t) =
e−κt/2

2η2
w

[
− α + (1 + η2

w) cosh (κηwt/2)− 2ηw sinh (κηwt/2)
]
. (2.40)

In the weak coupling regime, dissipation is large enough to prevent sustained coherent

oscillatory energy exchange between the cavity and exciton, and Rabi oscillations are

overdamped. In this regime, the effect of the cavity on the exciton is essentially

perturbative, although the effect on the radiation dynamics can be very significant

(i.e., a high Purcell factor does not require the strong coupling regime). One way of

seeing the effect of the cavity on the exciton system in this regime is to adiabatically

eliminate the cavity degree of freedom. Consider the (dissipative) Heisenberg equation

of motion for a(t):5

ȧ(t) = −κ
2
a(t)− igσ−(t). (2.41)

The idea behind the adiabatic elimination is that the cavity operators decay towards

a (quasi)-equilibrium at a rate κ/2, whereas the coupling term to the cavity evolves

only at rate g; thus if g � κ, we can approximate ȧ ≈ 0 and find an expression for a

which adiabatically follows the exciton operators. This gives a(t) ≈ −i2g
κ
σ−(t). This

can then be substituted back into Eq. (2.38), yielding

ρ̇(t) =
γ

2
(1 + FP )L[σ−]ρ, (2.42)

where FP = 4g2

κγ
. The adiabatic elimination of the cavity mode has resulted in a Purcell

enhancement of the exciton spontaneous emission rate, revealing the signature feature

of the weak coupling regime. Note that this same result (the dissipation) could also

be achieved by considering a single exciton coupled to a reservoir of radiation modes,

5Note that performing the Born-Markov approximation in the derivation of the ME has neglected
correlations with the photonic reservoir which are required to preserve the commutation relation
[a, a†] = 1.
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but with a Lorentzian density of states centered along the cavity frequency. Or, al-

ternatively, letting the interaction picture operator ã(t) = ae−iω0t → a−i(ω0−iκ/2)t and

tracing over the cavity subspace with respect to the JC QD-cavity interaction term.

This technique of adiabatically eliminating the cavity when in the weak coupling

regime is quite common; however it should be noted that in the presence of phonon

coupling the adiabatic elimination results in additional terms (Iles-Smith et al. 2017).

Furthermore, if the system is driven with a time-dependent Hamiltonian which varies

on the timescale of κ (e.g., a pulse), then the argument for adiabatic evolution of the

cavity operators no longer applies, and adiabatic elimination gives incorrect results

even if g � κ – see Chapter 5 for details.

2.2.3 Strong-Coupling Regime

Now consider the strong coupling regime, where α > 1. Here, η is imaginary, so we

define the real quantity ηs =
√
α2 − 1 = iη. We then find

Ps(t) =
e−κt/2

2η2
s

[
α2 − 2ηs sin (κηst/2) + (η2

s − 1) cos (κηst/2)
]
. (2.43)

In this regime, we obtain Rabi oscillations between the cavity and exciton populations.

This is clearly seen from taking the α→∞ limit, limα→∞ P (t) = e−κt/2 cos2 (gt).

2.2.4 Emission Spectrum

Lastly, we can relate the weak and strong coupling regimes to the emission spectrum

from the cavity, which is an easily experimentally accessible observable. The emission

spectrum S(ω) for a system driven in steady state in the rotating frame can be

calculated as being proportional to (Cui and Raymer 2006)

S(ω) ≡ lim
t→∞

Re

[∫ ∞
0

dτ〈a†(t+ τ)a(t)〉e−i(ω−ω0)τ

]
, (2.44)

where again ω0 ≡ ωc = ωe. The two-time correlation function 〈a†(t + τ)a(t)〉 can

be calculated from the quantum regression theorem, as described in Appendix A. To
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allow for a non-trivial steady state, we add a term into the ME corresponding to

a weak incoherent pump ΓI

2
L[a†]ρ. To allow for analytical calculations and simple

results, we we limit ourselves to the linear-excitation regime, where Γinc � κ, which

allows us to assume that only states with zero or one photon will be involved in the

dynamics, in contrast to the more general nonlinear excitation regimes (Peijun et al.

2010). The result is

S(ω) = Re

[
(1 + η)/η

i(ω − ω0) + κ(1+η)/2+ΓI
2

− (1− η)/η

i(ω − ω0) + κ(1−η)/2+ΓI
2

]
. (2.45)

Again, the behaviour of the spectrum is determined by the value of α. For α ≤ 1, we

have a real ηw = η, and the spectrum can be written6

Sw(ω) =
1 + ηw

ηw

L(ω − ω0,Γ+)− 1− ηw

ηw

L(ω − ω0,Γ−), (2.46)

where Γ± = κ(1 ± ηw)/2 + ΓI, and we have expressed the spectrum in terms of

Lorentzian functions:

L(ω,Γ) =
1

π

Γ/2

ω2 + (Γ/2)2
, (2.47)

where the given function is centered on ω = 0, has FWHM Γ, and is normalized

as
∫∞
−∞ dωL(ω,Γ) = 1. For α � 1, in the ΓI/κ → 0 limit, this becomes Sw(ω) ∝

κL(ω − ω0, κ) − ΓcL(ω − ω0,Γc), with Γc = 4g2/κ; it is clear here that the QD acts

as a small perturbation to the cavity spectrum. In the strong coupling regime, where

α > 1, again we have ηs = iη, and the spectrum is

Ss(ω) =πL(ω − ω+,Γ0) + πL(ω − ω−,Γ0)

+
1

ηs

[
ω − ω+

(ω − ω+)2 + (Γ0/2)2
− ω − ω−

(ω − ω−)2 + (Γ0/2)2

]
, (2.48)

6Note some overall constants have been dropped (and will continue to be dropped) from the
spectrum as described in Appendix A, since we are only interested in the spectrum lineshape.
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where Γ0 = κ/2 + ΓI, ω± = ω0 ± κηs/4, and in the α� 1, ΓI/κ→ 0 limit,

Ss(ω) = L(ω − (ω0 − g), κ/2) + L(ω − (ω0 + g), κ/2). (2.49)

In Fig. 2.1, we plot this emission spectrum in the weak and strong coupling

regimes. In the weak coupling regime, the spectrum appears qualitatively similar

to the uncoupled g = 0 spectrum, but in the strong coupling regime, the oscillations

between the exciton and cavity mode give rise to a splitting in the spectrum, giving

two peaks separated in frequency by 2g7. This can be understood from the dressed

state picture as arising from transitions between dressed states, as shown in Fig. 2.1

(b).

-2 -1 0 1 2
0

0.5

1

(a) (b)

Figure 2.1: (a) Cavity emission spectrum as calculated by Eq. (2.45). Here, ΓI/κ = 1/25.
As the strong coupling regime is reached, the spectrum takes on a pronounced two-peak
structure. The uncoupled (α = 0) peak with FWHM κ is shown in the dashed black line.
(b) Schematic of lowest three eigenstates of the JC Hamiltonian (with ωe = ωc = ω0) as
defined in Sec. 2.2, showing the transitions which give the linear excitation spectrum in the
strong coupling regime.

7Note that in realistic systems, pure dephasing (e.g., due to phonons) tends to broaden the two
peaks such that for α < 1, the spectrum often appears as a single peak – hence why the two peak
structure is typically a good signature of the strong coupling regime.
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2.3 Phonon Interactions

In this section, we describe the coupling of a QD exciton a reservoir of phonon modes.

We focus on longitudinal acoustic (LA) phonons via a deformation potential coupling,

as these are most relevant to the optically excited phonon systems we study in this

thesis (Krummheuer et al. 2002; Vagov, Axt, et al. 2002). To describe the electron-

phonon interaction in semiconductor materials, we can start from a first-principles

description of the QD Hamiltonian:

HQD = Hp +He +He-i, (2.50)

where Hp corresponds to the phonon Hamiltonian of the solid:

Hp =
∑

k

~ωkb
†
kbk, (2.51)

where we have dropped an index corresponding to summation over polarization with

the understanding that only longitudinal phonons are important to our discussion.

The term He is the electronic Hamiltonian, and He-i is the Hamiltonian for the cou-

pling between the electrons and the ions of the QD (Nazir and McCutcheon 2016):

He-i =

∫
drρ(r)

∑
n

Ve-i(r−Rn), (2.52)

where ρ(r) is the electronic number density operator, expressed in terms of the

fermionic electron field operators ρ(r) = Ψ†(r)Ψ(r), and Ve-i(r − Rn) is the poten-

tial between the electrons and the nth ion. Assuming the displacement of the ions

past their equilibrium position R0
n is small, we can expand this potential in terms of

En = R0
n −Rn:

Ve-i(r−Rn) ≈ Ve-i(r−R0
n) + En · ∇Ve-i(r−R0

n), (2.53)
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retaining terms up to first order (although note that the O(E2) terms can become

important at temperatures & 10 K (Reigue et al. 2017)). The first term in this expan-

sion simply gives the coupling between the electrons and the ions at their equilibrium

positions in the lattice; this, via the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, gives the

usual Bloch wavefunctions for the electrons in conjunction with He (Mahan 1990).

The second term gives us the standard linear electron-phonon interaction, which we

call He-p:

He-p =

∫
drρ(r)

∑
n

En · ∇Ve-i(r−R0
n). (2.54)

To evaluate the gradient, we assume a Fourier decomposition of the potential Ve-i(r =

1
N

∑
k

v(k)eik·r Since we are interested in long-wavelength phonons, we can restrict this

sum to the first Brillouin zone (Mahan 1990). Since our phonon states are defined

in wavevector space, we also define Ek = 1√
N

∑
n

Ene−ik·R
0
n . Putting this together, we

find

He-p = − i√
N

∑
k

∫
drρ(r)eik·rv(k)Ek · k. (2.55)

Expressing the wavevector space displacement in terms of the bosonic phonon opera-

tors, we have Ek =
√

~
2mωk

(bk + b†−k)k̂, where m is the ionic mass, ωk is the frequency

of the phonon with wavevector k, and k̂ is a unit vector in the direction of k. Putting

this in to Eq. (2.55), we have

He-p =
∑

k

ρ(k)v(k)|k|
√

~
2mNωk

(bk + b†−k), (2.56)

where have defined ρ(k) =
∫
drρ(r)eik·r. Now we truncate our electronic energy levels

to form a two-level system (valid for small QDs in the strong confinement regime),

with the ground state |g〉 consisting of an electron in the valence band and the excited

electron (exciton) state |e〉 consisting of an electron in the conduction band. As the

energy difference between these states is much larger than the LA phonon energies

considered here, we can neglect off-diagonal terms with respect to the electronic basis.
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Thus, we can write He-p is this two-state basis:

He-p = |e〉 〈e|
∑

k

[
ρe(k)Dc − ρg(k)Dv

]
|k|
√

~
2mNωk

(bk + b†−k), (2.57)

where ρi(k) =
∫
dr|ψi(r)|2eik·r, with wavefunctions ψe(r) and ψg(r) corresponding to

excited (conduction band) and ground (valence band) electron states, and we have

subtracted a term proportional to the identity operator. To arrive at Eq. (2.57), the

standard phenomenological approach for a deformation potential in a semiconduc-

tor was used, where in the long-wavelength limit, v(k) is replaced with constants

Dc and Dv for the conduction and valence band energy levels, respectively (Nazir

and McCutcheon 2016; Schmitt-Rink et al. 1986). To obtain analytical results, a

simple model of the QD wavefunctions can be used, where both ground and exciton

wavefunctions are subject to spherically symmetric harmonic confinement potentials.

Although QDs in practice are often not spherically symmetric, it has been shown that

a more realistic lens-shape model of the QD can be reproduced by assuming spherical

symmetry and varying the localization lengths of the electron and hole wavefunc-

tions (Lüker et al. 2017). Here for simplicity we assume equal wavefunctions for both

electrons and holes ψ(r) = (d0

√
π)(−3/2)e

− r2

2d20 . Thus, ρe(k) = ρg(k) = e−
k2d20

4 , and,

using the fact that the coupling now only depends on the magnitude of k, we arrive

at

He-p = |e〉 〈e|
∑

k

~λk(bk + b†k), (2.58)

where the linear exciton-phonon coupling constant is

λk = (Dc −Dv)e
− k

2d20
4

√
1

2m~Nωk

|k|. (2.59)

We often will switch to a representation assuming a continuous distribution of phonon

modes. In particular, the phonon spectral function J(ω) is of use in characterizing
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the electron-phonon interaction:

J(ω) =
∑

k

λ2
kδ(ω − ωk). (2.60)

Assuming linear dispersion ωk = cs|k| (acoustic phonons), where cs is the speed of

sound for long-wavelength (LA) phonons, we can evaluate this spectral function by

converting the sum over wavevectors to an integration
∑
k

→ V
(2π)3

∫
dk:

J(ω) = αω3e
ω2

2ω2
b , (2.61)

where ωb = cs/d0 is a cutoff frequency inversely proportional to the size of the QD,

and

α =
(Dc −Dv)

2

4π2~mc5
sρd

(2.62)

is the electron-phonon coupling strength constant, where ρd = N/V is the density of

the lattice. Clearly, smaller QDs will have a larger contrast in deformation potential

constants between valence and conduction electrons, increasing the phonon coupling

strength, as well as larger ωb values, increasing the bandwidth of phonon interaction.

Some examples of values for these parameters that have been extracted from experi-

ments are α = 0.03 ps2, ~ωb = 0.9 meV (Quilter et al. 2015), and α = 0.06 ps2 (Weiler

et al. 2012).

Using Eq. (2.58), the total Hamiltonian from Eq. (2.50) describing the two-level

QD system with the first order phonon scattering is then

Htot = ~ωeσ+σ− +
∑

k

~ωkb
†
kbk +He-p, (2.63)

where ~ωe is the energy difference between the ground and exciton states (i.e., the

difference in energy between the valence and conduction bands, minus the exciton

binding energy). This Hamiltonian is known as the independent boson model (IBM)

and is exactly solvable (Mahan 1990).
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2.3.1 Independent Boson Model

To diagonalize Eq. (2.63), we can perform a canonical transformation H̄ = eSHe−S,

which we shall call a transformation to the polaron frame. Picking S = σ+σ−
∑
k

λk
ωk

(b†k−

bk), we use the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula (Mahan 1990):

Ā = eSAe−S = A+ [S,A] +
1

2!
[S, [S,A]] + ... (2.64)

We find:

σ̄− = σ−B−, (2.65)

σ̄+ = σ+B+, (2.66)

b̄k = bk − σ+σ−
λk

ωk

, (2.67)

b̄†k = b†k − σ
+σ−

λk

ωk

, (2.68)

where B± = exp (±
∑
k

λk
ωk

(b†k − bk)). Substituting these into H̄, we find:

H̄ = ~(ωe −∆P )σ+σ− +
∑

k

~ωkb
†
kbk, (2.69)

which is diagonal in both the phonon and exciton subspaces. Here, ∆P =
∑
k

λ2k
ωk

is

known as the polaron shift, and is a temperature independent renormalization of the

exciton frequency as a result of screening due to the lattice being distorted by the

new charge distribution in the QD. Using Eq. (2.61), we can calculate the shift as

∆P =
∫∞

0
dωJ(ω)/ω = αω3

b

√
π/2. We can then calculate the emission spectrum for

a QD (assuming a steady-state scenario):

S(ω) = Re

[∫ ∞
0

dt 〈σ+(t)σ−(0)〉 e−iωt
]
. (2.70)

The problem is narrowed to one of calculating the correlation function (or Green

function) g(t) = 〈σ+(t)σ−(0)〉. This expectation value as written is assumed to be
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evaluated in the lab frame, with the un-transformed density operator. However, as

the trace is invariant under unitary transformations, we can more easily evaluate this

with the transformed polaron operators, and this is done in Appendix B. The result

is

g(t) = 〈σ+(t)σ−(0)〉s e
φ(t)−φ(0), (2.71)

where the subscript “s” indicates that the expectation value is to be taken by partial

trace over only the two-level ground-exciton system; the environmental correlations

are taken into account by the factor eφ(t)−φ(0). This is an example of non-Markovian

noise, and gives rise the well-known IBM lineshape. Here,

φ(t) =
∑

k

(
λk

ωk

)2 (
cos (ωkt) coth (~βωk/2)− i sin (ωkt)

)
=

∫ ∞
0

dω
J(ω)

ω2

(
cos (ωt) coth (~βω/2)− i sin (ωt)

)
. (2.72)

We can show the effect of this factor by plotting an example spectrum. Considering

weak incoherent excitation and assuming a simple exciton relaxation rate γ, we have:

g(t) ∝ e[i(ωe−∆P )−γ/2]teφ(t)−φ(0). (2.73)

We compute the Fourier transform of this function according to Eq. (2.70) and plot

the results in Fig. 2.2 for different temperatures. At zero temperatures, no thermal

phonons exist in the system, and thus the only process that can occur simultane-

ously with photon emission is phonon emission into the system, which results in a

red-shifted emission sideband. At higher temperatures, phonon-absorption can oc-

cur concurrently with photon emission, and a blue sideband appears, with the total

spectrum approaching symmetry as T increases. This distinctly non-Lorentzian line-

shape (captured here by the IBM φ(t) function) is a key signature of non-Markovian

physics. Note, however, that in the presence of an electric field – either due to an

optical excitation, or cavity coupling – the Hamiltonian, when transformed into the

polaron basis, is no longer diagonal with respect to the phonon operators. Thus,
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Figure 2.2: Quantum dot emission spectra as described by Eq. (2.70) for T= 4 K (orange)
and T = 40 K (blue). As the temperature decreases, the phonon sideband becomes highly
asymmetric, as only phonon-emission becomes probable. Here, ~γ = 1 µeV, α = 0.03 ps2,
and ~ωb = 0.9 meV.

solving for the dynamics of the system can no longer be separated into distinct parts,

as in Eq. (2.71). Instead, we can use the fact that for small fields, the fluctuations

in the phonon bath displacement induced by the field can be treated as a perturba-

tion, and derive a polaron ME in this basis to deal with this fluctuation. This is the

method used in Chapters 3-5. For specific derivations of a polaron ME, as well as a

standard weak coupling ME, see Appendix C. This appendix calculates the MEs for

a time-dependent Hamiltonian in full generality, which requires some more care than

the usual time-independent approach.

2.4 Computational Methods

Two useful computational toolboxes of interest to this work are the Quantum Optics

Toolbox (qotoolbox) for MATLAB, and QuTiP for Python (with the SciPy package

to aid in numerical computing) – both open-source software packages used to aid in

the modelling of quantum optics and open quantum systems (Johansson et al. 2012;
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Johansson et al. 2013; Tan 1999)8. These software packages allow for easy transla-

tion of the abstract mathematical objects of quantum mechanics (operators, state

vectors, tensor product spaces, etc.) to computational “quantum objects” which can

be easily manipulated to perform numerical calculations. They furthermore contain

C-compiled subroutines which are specifically optimized for numerical solution of

equations of interest in quantum optics. However, these routines are not easily com-

patible with the nature of the system studied in this thesis. Qotoolbox does not easily

allow for arbitrary time dependencies in the ME, which conflicts with the pulse-driven

nature of this system9. QuTiP does allow for arbitrary time-dependence, although it

assumes that the ME is of Lindblad or Bloch-Redfield form – the latter of which is

quite general, but does not allow for some analytical simplifications that can be made

(e.g., some of the MEs of Chapter 5) which drastically improve computational time.

Carrying out a comparison of qotoolbox and QuTiP (solving various time-dependent

MEs with phonons) for this work, it was found that while QuTiP is more effective

at calculations involving very large Hilbert spaces due to its updated optimization

of the differential equation-solving routines and parallel computing capabilities, the

manipulation of quantum objects is many times slower in QuTiP than qotoolbox. As

such, qotoolbox was deemed more appropriate for this thesis and was the sole piece

of computational software (other than MATLAB) used in the analysis. Given the

incompatibility of the qotoolbox ME solving subroutines with the equations used in

most of this thesis, the utility of the toolbox was entirely in its simplicity of construct-

ing and manipulating quantum objects. However, the manipulation of these objects

in qotoolbox is done in a manner which is very slow and inefficient. As such, for all

large calculations, code was written to transform these objects into simple matrices,

for which calculations were orders of magnitude faster due to the highly efficient na-

ture of matrix manipulation in MATLAB. As such, the utility of qotoolbox for this

8Available from http://qo.phy.auckland.ac.nz/toolbox/ and http://qutip.org/

download.html
9Qotoolbox does allow for Gaussian and even custom (with some source code modification) pulse

shapes to be used in its ME set-up; however, the interaction picture transformation introduces a ma-
trix exponentiation with a time dependent argument, complicating the code necessary to incorporate
this.

http://qo.phy.auckland.ac.nz/toolbox/
http://qutip.org/download.html
http://qutip.org/download.html
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thesis was solely for the ease of setting up the initial problems in a simple and fast

manner. The actual ME solution was done with a simple fourth order Runge-Kutta

method, with large calculations mostly reduced to matrix manipulation.

It is worth drawing attention to a particular method used of calculating the time-

dependent interaction picture transformed operators in Chapter 5. Specifically, we

are considering the transformed operators:

σ±(t− τ) = U †(t− τ, t)σ±U(t− τ, t), (2.74)

where the operator U(t, t0) evolves the state of the two-level subspace from |ψ〉 (t0) to

|ψ〉 (t). In general, these operators must be calculated from the Heisenberg equation:

d

dτ
σ±(t− τ) = − i

~
[H ′S(t− τ), σ±(t− τ)], (2.75)

where for the Hamiltonian of interest in Chapter 5, H ′S(t−τ) = ~Ω′(t−τ)
2

σx+~g′(σ+a+

σ−a†). When g = 0, the solution to these operators is analytic, as shown in Chapter 5.

In general, we can construct a method of numerically determining them. Specifically,

we have for σ−(t− τ) and a(t− τ):

d

dτ
σ−(t− τ) = −i

[
Ω′(t− τ)

2
+ g′a(t− τ)

]
σz(t− τ), (2.76)

d

dτ
a(t− τ) = −ig′σ−(t− τ). (2.77)

Taking the Hermitian conjugates of the above equations, and noting that σz(t− τ) =

σ+(t− τ)σ−(t− τ)− σ−(t− τ)σ+(t− τ), we can solve this system by simultaneously

integrating the above matrix differential equations. This integration must be done

over τ for each value of t, and is quite time consuming. For g′ � max
{

Ω′(t)
}

, it is

sufficient to use the analytical solution that neglects the cavity term, U(t − τ, t) =

exp
[
− iσx

2

∫ t−τ
t

dt′Ω′(t′)
]
.
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Chapter 3

Influence of electron-phonon scattering for an

on-demand quantum dot single-photon source

using cavity-assisted adiabatic passage

This work is published as C. Gustin and S. Hughes, “Influence of electron-phonon

scattering for an on-demand quantum dot single-photon source using cavity-assisted

adiabatic passage”, Phys. Rev. B 96, 085305 (2017). It evaluates an earlier theo-

retical proposal (Pathak and Hughes 2010) for a quantum dot single photon source

which utilizes a version of stimulated Raman adiabatic passage to generate single

photons from a cavity of opposite polarization to the excitation lasers. The purpose

of this evaluation/extension was largely to improve upon the phenomenological model

of decoherence used in the original work by including a rigorous polaron transform

master equation analysis of the source, as well as to go in to more detail into the

source operation and figures-of-merit. The calculations and drafting of the paper was

done by me, with feedback, suggestions, and edits by Stephen Hughes.

Abstract

We study the role of electron-phonon scattering for a pulse-triggered quan-

tum dot single-photon source which utilizes a modified version of stimulated

Raman adiabatic passage and cavity-coupling. This on-demand source is coher-

ently pumped with an optical pulse in the presence of a continuous wave laser

drive, allowing for efficient generation of indistinguishable single photons with
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polarizations orthogonal to the applied fields. In contrast to previous stud-

ies, we explore the role of electron-phonon scattering on this semiconductor

system by using a polaron master equation approach to model the biexciton-

exciton cascade and cavity mode coupling. In addition to background zero-

phonon-line decoherence processes, electron–acoustic-phonon coupling, which

usually degrades the indistinguishability and efficiency of semiconductor photon

sources, is rigorously taken into account. We study how different system pa-

rameters (cavity and laser detunings, cavity spectral width, temperature) affect

the device performance and contrast the relative influence of intrinsic phonon-

coupling with other dephasing mechanisms. We describe how this biexciton-

exciton cascade scheme allows for true single photons to be generated with over

90% quantum indistinguishability and efficiency simultaneously using realistic

experimental parameters. We also show how the double-field dressing can be

probed through the cavity-emitted spectrum.

3.1 Introduction

Integral to many schemes of quantum information processing, including linear quan-

tum computation (Knill et al. 2001) and quantum cryptography (Hiskett et al. 2006),

is a deterministic source of on-demand single-photons. Effective on-demand single-

photon sources are efficient quantum light sources (emitting a single photon each time

they are triggered) which produce photons that are indistinguishable in frequency,

polarization, and bandwidth. In practical sources, the important figures-of-merit are

degraded by decoherence arising from the source coupling to its environment, typically

containing a large number of quantum degrees of freedom. Decoherence (particularly

optical dephasing) has proven to be a substantial barrier to practical implementation

of nanotechnology which incorporates quantum mechanical phenomena (Kok et al.

2007; Nazir and Barrett 2009; Bylander et al. 2003). However, some of these barriers

are not necessarily fundamental ones, and methods exist and are improving which re-

duce (and manipulate) decoherence in single-photon sources (M. D. Reed et al. 2016;

Somaschi et al. 2016; Kuhlmann et al. 2013).
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Nanoscale semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) function as solid-state “artificial

atoms” and are promising candidates for scalable single-photon sources (Buckley et

al. 2012; Unitt et al. 2005). The presence of an electronic bandgap allows for an op-

tically active transition between ground and spatially-confined excited electron-hole

pair (exciton) states, mimicking a two (or more) level atom, but with notable ad-

vantages including longer stability, tunable transition frequency (Lodahl et al. 2015),

and ease of implementation in a solid-state environment. Quantum dot single-photon

sources are often coupled to photonic environments, such as micropillar cavities (Ul-

rich et al. 2011) or photonic crystal defects (Lodahl et al. 2015), to facilitate enhanced

light-matter interaction and collection of emitted photons via cavity-quantum elec-

trodynamics (cavity-QED), which also helps to minimize the coupling time to de-

coherence processes. Cavity coupling can be used to exploit coherent phenomena

characteristic of the strong-coupling regime of cavity-QED, including coherent Rabi

oscillations of excitonic populations—manifesting in strong field phenomena such as

Autler-Townes splitting of exciton energy levels (Xu et al. 2007; Reithmaier et al.

2004), Mollow triplet emission spectra (Flagg et al. 2009; Ulhaq et al. 2013; Roy and

Hughes 2011; Roy and Hughes 2012), or weak-coupling regimes such as the Purcell

enhancement of spontaneous emission rates (Gérard et al. 1998; Balet et al. 2007),

allowing for increased collection efficiency of the emitted single-photons (X. Ding, et

al. 2016; Somaschi et al. 2016).

Semiconductor cavity-QD systems are some of the most promising candidates for

efficient, deterministic sources of indistinguishable single photons (Lodahl et al. 2015).

However, QD systems are not without their drawbacks. In particular, the solid-state

nature of the QD leads to coupling of excitons with phonons, most notably, with

longitudinal acoustic (LA) phonons (Nazir and McCutcheon 2016; Ramsay, Gopal,

et al. 2010; Ramsay, Godden, et al. 2010; Krummheuer et al. 2002; Vagov, Axt,

et al. 2002; Förstner et al. 2003; Besombes et al. 2001). This coupling is often an

intrinsic source of decoherence within QD photon sources and imposes fundamental

limits on the efficacy of QDs as quantum light sources (Iles-Smith et al. 2017). In

particular, incoherent excitation schemes to invert exciton or biexciton populations
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typically involve pumping (e.g., with an above-resonant optical pulse) the QD to a

higher energy level in the conduction band, and letting the QD relax to the exciton

state through phonon-mediated transitions or other non-radiative processes (Glässl

et al. 2013; Bounouar et al. 2015; Quilter et al. 2015; Toda et al. 1999). This can

introduce a timing “jitter”, or uncertainty, in the lifetime of the exciton state, re-

ducing the indistinguishability of photons emitted (Kiraz et al. 2004b; Kaer et al.

2013; Nazir and Barrett 2009). Additionally, off-resonant excitation requires higher

pump strengths, increasing phonon-induced dephasing rates (Manson et al. 2016). As

a result, incoherent off-resonant excitation schemes can produce photons with high

efficiency (and robust to laser detunings) but poor indistinguishability, and are typ-

ically inferior to coherent pumping mechanisms for single-photon sources (Manson

et al. 2016; Pathak and Hughes 2010). In contrast, this work studies a coherent

pump-triggered excitation scheme via a modified version of stimulated Raman adi-

abatic passage (STIRAP) and cavity coupling. This scheme, initially proposed by

Pathak and Hughes (Pathak and Hughes 2010) for a simple 4-level atom system,

uses the biexciton-exciton cascade—consisting of two linearly polarized excitons and

a biexciton (two excitons) state—to coherently generate on-demand single photons of

different polarization than the input pulse, allowing for spectral separation of pump

from output light. While this work shows promise, the original calculations were per-

formed without any inclusion of electron-phonon coupling effects, which are known to

play an important role on semiconductor QD-cavity systems (Nazir and McCutcheon

2016; Ulrich et al. 2011; Roy and Hughes 2012; Kaer et al. 2013; Roy-Choudhury and

Hughes 2015; Iles-Smith et al. 2017; Krummheuer et al. 2002; Hohenester 2010).

In this work, we expand upon the simple atomlike Lindblad master equation

(ME) approach (Pathak and Hughes 2010) by introducing into the analysis an explicit

model of electron-phonon interactions via a time-convolutionless polaron ME. Polaron

MEs have been successfully used to explain a variety of phonon-related phenomena

in QD systems, including Rabi frequency renormalization (McCutcheon and Nazir

2010), phonon-modified QD emission spectra of exciton and biexciton states (Roy
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and Hughes 2011; Hargart et al. 2016), off-resonant phonon-assisted population inver-

sion (Manson et al. 2016), and phonon-modified Purcell enhancement of spontaneous

emission rates (Roy-Choudhury and Hughes 2015). This polaronic ME approach

allows one to numerically calculate the relevant figures-of-merit for a single-photon

source, including the efficiency (quantified roughly via the expectation value of the

number of photons emitted into the cavity), and the quantum indistinguishability,

obtained from the two-time correlation functions of the cavity mode operators. The

polaron transform is a unitary transform which shifts the analysis of exciton-phonon

interactions to a quasiparticle “polaron” frame, where in the limit of zero laser or cav-

ity coupling, the independent Boson model (IBM) (Mahan 1990) is recovered exactly,

treating certain phonon coupling to a Fermionic atom nonperturbatively. This allows

for accurate and efficient computations to be made over a wide variety of temper-

atures, where other methods—such as a weak-coupling ME approach, which is per-

turbative in the exciton-phonon interaction and thus does not capture multiphonon

processes (Nazir and McCutcheon 2016)—fail. The polaron ME approach also has

certain benefits over numerically-exact path-integral approaches (Vagov, Croitoru,

Glässl, et al. 2011) of allowing for more physical insight, as well as easier computa-

tion of quantum optics observables including two-time-correlation functions, which

are necessary, e.g., for calculation of the single-photon indistinguishability.

In this work, we show how this QD-cavity scheme produces single-photons of

simultaneously high efficiency and indistinguishability, and we explore the role of

temperature and phonon coupling in detail. We find that this STIRAP set-up can

allow for photons with simultaneously over 90% efficiency and indistinguishability

to be generated even in the presence of LA phonon coupling using resonant pulse

excitation, and with near unity efficiency and over 80% indistinguishability using off-

resonant pulse excitation. The layout of the rest of our paper is as follows: In Sec. 3.2

we describe the theoretical formalism of the open system time-dependent quantum

dynamics we use to model the QD-cavity single-photon source. In Sec. 3.3, we solve

the polaron ME for the system reduced density operator and two-time correlations of

the cavity mode operators to calculate the expectation value of number of photons
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emitted into the cavity per pulse excitation, and quantum indistinguishability of

emitted photons. We also calculate the cavity-emitted spectrum and explain its

features in terms of the field-dressing of the system eigenstates by the various field

and cavity couplings in the presence of phonon-coupling. Finally, we conclude in

Sec. 3.4.

3.2 Theoretical Model

3.2.1 QD-Cavity System Hamiltonian

We model the QD-cavity system with a four-level biexciton cascade scheme (see

Fig. 3.1) coupled to a cavity mode with creation and destruction operators a† and

a, respectively. Additionally, each excited state of the QD is coupled to a bath of

phonon modes indexed by wavevector q and with bosonic creation and destruction

operators b†q and bq. The ground to X-exciton (x-polarized) transition is coupled by

a time-dependent optical pump pulse with Rabi frequency Ωp(t), while the X-exciton

to biexciton (XX) transition is coupled by a continuous wave (CW) laser with Rabi

frequency Ωl. The cavity mode is chosen to couple the biexciton state to the Y -exciton

with coupling constant g. With appropriate choice of drive strengths, the system pop-

ulation is adiabatically transferred via the STIRAP process from the ground state to

the Y -exciton without significantly populating the X-exciton and biexciton states, in

the process emitting a single photon into the cavity. The system then decays radia-

tively to the ground state, allowing the source to be triggered once again. Neglecting,

for now, background decoherence of the zero-phonon line (ZPL) including cavity de-

cay, spontaneous emission, and pure dephasing, the Hamiltonian for this system in a
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rotating frame (see Appendix for the relevant unitary transformation) is

H = ~∆p |X〉 〈X|+ ~(∆p + ∆l −∆c) |Y 〉 〈Y |

+ ~
(
Ωp(t) |X〉 〈g|+ Ωl |XX〉 〈X|+ g |XX〉 〈Y | a+ H.c.

)
+ ~(∆p + ∆l) |XX〉 〈XX|+

∑
q

~ωqb
†
qbq

+
∑

S={X,Y,XX}

|S〉 〈S|
∑

q

~λSq(b†q + bq), (3.1)

with pump pulse detuning ∆p ≡ ωX − ωp, CW laser detuning ∆l ≡ ωXX − ωl − ωX ,

and cavity detuning ∆c ≡ ωXX − ωY − ωc. For the multi-stage STIRAP process, the

CW laser should be on resonance such that ∆l = 0, and ∆p = ∆c to satisfy the multi-

photon resonance condition (Pathak and Hughes 2010; Vitanov and Stenholm 1999).

Thus in the following analysis we set ∆l = 0 and define ∆ ≡ ∆p = ∆c. To ensure

that none of the transitions between ground and exciton states simultaneously couple

to exciton to biexciton transitions (and vice-versa), the magnitude of the detuning

∆ is assumed well below the biexciton binding energy (typically on the order of

1 meV) for the QD of interest such that |∆| � |ωX − 1
2
ωXX |. The LA phonon-

exciton coupling is included via coupling constants {λSq} for S = {X, Y,XX}, which

are assumed to be real and correspond to an ideal quantum confined QD such that

λq ≡ λXq = λYq = 1
2
λXXq (Hohenester et al. 2007).

3.2.2 Polaron master equation

To analyze the dynamics of the STIRAP single-photon source, we develop an open-

system time-local ME approach to determine the reduced system density matrix and

calculate relevant quantities. To incorporate effects of the phonon bath, we first

apply a polaron transform of the form H ′ = eSHe−S to approximately (exactly in the

limit of no field couplings) diagonalize the Hamiltonian in the polaron frame, where

S = (2 |XX〉 〈XX| + |X〉 〈X| + |Y 〉 〈Y |)
∑

q
λq
ωq

(b†q + bq). Separating the polaron

transformed Hamiltonian H ′ into system, bath, and interaction parts such that H ′ =
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the STIRAP single-photon source excitation method in the biex-
citon cascade of a QD coupled to a cavity mode and phonon bath.

H ′S +H ′B +H ′I , we have

H ′S = (∆− δP ) |X〉 〈X|

+(∆− 2δP ) |XX〉 〈XX| − δP |Y 〉 〈Y |

+
(
Ω′p(t) |X〉 〈g|+ Ω′l |XX〉 〈X|+ g′ |XX〉 〈Y | a+ H.c.

)
, (3.2)

where δP =
∑

q

λ2q
ωq

is a Lamb-shift in the exciton energies due to phonon bath renor-

malization. We can assume that this polaron shift is absorbed into the original

definitions of ∆p,∆c, and ∆l such that it can be neglected henceforth. The drive

strengths and cavity coupling Ω′p(t) = 〈B〉Ωp(t),Ω
′
l = 〈B〉Ωl, and g′ = 〈B〉g are co-

herently reduced by the presence of the phonon bath, where 〈B〉 = 〈B+〉 = 〈B−〉 =

exp
[
− 1

2

∑
q

λ2q
ω2
q

coth
( ~ωq

2kBT

)]
is the thermal average of the coherent displacement

operators B± = exp
[
±
∑

q
λq
ωq

(b†q − bq)
]
. The bath free Hamiltonian is given by

H ′B =
∑

q ~ωqb
†
qbq, and the interaction Hamiltonian is H ′I = Xgζg + Xuζu, with

drive operators Xg = ~Ωp(t) |X〉 〈g| + ~Ωl |XX〉 〈X| + ~g |XX〉 〈Y | a + H.c., and

Xu = i
(
~Ωp(t) |X〉 〈g|+ ~Ωl |XX〉 〈X|+ ~g |XX〉 〈Y | a

)
+ H.c., and phonon fluctua-

tion operators ζg = 1
2
(B+ +B− − 2〈B〉) and ζu = 1

2i
(B+ −B−).
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We assume a continuous spectrum of phonon modes such that J(ω) =
∑

q λ
2
qδ(ω−

ωq) → J(ω) = αω3exp
[
ω2

2ω2
b

]
, which is the form of the phonon spectral function

J(ω) appropriate for describing a deformation potential induced by LA phonons—

the primary source of phonon-related decoherence in QD single-photon sources (Nazir

and McCutcheon 2016; Ramsay, Gopal, et al. 2010; Ramsay, Godden, et al. 2010);

α is the exciton-phonon coupling strength, and ωb is the phonon cut-off frequency.

Following Refs. (Hargart et al. 2016; Roy and Hughes 2012), we derive a time-local

2nd-order Born-Markov ME in the polaron frame to treat the fluctuations in the

phonon-exciton interaction induced by the optical fields perturbatively:

d

dt
ρ(t) = − i

~
[H ′S, ρ(t)]− 1

~2

∫ ∞
0

dτ
∑

m={g,u}

(
Gm(τ)

× [Xm(t), Xm(t, τ)ρ(t)] +H.c.
)

+
∑
µ

L[Oµ]ρ(t), (3.3)

where Gg(τ) = 〈B〉2(cosh (φ(τ)) − 1) and Gu(τ) = 〈B〉2 sinh (φ(τ)) are the polaron

Green functions, and Xm(t, τ) ≈ e−iH
′
S(t)τ/~Xm(t)eiH

′
S(t)τ/~. In the continuum limit,

we have the following IBM phase function:

φ(τ) =

∞∫
0

dω
J(ω)

ω2

(
coth

( ~ω
2kBT

)
cos (ωτ)− i sin (ωτ)

)
, (3.4)

with 〈B〉 = e−φ(0)/2, and this function includes multiple phonon absorption and

emission transitions. Note that the polaron transform approach is rigorously valid

in the regime where, for a given Rabi frequency,
(

Ω
ωb

)2
(1 − 〈B〉)4 � 1, which is

the case for the parameters used here (McCutcheon and Nazir 2010). Additionally,

to phenomenologically include decohering processes beyond LA phonon-exciton cou-

pling (Roy and Hughes 2012), we include Lindblad terms (for collapse operator O:

L[O]ρ ≡ OρO† − 1
2
{O†O, ρ}), corresponding to collapse operators

√
γXX |X〉 〈XX|,
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√
γXX |Y 〉 〈XX|,

√
γX |g〉 〈X|,

√
γX |g〉 〈Y | (i.e. γX = γY ) corresponding to sponta-

neous emission, as well as
√

2γ′ |XX〉 〈XX|,
√
γ′ |X〉 〈X| and

√
γ′ |Y 〉 〈Y | correspond-

ing to pure dephasing of exciton states. We furthermore introduce cavity photon leak-

age via collapse operator
√
κa. Initially the QD (assumed to be neutrally charged) is

taken to be in the ground state and the cavity mode to be in the vacuum state.
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Figure 3.2: (a) Phonon bath mean displacement 〈B〉 (drive strength and cavity coupling
renormalization factor) as a function of temperature for α = 0.03 ps2 (blue, solid) and
α = 0.06 ps2 (red, dotted), as well as the associated polaron shifts δP =

∫∞
0 dωJ(ω)/ω. (b)

Real part of one of the polaron Green functions Gg(t), giving the time evolution of the bath
correlation function (for an exciton state) with α = 0.03 ps2 for T = 5 K (dotted green line)
and T = 40 K (solid orange line). (c) Real part of Gg(ω) in the frequency domain, showing
a low-temperature asymmetry of phonon bath correlations.

To calculate the key figures-of-merit for this single-photon source in the presence

of phonons, the ME of Eq. (3.3) is first solved numerically. We then quantify the

efficiency of the source with the emitted cavity photon number, Ne ≡ lim
t→∞

Pe(t),

with Pe(t) =
∫ t

0
κ〈a†a〉(t′)dt′. Following previous works (Pathak and Hughes 2010;

Kiraz et al. 2004b; Kiraz et al. 2004a), we can quantify the indistinguishability of the

single-photons by considering a Hong-Ou-Mandel interferometry set-up, where two

photons consecutively emitted from the single-photon source are directed at a beam

splitter. The indistinguishability, I , of the photons determines the degree to which
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two-photon interference is observed, and can be expressed in terms of the cavity mode

correlation functions:

I ≡ lim
T→∞

1

2

[
1−

T∫
0

dt
T−t∫
0

dτ
[
g(2)(t, τ)− |g(1)(t, τ)|2

]
T∫
0

dt
T−t∫
0

dτ〈a†a〉(t)〈a†a〉(t+ τ)

]
, (3.5)

where g(1)(t, τ) = 〈a†(t)a(t + τ)〉 and g(2)(t, τ) = 〈a†(t)a†(t + τ)a(t + τ)a(t)〉 are

the quantum degrees of first and second order coherence, respectively, which are

calculated from the ME solution via the quantum regression theorem (Carmichael

1999).

3.3 Results

Throughout this work, we use parameters γXX = γX = 0.5 ns−1 (0.33 µeV), and

κ = 25 ns−1 (16.5 µeV). The background pure dephasing rate (e.g., due to charge,

spin noise), except where chosen as a parameter to vary, is γ′ = 1 ns−1 (0.66 µeV).

The phonon parameters are chosen to be α = 0.03 ps2, and ωb = 0.9 meV, similar

to those found from the experimental results by Quilter et al. (Quilter et al. 2015).

The phonon coupling strength α can vary from dot to dot, and so we also show in

Fig. 3.2(a) the phonon bath mean displacement for a value of α = 0.06 ps2, as found

in the experimental results by Weiler et al. (Weiler et al. 2012). To optimize the STI-

RAP process (Kuhn et al. 2002), we take the pump pulse profile to be sawtooth (see

Fig. 3.3) with max pulse strength Ω′p = 2.5g′ and pulse width g′τp = 3π throughout,

except in Fig. 3.8 where the pulse width is varied. The CW laser strength is fixed

at Ω′l = 5g′. Except in Fig. 3.4, where we show the effects of the coherent renormal-

ization of coupling parameters by the phonon bath, we take g′ = 50 ns−1 (32.9 µeV)

to be a constant throughout, noting that the zero-temperature cavity coupling, Rabi

frequencies, and pulse width must be modified by a factor of 〈B〉 to accurately com-

pare the incoherent effects of the phonon bath, which are of interest, as they limit the

efficiency and indistinguishability of the single-photon source. The renormalization
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effect is quite small at low temperatures, and a mean bath displacement of 〈B〉 = 0.96

at T = 5 K only affects the emitted photon number by less than 0.005 with these

excitation parameters. Unless otherwise specified, all results with phonons are at the

bath temperature of T = 5 K. Simulating results “without phonons” means that the

incoherent exciton-phonon scattering terms in Eq. (3.3) are set to zero and the cavity

and field couplings are not renormalized by the factor of 〈B〉.
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Figure 3.3: (a) Populations of X-exciton (ρX ; red), biexciton (ρXX ; black), cavity (〈a†a〉;
blue), as well as the emitted photon number (Pe(t); green) with (dashed lines) and without
(solid lines) the exciton-phonon interaction. (b) Inset of plot in (a). (c) Pump pulse time
profile, with max pulse strength 2.5g′ and pulse width 3π/g′.

Figure 3.3 displays the populations of various QD states and the cavity mode

over time, showing the influence of incoherent exciton-phonon scattering. Without

phonons, these simulation parameters give an emitted photon number Ne = 1.00 and

indistinguishability I = 0.96, and with phonons, Ne = 0.93 and I = 0.90. The

presence of phonons indeed increases the degree to which the intermediate states (X-

exciton and biexciton) in the STIRAP process are populated, decreasing the efficiency
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Figure 3.4: Effect of phonon renormalization of excitation parameters. Shown is the
emitted photon number and indistinguishability for constant (temperature-independent)
bare coupling parameters g, Ωl, Ωp (dashed lines) and constant effective coupling param-
eters g′, Ωl, Ω′p (solid lines). We use a temperature-dependent dephasing rate γ′(T ) =
γ′0 + (2.127 ns−1/K)T with γ′0 = 1 ns−1, as discussed in main text.

of the adiabatic population transfer. This can be attributed to additional phonon-

induced dephasing captured in the polaron ME, reducing the coherence of the transfer

process, as well as transitions between states mediated by phonon absorption and

emission. Note that the finite lifetime of the Y -exciton state means that there is a

small probability of the exciton decaying to the QD ground state and being re-excited

during the same pump pulse, emitting two photons into the cavity. This limits the

indistinguishability of the emitted photons and thus overly long pulse widths should

be avoided. This also means that longer excited state lifetimes (specifically, the Y -

exciton lifetime (Pathak and Hughes 2010)) improve the indistinguishability of the

emitted photons, suggesting that this set-up could benefit from the reduction of the

density of optical states away from cavity resonance, which, e.g., can be achieved with

a photonic crystal cavity (Roy-Choudhury and Hughes 2015).

The spectral width (decay rate) κ of the cavity is important to the performance of

this STIRAP single-photon source, and is often a difficult experimental parameter to
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Figure 3.5: Cavity population as a function of time for a resonant (∆ = 0) pulse for
κ = g/5 (red), κ = g/2 (green) and κ = 2g (blue) along with the emitted photon number
and indistinguishability for each case (phonons included for all).

control. If it is too small, the cavity mode and biexciton state will sustain Rabi oscil-

lations. This is disadvantageous because it increases the population of the biexciton

state (even if only transiently), which exposes the system to additional decoherence

including spontaneus emission into non-cavity modes, phonon-coupling, and other

dephasing processes. If it is too large, the biexciton state will decouple from the

Y -exciton before the population transfer is complete, as |XX〉 does not coherently

couple to the state |Y 〉 ⊗ |0〉 (where |0〉 is the cavity mode vacuum state). We plot

the cavity populations as well as the associated figures of merit (Ne, I) for various

values of κ in Fig. 3.5 to further illustrate this. For the smallest cavity width, the

efficiency drops without much change in the indistinguishability. This is, as has been

demonstrated in recent works, because the cavity acts as a spectral filter, filtering

out photons emitted into the phonon-sideband, decreasing efficiency while improving

indistinguishability (Iles-Smith et al. 2017; Grange et al. 2017). Note that while the

cavity parameters place the cavity-QD coupling in the intermediate-to-strong cou-

pling regime (4g > κ), typical features of the strong-coupling regime (pronounced

Rabi oscillations) are not as prominent, as the cavity mode should adiabatically fol-

low the pump pulse in ideal performance.
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Figure 3.6: (a) Number of photons emitted into cavity Ne and (b) indistinguishability I
as a function of temperature with phonons and constant dephasing γ′0 = 1 ns−1 (dashed
orange line), with a temperature-dependent dephasing γ′(T ) = γ′0+(2.127 ns−1/K)T and no
phonons (solid magenta line), and with both phonons and temperature-variable dephasing
(black dash-dotted line).

In addition to increased exciton-phonon coupling strengths at higher tempera-

tures (which are intrinsic to the QD), other dissipative processes (e.g., charge noise

in QDs), including phonon effects beyond the IBM have dephasing rates which are

often dependent on temperature (Borri et al. 2001). In Fig. 3.6 we study the device

performance over a wide range of potential operating temperatures by comparing the

relative effects of phonon coupling versus temperature-dependent background pure

dephasing rates. Following the experimental results in Ref. (Y. Ota, S. Iwamoto, N.

Kumagai, Y. Arakawa 2009), we employ an empirical linear pure dephasing correla-

tion γ′(T ) = γ′0 + (2.127 ns−1/K)T with γ′0 = 1 ns−1 and study the special case of

resonant excitation (∆ = 0) with pulse parameters as used elsewhere in this section.

Recent work has shown that at temperatures above ∼ 10 K, acoustic phonons induce

virtual transitions to higher-lying QD excited states, which, when analyzed using an

effective two-level system approach, manifests as a highly non-linear pure dephasing

as a function of temperature (Reigue et al. 2017). We thus emphasize that our re-

sults quoted as “with phonons” really refer to the linear exciton-phonon interaction,

as found in the IBM and dominant at low temperatures. Fig. 3.6 suggests that at

low temperatures (4 K), intrinsic linear phonon-coupling has a less detrimental effect

on device figures-of-merit than that of increased pure dephasing rates, which are not

fundamental limitations and indeed have been shown to be significantly suppressed
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in recent experiments (Somaschi et al. 2016).

Next, in Fig. 3.7, we study the effects of varying the pump pulse and cavity de-

tuning ∆. Very high efficiencies (∼ 99%) are achieved at detunings of ∆ = ±Ωl =

±164.5 µeV (250 ns−1), which can be attributed to the Autler-Townes splitting of

the biexciton state by ±Ωl due to the CW laser drive. Positive detunings produce

photons of higher indistinguishability, as in this case, the pump pulse and cavity de-

tunings are below resonance with respect to the exciton state transitions, practically

avoiding phonon-emission mediated transitions. Since the number of phonons present

in a thermal bath is small at low temperatures, phonon-absorption processes are less

influential. One potential advantage of off-resonant excitation is that, for positive

values of ∆, it ensures that the cavity mode in which photons are emitted into is not

only of an orthogonal polarization to the pump and CW light, but also a different

frequency, potentially aiding in photon collection and filtering. Even on-resonance,

the presence of fine structure anisotropic exchange splitting between of Xand Y po-

larized exciton states renders the cavity mode a different frequency than the applied

fields, but the degree of the splitting is small (∼10-100 µeV) and varies from dot to

dot (Lodahl et al. 2015). To further study this off-resonant excitation scheme, we

take ∆ = 158 µeV and show the effect of varying the pulse width in Fig. 3.8, along

with the corresponding result for resonant excitation (∆ = 0). Note that for this de-

tuning, the system evolves less adiabatically, instead directly using the lower energy

state of the Autler-Townes doublet formed from the presence of the CW drive as an

intermediate state.

It is also interesting to probe the field-induced state dressing that occurs through

the cavity-emitted spectrum, which is easily accessed experimentally (Muller et al.

2007; Flagg et al. 2009; Ates et al. 2009; Vamivakas et al. 2009; Ulhaq et al. 2013).

In Fig. 3.9, we plot the cavity-emitted spectrum with and without phonons for

resonant excitation. The emission spectrum from pulsed excitation in the laboratory

frame can be found from the Fourier transform of the time-averaged cavity mode
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Figure 3.7: (a) Emitted cavity photon number and (b) indistinguishability without phonons
(solid blue line) and with phonons (dash-dotted red line) as a function of pulse and cavity
detuning ∆ = ∆c = ∆p.
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Figure 3.8: Emitted cavity photon number (blue) and indistinguishability (brown) for on-
resonant (left) and off-resonant (right) excitation with phonons (dashed lines) and without
(solid lines).

first-order correlation function: (Cui and Raymer 2006)

Sc(ω) ≡ Re

[ ∞∫
0

dτe−i(ω−ωc)τ
∞∫

0

dt〈a†(t+ τ)a(t)〉

]
. (3.6)

The spectrum on-resonance resembles that of the well known Mollow-triplet with a

CW drive (B. R. Mollow 1969), but has a somewhat different physical origin. The

sidepeaks in the spectrum arise from biexciton to Y -exciton transitions, where the

biexciton state is split by ±Ωl due to the presence of the CW drive. For efficient on-

resonance STIRAP population transfer, the intermediate (biexciton state) is never

significantly populated due to destructive interference in the probability amplitude

of transitioning to either of the two energy levels split from the CW laser dressing
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the X-exciton to biexciton transition (Vitanov, Rangelov, et al. 2017), and the side-

peaks in the cavity-emitted spectrum are thus very small. As the (phonon-induced)

dephasing is increased, the intermediate state is populated, leading to off-resonant

sidepeaks in the spectrum which are enhanced by phonon absorption and emission

processes, asymmetrically favouring phonon emission at low temperatures. Since a

lack of sidebands in the emission spectrum (barring any postselection) is a necessary

condition (though not sufficient–two-photon emission events must also be suppressed)

for indistinguishable photons, this interruption of the STIRAP process by the inter-

mediate eigenstate population can allow for high emitted photon number, but with

a cost of lower indistinguishability (Iles-Smith et al. 2017). The odd shape of the

off-resonant spectrum is partially due to simultaneous field-dressing of different tran-

sitions, causing AC Stark shifts which lead to a complicated eigenstructure (Hargart

et al. 2016). The main sidepeaks, while small and close to ω = 0, can be attributed to

additional splitting of the lower rung of the Autler-Townes doublet arising from the

CW drive by the cavity mode. Also shown in Fig. 3.9 are the system time-dependent

quasi-eigenenergies corresponding to each respective spectra. In the rotating frame,

transitions between different system eigenstates (shown as black arrows) correspond

to side peaks in the cavity-emitted spectrum (the exact location of which depends on

the details of the relevant eigenstate populations over time). The eigenvalues of the

system Hamiltonian (Eq. (3.2)) in the rotating frame also can be used to study the

mechanism behind the single-photon emission. In ideal STIRAP, the system remains

in a zero-eigenvalue state during the entire population transfer process (Vitanov,

Rangelov, et al. 2017), and sidepeaks in the cavity spectrum are very small. For the

off-resonant case (Fig. 3.9 (b)), we see much larger sidepeaks relative to the main peak

both with and without phonons, indicating high population of the undesired non-zero

eigenvalue dressed states, suggesting that additional phonon-induced dephasing is the

dominant decoherence mechanism for this detuning.

Finally, we note that the STIRAP excitation scheme in this work can be modi-

fied by eliminating the CW laser coupling the X-exciton to biexciton transition and

using the pump pulse to couple the ground state to biexciton transition directly via
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Figure 3.9: Top: Cavity-emitted spectra Sc(ω) for (a) an on-resonance pulse with ∆ =
0 µeV and (b) an off-resonance pulse with ∆ = 158 µeV, with phonons (dash-dotted red
line) and without (solid blue line). Bottom: Quasi-eigenergies of system Hamiltonian in
rotating frame as a function of time for (c) ∆ = 0 µeV and (d) ∆ = 158 µeV, truncated
to a 1 photon (two-dimensional) Fock space, showing non-adiabatic transitions that create
sidepeaks in cavity emitted spectrum.

two-photon resonance. This makes the pump process simpler, but is less effective,

requiring longer pulse widths to compensate for the lack of strong Autler-Townes

splitting by the CW drive, which increases the influence of dephasing on the sys-

tem (Vitanov, Rangelov, et al. 2017) and yields indistinguishabilities not higher than

80% for parameters (excluding the pulse strength and width) similar to those used in

the rest of this section.

3.4 Conclusions

In summary, we have analyzed a coherently triggered QD single-photon source uti-

lizing STIRAP with a polaron ME approach which accurately incorporates effects

of electron-phonon scattering. Our results, using realistic experimental parameters,

show that simultaneous achievement of over 90% efficiency and indistinguishability,
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or near-unity efficiency and over 80% indistinguishability using this set-up should be

possible, even in the presence of phonons.

While this source is advantageous in that it combines high indistinguishabilities

and efficiencies with easily filtered emitted photons, for near-unity indistinguisha-

bilities (which are typically required in proposals for all-optical quantum comput-

ing (Knill 2005)), recent experiments using resonant pulsed excitation (Somaschi et

al. 2016) and rapid adiabatic passage (Wei et al. 2014) to invert the exciton state

coupled to a cavity have demonstrated higher success than our results would suggest

for the STIRAP scheme studied in this work; however, the overall fidelity of these

single-photon sources is limited by the fact that simultaneously very high efficiency

(brightness) and indistinguishability has yet to be achieved, partially due to the dif-

ficulty in effectively filtering and collecting photons under these coherent excitation

methods, as the pump field is often resonant with the emitted single photons, re-

quiring polarization discrimination (thus reducing the efficiency and “on-demand”

nature of the single photon gun). In contrast, by emitting single-photons into a

strongly-coupled cavity mode of an orthogonal polarization (and potentially different

resonant frequency) to the applied fields, the STIRAP set-up allows for high emission

efficiencies and trivially filtered laser light.

3.5 Appendix – Rotating frame transformation

Starting from the Hamiltonian:

H =
∑

S={X,Y,XX}

~ωS |S〉 〈S|+ ~ωca†a+ 2~
(

Ωl cos (ωlt) |XX〉 〈X|

+ Ωp(t) cos (ωpt) |X〉 〈g|+ g cos (ωct) |XX〉 〈Y | a+ H.c.
)

+
∑

q

~ωqb
†
qbq +

∑
S={X,Y,XX}

|S〉 〈S|
∑

q

~λSq(b†q + bq), (3.7)
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we move into the interaction picture with the Hamiltonian H̃I = eiH0t/~HIe
−iH0t/~ by

defining H = H0 +HI , with

H0 = ~ωp |X〉 〈X|+ ~(ωp + ωl − ωc) |Y 〉 〈Y |

+~(ωp + ωl) |XX〉 〈XX|+ ~ωca†a. (3.8)

Expanding the cosines in Eq. (3.7) as complex exponentials and dropping terms

proportional to exp(±i2ωt) (rotating-wave approximation), one arrives at the rotating

frame (interaction picture) Hamiltonian used in Eq. (3.1).
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Chapter 4

Spectral asymmetries in the resonance fluorescence

of two-level systems under pulsed excitation

This work is published as C. Gustin, R. Manson, and S. Hughes, “Spectral asymme-

tries in the resonance fluorescence of two-level systems under pulsed excitation”, Opt.

Lett. 43, 779 (2018). It presents a theoretical analysis of the resonance fluorescence

spectra of two-level systems driven by a pulse. It summarizes the key theoretical

results first found in the 1980s in atomic systems, and provides modern numerical

calculations of the spectra, in particular for off-resonant pulses, which to date had

been rarely studied. The work also uses a polaron master equation to study realistic

quantum dot systems, and analyzes to what extent the effects that are unique to

the time-dependent excitation are obscured by phonon scattering. Particular atten-

tion is given to spectral asymmetries, their physical origin, and differences that arise

with the conventional CW “Mollow triplet”. The calculations and writing of this

manuscript were done by me, with earlier partial calculations by Ross Manson used

as inspiration and a starting point for my analysis. Feedback and edits were provided

by Stephen Hughes, and all the authors revised the work following comments in the

review process.

Abstract

We present an open-system master equation study of the coherent and inco-

herent resonance fluorescence spectrum from a two-level quantum system un-

der coherent pulsed excitation. Several pronounced features which differ from
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the fluorescence under a constant drive are highlighted, including a multi-peak

structure and a pronounced off-resonant spectral asymmetry, in stark contrast

to the conventional symmetrical Mollow triplet. We also study semiconduc-

tor quantum dot systems using a polaron master equation, and show how the

key features of dynamic resonance fluorescence change with electron–acoustic-

phonon coupling.

The theory of resonant scattering of light from a two-level system (TLS) is a major

achievement in quantum optics and provides an experimentally accessible gateway

to probing strong-field quantum optics. In recent decades, advances in the ability

to coherently manipulate atomic systems with light has allowed for a breadth of

technological innovations which harness the quantum mechanical properties of these

systems (Dowling and Seshadreesan 2014). Furthermore, quantum dots (QDs) –

semiconductor materials confined in three dimensions, with excited electron-hole pairs

(excitons) mimicking the behaviour of an excited atom, can serve as ”artificial atoms”,

maintaining the physics of the quantized system’s interaction with the electromagnetic

field, but with tunable properties and potential for scalability (Lodahl et al. 2015).

Semiconductor QDs have been the subject of much recent research for their potential

as sources of quantum light, particularly single and entangled photons (Buckley et

al. 2012). While constant excitation with a continuous wave (cw) laser drive can be

used to create a TLS single-photon source, often technological proposals require a

deterministic source – one that can be triggered on-demand. This is typically done

by an optical pulse, which renders resonance fluorescence (RF) of a TLS a genuine

time-dependent quantum dynamical process.

The usual features of the RF spectrum under strong cw excitation manifest as the

so-called Mollow triplet (B. R. Mollow 1969), where the power spectrum of the scat-

tered field takes on a characteristic three-peak resonance structure due to radiative

transitions between eigenstates of the system Hamiltonian, as well as a delta func-

tion peak at the (monochromatic) drive frequency corresponding to coherent elastic

scattering. However, under excitation by a short pulse, the RF spectrum can take

on features which obscure or eliminate this characteristic spectrum, especially under
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off-resonant excitation. The pulsed RF spectrum has been studied theoretically in

atomic systems (Cavalieri et al. 1987; Edwards 1983; Rzaa̧żewski and Florjańczyk

1984; Florjaṅczyk et al. 1985; Buffa et al. 1988; Ho and Rabitz 1988), and more re-

cently in QD-cavity systems for on-resonance excitation (Moelbjerg et al. 2012), where

a dynamic spectrum has been observed in the presence of cavity coupling (Fischer,

Müller, Rundquist, et al. 2016).

In this Letter, we describe the unique features of pulsed RF spectra in depth using

a master equation approach, and explore the different effects under time-dependent

excitation, which are of interest to emerging experimental studies of pulsed quantum

optical systems. In particular, we separate both the coherent and incoherent spectra

under pulsed excitation of a single TLS incorporating the dissipative processes of

spontaneous emission and pure dephasing. Using an off-resonant drive, we describe

how a pronounced spectral asymmetry can arise under different conditions, and ex-

plain its origin in terms of the rate of optical transitions between dressed eigenstates.

We investigate the different regimes under which a multi-peak structure arises, and

describe the role of the excited state in the off-resonant spectrum. In semiconduc-

tor QD systems, acoustic-phonon–electron scattering alters the physics of two-level

quantum optics by introducing further decoherence, including non-Markovian bath

coupling (Nazir and McCutcheon 2016; Ramsay, Gopal, et al. 2010; Krummheuer

et al. 2002; Besombes et al. 2001; Vagov, Axt, et al. 2002; Förstner et al. 2003);

with pulsed excitation, we study this fundamental quantum interaction in detail, ex-

plaining its rich features, then discuss the main effects of including phonon coupling

via a polaron master equation technique, which rigorously describes the dynamics of

optically pulsed QD systems (Manson et al. 2016; Gustin and Hughes 2017; Müller

et al. 2015).

The system Hamiltonian HS of a TLS, under laser excitation in the dipole ap-

proximation, and with units where ~ = 1, is

HS(t) = ∆σ+σ− +
Ω(t)

2
(σ+ + σ−), (4.1)
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in a frame rotating at the frequency of the laser ωL, where σ+, σ−, are the Pauli

operators between the ground and excited states, ∆ ≡ ωe−ωL is the detuning between

the excited state and laser frequency, and Ω(t) is the Rabi frequency. To derive

the time-dependent dynamics of the system incorporating dissipation, we employ a

Lindblad master equation for the system density operator ρ:

d

dt
ρ = −i[HS(t), ρ] +

γ

2
L[σ−]ρ+

γ′

2
L[σ+σ−]ρ, (4.2)

where the Lindblad terms (L[A]ρ = 2AρA† − A†Aρ − ρA†A) represent spontaneous

emission with rate γ and a pure dephasing with rate γ′. For a TLS, the total spectrum

S(ω) is (Cui and Raymer 2006)

S(ω) = Re

[∫ ∞
0

dt

∫ ∞
0

dτ〈σ+(t)σ−(t+ τ)〉ei(ω−ωL)τ

]
, (4.3)

where 〈σ+(t)σ−(t + τ)〉 is calculated from the quantum regression theorem. The

incoherent spectrum is Sinc(ω) = S(ω) − Scoh(ω), where the coherent spectrum is

Scoh(ω) = Re
[∫∞

0
dt
∫∞

0
dτ〈σ+(t)〉〈σ−(t+ τ)〉ei(ω−ωL)τ

]
.

It is useful to recognize that for slowly varying pulses (the adiabatic limit), the

time-dependent eigenstates of (4.1) give the dressed states of the system at a given

time t. These states, |±〉, have energies ε± = ∆
2
± ΩR

2
, where ΩR ≡

√
Ω2 + ∆2 is the

effective Rabi frequency, and |±〉 = 1√
1+κ2±

(|g〉 + κ± |e〉) with κ± = Ω/[±ΩR −∆].

In a fully quantum-mechanical model where the electric field is quantized, the states

|±〉 form a manifold |±, N〉 denoted by photon number N . The optical transitions

|+, N〉→|−, N − 1〉 (which we denote as a +→− transition) and |−, N〉→|+, N − 1〉
(−→+), along with the |+, N〉→|+, N − 1〉 and |−, N〉→|−, N − 1〉 create the well-

known Mollow triplet. Note that when ∆ = 0, the dressed states are equal mixtures

of the ground and excited states. For nonzero detuning, however, in the limit of a

weak drive, |−〉 tends to the ground state, and |+〉 tends to the excited state.

In Fig. 4.1, we show the incoherent, coherent, and total spectra for a two-level

system driven at a maximum Rabi frequency Ω0 for varying pulse widths. The pulse
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Figure 4.1: Total (black line), incoherent (orange), and coherent (blue) spectra for a pulsed
TLS with γ = Ω0/40, γ′ = 0, for varying pulse widths. Each row of spectra (where the left
is for a resonant laser, and the right a laser detuned by ∆) is normalized to the maximum
amplitude of the total spectra of the left (resonant driving) case. Also shown in blue for
each case is the percent of coherently scattered light (integrated spectral intensity) to the
total spectral intensity.

width is expressed in terms of the dimensionless pulse area, Θ =
∫∞
−∞Ω(t)dt, where

we have chosen a Gaussian pulse of the form Ω(t) = Ω0 exp [−π(Ω0t
Θ

)2]. At low pulse

areas, both the incoherent and coherent spectra take on a characteristic multi-peak

structure, due to interference effects. On resonance, an analytical criterion for the

emergence of these sidepeaks has been derived by Moelbjerg et al. (Moelbjerg et al.

2012), where the solutions tn to the equation
∫ tn
−tn Ω(t′)dt′−2Ω(tn)tn = (2n+ 1

2
)π give

the times at which the scattered field interferes constructively at frequency Ω(tn),

leading to sidepeaks in the spectrum at locations ω−ωL = ±Ω(tn). As the pulse area

increases, these peaks merge into a continuum, which levels off at the locations of the
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cw Mollow sidepeaks at ±Ω0. To see only dynamical features in the spectrum, the

pulse width should be shorter than the lifetime of the excited state, such that Θ� Ω0

γ
,

or for Fig. 4.1, Θ
π
� 13. With off resonance driving (not studied in (Moelbjerg et al.

2012)), similar behaviour is observed, but with an additional peak appearing in the

spectra for short pulse widths, corresponding to the excited state energy level. For

long pulses, the dressed states of the system have time to fully develop, and this

peak disappears. Note that changing the sign of the detuning ∆ simply reflects each

spectra about the vertical axis.

Off-resonance, a significant asymmetry is seen in the incoherent spectra. The in-

coherent spectra arises from transitions between the field-dressed states of the system,

and this asymmetry can be explained in terms of adiabatic evolution of the system

eigenstates over time (Edwards 1983; Cavalieri et al. 1987). Since the system starts in

the ground state, for non-zero detunings, it will adiabatically follow |−〉, provided the

system evolution is slow. More precisely, the criterion for pulsed adiabatic evolution

is (D. J. Tannor 2007) ∣∣∣∣∣2∆

τ 2

Ω(t)t

([Ω(t)]2 + ∆2)3/2

∣∣∣∣∣� 1, (4.4)

where τ = Θ/(
√
πΩ0) is the 1/e pulse half width. (4.4) can be satisfied for, e.g.,

long pulse widths and/or large detunings. For rapidly-varying pulse envelopes (e.g., a

square pulse), this asymmetry is flipped. Note that this asymmetry vanishes as the off-

resonant pulse width is increased; for long pulse widths, the two-level system absorbs

and emits multiple photons, and the photon statistics tend towards a Poissonian

distribution (Fischer, Hanschke, Kremser, et al. 2017). In this limit, the population

of the system eigenstates are determined by radiative transitions from higher-lying

manifolds in the dressed-state picture, and thus the system obeys the principle of

detailed balance. Explicitly, if a photon is emitted from the |+, N〉 state, transitioning

the TLS into state |−, N − 1〉 (a +→− transition), the TLS can only reach state

|+, N − 1− n〉 (n ∈ Z) by undergoing a −→+ transition, and vice-versa.

The principle of detailed balance, however, only strictly applies in the absence

of pure (non-radiative) dephasing. In Fig. 4.2, we plot the pulsed RF spectra under
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Figure 4.2: Spectra from Fig. 4.1 on a semilog scale, but with incoherent (orange) and
coherent (blue) spectra also shown for a pure dephasing γ′ = Ω0/10 (dash-dotted lines).

the same conditions as in Fig. 4.1, but with the incoherent and coherent spectra

in the presence of additional pure dephasing also included. We also use a semilog

scale in this case, to better reveal the amplitude of some of the larger peaks. With

dephasing, a clear asymmetry is also seen on the blue side of the spectrum, with the

+→− transitions larger. To understand the physics behind this asymmetry, it is

instructive to consider the cw limit, where exact analytical solutions for the spectra

are known. The spectral weight (area) of a peak caused by radiative transitions (as

with the incoherent spectrum) is proportional to the product of the population of the

initial state (pre-transition) and the transition rate (M. Florescu, and S. John 2004).

Explicitly, the spectral weight Γ of a transition with rate γ̃ is

Γ+−
−+

= γ̃tr
[
|±〉 〈±| ρ(∞)

] ∣∣〈∓|σ− |±〉∣∣2. (4.5)
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The transition rate γ̃ is not exactly solvable analytically for an off-resonantly driven

Mollow triplet, but it can be shown by considering the determinant of the character-

istic equation of the optical Bloch equations in matrix form that this rate is the same

for both |+〉 and |−〉 states. The relative spectral weight of these transitions gives

the magnitude of this asymmetry:

Γ+−

Γ−+

=
κ2

+(1 + κ2
−)

κ2
−(1 + κ2

+)

[
1 + (κ2

+ − 1)〈σ+σ−〉+ 2κ+Re{〈σ−〉}
1 + (κ2

− − 1)〈σ+σ−〉+ 2κ−Re{〈σ−〉}

]
(4.6)

where the terms 〈σ−〉 = − iΩ
2

(
γp+i∆

γ2p+∆2+Ω2 γp/γ

)
and 〈σ+σ−〉 = 1

2

[
1 + γ

γp

(γ2p+∆2

Ω2

)]−1

are

found from the steady state solution of Eq. (4.2) for a cw Rabi frequency Ω, with

γp = 1
2
(γ + γ′) (Ulhaq et al. 2013). Physically, this asymmetry is due to the fact that

pure dephasing acts to reduce the bare-state basis polarization. In the dressed state

picture, this asymmetry appears as non-radiative transitions between eigenstates,

which violates the principle of detailed balance. Since, off resonance, the |+〉 state

is more like the excited TLS state, it has a higher radiative transition rate, which

is balanced in the case of no dephasing by the lower steady state |+〉 population.

Dephasing increases this state’s population, and thus spectral weight. The physics of

the cw case can be qualitatively extrapolated back to the pulsed case by considering

the time-dependent eigenstates.

In the application of our results to realistic semiconductor QD systems, it is es-

sential to incorporate into the model the effects of longitudinal acoustic (LA) phonon

scattering. The total Hamiltonian (system + reservoir) in this case becomes

Htot(t) = ∆σ+σ− +
Ω(t)

2
(σ+ + σ−)

+
∑

q

ωqb
†
qbq + σ+σ−

∑
q

λq(b†q + bq), (4.7)

where bq (b†q) are annihilation (creation) operators corresponding to phonon modes

for wavevector q, coupled to the exciton by coupling constants λq. By treating the

phonon modes as a reservoir and applying a unitary ”polaron” transformation, we
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derive a master equation which captures nonperturbative electron-phonon coupling

effects and then treats the pulse as a perturbation about this polaron frame:

d

dt
ρ = −i[H ′S(t), ρ] +

γ

2
L[σ−]ρ

−
∫ ∞

0

dτ
∑

m={g,u}

(
Gm(τ)[Xm(t), e−iHs(t)τXm(t)eiHs(t)τρ] + H.c.

)
, (4.8)

which is similar to (4.2) for γ′ = 0 with an additional term corresponding to inco-

herent electron-phonon scattering (see (Manson et al. 2016) for details). The phonon

interaction is characterized by the phonon spectral function J(ω) = αω3 exp
[
−ω2

2ω2
b

]
,

where we choose a coupling strength of α = 0.06 ps2 and a phonon bath frequency cut-

off of ωb = 1 meV, both consistent with the experimental-theory results of Weiler et

al. (Weiler et al. 2012). The polaron transform renormalizes the system Hamiltonian

by coherently reducing the effective drive strength Ω(t) and introducing a Lamb-type

shift in the exciton resonant frequency, but we have assumed that these effects can be

absorbed into the original definitions of these parameters and neglected henceforth

(such that H ′S = HS). Note that to calculate the dot-emitted spectrum in the lab-

oratory frame in terms of the polaron-transformed operators, one must multiply the

two-time correlation function in (4.3) by an additional factor (related to the polaron

Green functions) (Roy and Hughes 2012)). This factor captures non-Markovian lat-

tice relaxation effects, leading to a broad phonon sideband which is asymmetric at low

temperatures superimposed over the incoherent spectrum, and also reduces the co-

herent spectrum amplitude (Roy and Hughes 2012; Iles-Smith et al. 2017). However,

it is usually the case in semiconductor experiments that the QD is weakly coupled to

a cavity and the output emission is through the cavity mode. In this case, the field

operators a (a†) (which are unaffected by the polaron transform) describing the cav-

ity mode can be shown to be proportional to the exciton operators σ−(σ+) (Hargart

et al. 2016) and the additional phonon factor need not be included to calculate the

cavity-emitted spectrum.

For our semiconductor calculations, we employ QD-appropriate physical units,
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choosing Ω0 = 1 meV, γ′ = 0, γ = 10 µeV (corresponding to a Purcell factor of

around 10), temperature T = 4 K, and Θ = 5π (pulse FWHM of 9.7 ps). In
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Figure 4.3: Incoherent (left) and coherent (right) RF spectra for a driven QD without
the exciton-phonon interaction (solid red and orange) and with exciton-phonon coupling
where the spectrum is emitted from a weakly-coupled cavity (dashed-dotted; dark blue and
green). The exciton-laser detuning is (top) ∆ = 0, (middle) ∆ = 0.33 meV, (bottom)
∆ = −0.33 meV. The incoherent and coherent spectra are each normalized (separately)
to the maximum amplitude in the spectra without phonons. Also shown is the maximum
amplitude of the off-screen peak of each spectrum with phonon-coupling.

Fig. 4.3 we present spectra with and without phonon coupling for a resonant drive,

as well as for drives red and blue detuned with respect to the exciton. In contrast

to previous studies on the RF spectra of QDs under pulsed excitation which only

considered electron-LA-phonon scattering via a non-polaronic time-dependent de-

phasing (Moelbjerg et al. 2012), our full phonon model finds a notable asymmetry

even in the cavity-emitted spectrum on resonance, due to phonon emission-assisted
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radiative decay, which is more probable than phonon absorption at low tempera-

tures (Roy and Hughes 2012). Symmetry is restored in the cw case (Roy and Hughes

2012; Ulhaq et al. 2013) as the principle of detailed balance dictates the spectral

weights when multi-photon emission dominates. For the same reason, the spectra are

heavily modified for negative detunings; the phonon interaction now greatly increases

the amplitude of the exciton peak in the incoherent spectrum, and decreases (relative

to the amplitude of the peak when the detuning is positive) it in the coherent spec-

trum. This is because the exciton is populated via incoherent phonon emission, in

contrast to the coherent no-phonon case of quasiresonant excitation by the continuum

of Rabi frequencies contained in the pulse. Furthermore, phonons completely change

the multi-peak spectra around the laser frequency for this detuning – removing the

center peak entirely for the coherent spectra. Consistent with (Moelbjerg et al. 2012),

we find that strong phonon coupling renders the multi-peak structure more difficult

to resolve, but does not completely obscure it even with our large phonon coupling

strength.

To conclude, we have presented a theoretical and computational study of pulsed

RF spectra of two-level systems under on and off resonance excitation, described

how these can differ from RF spectra under a constant drive, and extended our gen-

eral results to semiconductor QD systems via a rigorous polaron transform model of

electron-phonon coupling. We have elucidated the different ways spectral asymmetry

can arise by considering the adiabatic evolution of the dressed states, non-radiative

pure dephasing, and phonon-assisted transitions.
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Chapter 5

Pulsed excitation dynamics in quantum dot-cavity

systems: limits to optimizing the fidelity of

on-demand single photon sources

This manuscript is published as C. Gustin and S. Hughes, “Pulsed excitation dynam-

ics in quantum-dot–cavity systems: limits to optimizing the fidelity of on-demand

single-photon sources”, Phys. Rev. B 98, 045309 (2018). The work studies the the-

ory and limits of QD single photon sources with an emphasis on the elements of the

source dynamics and figures of merit that depend on the time-dependent nature of

the pulsed excitation. The work thus gives a quantitative theoretical analysis of the

limits to resonantly pulsed single photon source efficacy which is realistic to actual

experiments. In addition, we report on a non-Markovian effect associated with pulses

shorter than correlation time of the photon or phonon reservoirs, and show how this

has a critical effect on the degree to which collection efficiency can be increased with-

out sacrificing the single photon purity of the source, which common models can miss.

The work was done by me, with feedback and edits from Stephen Hughes.

Abstract

A quantum dot coupled to an optical cavity has recently proven to be an

excellent source of on-demand single photons. Typically, applications require

simultaneous high efficiency of the source and quantum indistinguishability of
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the extracted photons. While much progress has been made both in suppress-

ing background sources of decoherence and utilizing cavity-quantum electrody-

namics to overcome fundamental limitations set by the intrinsic exciton-phonon

scattering inherent in the solid-state platform, the role of the excitation pulse

has been often neglected. We investigate quantitatively the factors associ-

ated with pulsed excitation that can limit simultaneous efficiency and indis-

tinguishability, including excitation of multiple excitons, multi-photons, and

pump-induced dephasing, and find for realistic single photon sources that these

effects cause degradation of the source figures-of-merit comparable to that of

phonon scattering. We also develop rigorous open quantum system polaron

master equation models of quantum dot dynamics under a time-dependent drive

which incorporate non-Markovian effects of both photon and phonon reservoirs,

and explicitly show how coupling to a high Q-factor cavity suppresses multi-

photon emission in a way not predicted by commonly employed models. We

then use our findings to summarize the criteria that can be used for single

photon source optimization.

5.1 Introduction

Recently, the use of photons as easily manipulated and decoherence-resistant quanta

for quantum information processing applications, as well as fundamental studies, has

led to the desire to create a high-fidelity source which can produce single photons

on demand (Senellart et al. 2017; A. Kuhn, and D. Ljunggren 2010; M. Müller, et

al. 2017; Shields 2007; Broome et al. 2013). The single photon source should pro-

duce photons efficiently (ideally, where each trigger pulse produces one and only one

photon) which are of an indistinguishable quantum character (i.e., a pure quantum

state), in addition to other desirable parameters including scalability and source sta-

bility over time. Of much success in providing a physical realization of a single photon

source in recent years is the semiconductor quantum dot (QD) (Buckley et al. 2012;

X. Ding, et al. 2016; Somaschi et al. 2016; Y.-M. He, et al. 2017; Liu et al. 2018) – an

effectively zero-dimensional semiconductor material, where the electronic bandgap
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and three-dimensional confinement allows for excited electron-hole pairs (excitons)

that behave like the ground and an excited state of an artificial atom. Exploiting

this optically-active transition, an optical pulse can create an exciton which then ra-

diatively relaxes to the ground state, emitting a single photon. The solid-state QD

single photon source has the advantage of being stable, as well as easily integrated in

photonic environments (e.g. optical cavities), but comes with additional challenges as

decoherence sources unique to the solid-state degrade the indistinguishability and effi-

ciency of emitted photons (Lodahl et al. 2015). Decoherence reduces the purity of the

quantum state by coupling to a large number of degrees of freedom; this can include

charge and spin noise from the semiconductor material (Kuhlmann et al. 2013), which

recent experimental techniques have been shown to successfully suppress (Somaschi

et al. 2016; Kulhmann et al. 2015), and most notably, electron-phonon coupling in-

trinsic to the dot (Nazir and McCutcheon 2016). Intrinsic electron-phonon scattering

fundamentally alters the field-dipole interaction by introducing a reservoir of phonon

modes (most significantly, longitudinal acoustic (LA) modes) which couple to the

two-level system, introducing non-Markovian decoherence, including a broad phonon

sideband in the emission spectrum, and decoherence rates which scale with the pulse

intensity in the excitation process (Ramsay, Gopal, et al. 2010; Krummheuer et al.

2002; Besombes et al. 2001; Vagov, Axt, et al. 2002; Förstner et al. 2003; Manson

et al. 2016). Phonon-induced decoherence thus leads to limits on the simultaneous

efficiency and indistinguishability of the QD as a single photon source, which can be

partially mitigated by coupling the QD to an optical cavity, accelerating the emission

of photons into the zero-phonon-line (ZPL) via Purcell enhancement, simultaneously

increasing the collection efficiency and indistinguishability in frequency of the emitted

single photons (Iles-Smith et al. 2017; Grange et al. 2017). However, the phonon inter-

action means that these figures-of-merit can not be simultaneously increased without

limit. This limit to simultaneous efficiency and indistinguishability has been recently

investigated in the case of an initially inverted QD (Iles-Smith et al. 2017). The

role of the excitation pulse required in real single-photon sources to initially excite
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the QD, however, has been relatively neglected. In particular, the probability of two-

photon emission becomes non-zero in the presence of a finite pulse excitation (Fischer,

Hanschke, Kremser, et al. 2017; Fischer, Hanschke, Wierzbowski, et al. 2017), which

degrades the indistinguishability of the emitted wavepacket, and excitation-induced

dephasing rates caused by phonon scattering degrade the single photon efficiency.

Given the interest in optimizing such sources and understanding intrinsic limits, this

neglect is quite questionable and is clearly of interest to the community.

In this work, we demonstrate explicitly how the pulse parameters can interact

with the exciton, the cavity mode, and the phonon bath to degrade the single photon

source figures-of-merit, and in particular, how the source’s environment and the pulse

can be engineered to minimize these drawbacks. Combining these findings with pre-

vious work on how cavity-quantum electrodynamics (QED) can be used to minimize

phonon-induced decoherence, we report criteria for pulse and cavity parameters to op-

timize simultaneous maximization of efficiency and indistinguishability for QD-cavity

single photon sources. Additionally, we present different methods of modelling time-

dependent QD dynamics with a master equation approach, rigorously incorporating

cavity (and other photonic reservoirs) and phonon coupling. While pulse-driven sys-

tems have been previously modelled with master equations (McCutcheon and Nazir

2010; Manson et al. 2016; Gustin and Hughes 2017; Gustin, Manson, et al. 2018;

Moelbjerg et al. 2012) incorporating cavity and phonon coupling, the extent to which

the pulse can induce non-Markovian decoherence has typically been neglected, and as

such excitation regimes with pulse durations shorter than the correlation times of the

system-reservoir interactions have been less accessible. We investigate the extent to

which these additional Markov assumptions regarding the driven system influence the

dynamics and then apply this to the excitation process of QD single photon sources.

The layout of the paper is as follows: in Sec. 5.2, we introduce the theoretical

model of our system via a cavity-QED polaron master equation technique and clarify

the definition of the quantum indistinguishability of single photons in terms of Hong-

Ou-Mandel interference; in Sec. 5.3, we review the phonon-limits to simultaneous

efficiency and indistinguishability and investigate the role of the excitation pulse on
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the single-photon figures-of-merit by analyzing the effects of multi-photon emission

and multiple exciton excitation; in Sec. 5.4 we show how the presence of a cavity

mode suppresses multi-photon emission in a way not predicted by the traditional

“bad-cavity” approximation, and explain this effect by developing a non-Markovian

master equation approach which self-consistently captures the effect of a short pulse

on a QD interacting with arbitrary weakly-coupled photonic and phononic environ-

ments. In Sec. 5.5, we calculate the numerical limits to simultaneous efficiency and

indistinguishability obtainable when the pulse excitation process is considered, and

summarize criteria regarding the cavity and pulse parameters to aid in optimal single

photon source design. We then conclude in Sec. 5.6. We also include two appendices

where we give a full cavity-scattering term for our master equation without an ap-

proximation made in the main text, as well as a simplified phonon-scattering term

valid for weak phonon coupling.

5.2 Cavity-QED polaron master equation

In this section we introduce a model of the cavity-QD system that uses a four-level

polaron master equation model of exciton and biexciton energy states coupled to a

quantized cavity mode, which we will refer to as the cavity-QED model for the sake

of differentiating our later approach (where the cavity is treated as a bath). Exciton-

phonon scattering is conveniently modelled with a polaron master equation approach,

where the zero-field exciton-phonon coupling is incorporated nonperturbatively via

the independent Boson model (Mahan 1990) by unitary transformation into a “po-

laron” frame, and the pump (or cavity)-polaron scattering is then treated with usual

Born-Markov master equation techniques (McCutcheon, Dattani, et al. 2011; Roy and

Hughes 2011; Roy and Hughes 2012). This approach has several advantages over alter-

native theoretical approaches, including weak coupling master equations (Nazir and

McCutcheon 2016), which break down for strong phonon coupling rates and elevated

temperatures, numerically exact path integral methods (Barth et al. 2016; Dattani

2013), which are less well developed for calculating two-time correlation functions,
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and variational master equations (McCutcheon, Dattani, et al. 2011), which may

break down for general pulse shapes and short pulse lengths. As we will show be-

low, short pulses are required to suppress multi-photon emission from the QD-cavity

system. However, a lower bound on the pulse lengths is placed by the presence of

the biexciton (two exciton) state (Kiraz et al. 2004b), that has a binding energy

EB = 2~ωx − ~ωxx (x for exciton, xx for biexciton) which in typical QDs is small

(∼ meV scale) enough that short pulses have large enough spectral bandwidth to ex-

cite the two-photon resonance condition (EB/2 detuned below the exciton) to excite

the biexciton state (see Fig. 5.1). To incorporate this effect, we model in this section

our QD-cavity system as a four-level biexciton cascade scheme (where the additional

state is an orthogonally polarized (y) exciton, populated via spontaneous emission

from the biexciton), coupled to a quantized cavity mode with creation (destruction)

operator a† (a). Since the biexciton can decay to either polarization of exciton, then

to ground, this reduces the number of the cavity emitted photons, as well as the

indistinguishability via a timing jitter.

Figure 5.1: Schematic of a four-level cavity-QED model with the biexciton-exciton cascade.
The two-photon excitation (TPE) resonance condition is detuned EB/2 below the exciton
energy level. The biexciton cascade system contains radiative decay channels from the
biexciton-to-exciton, exciton-to-ground, as well as from the biexciton to an orthogonally
linearly polarized exciton (denoted with y), and from this y-exciton to ground; the units
use ~ = 1. Both excitons and the biexciton are coupled to a bath of LA phonon modes (not
shown), and for simplicity we only show the first two states of the cavity mode operator.
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Throughout this work, we exclusively consider the case where the pulse carrier

frequency is resonant with the x-exciton, such that the rotating-frame total Hamilto-

nian (neglecting for now spontaneous emission and cavity photon loss) H of the QD

+ cavity + phonons system is

H =− EB |xx〉 〈xx|+
~Ω(t)

2
(σx + |xx〉 〈x|+ |x〉 〈xx|)

+ ~g(σ+a+ σ−a† + |xx〉 〈x| a+ |x〉 〈xx| a†)

+
∑

q

~ωqb
†
qbq +

∑
s=x,y,xx

|s〉 〈s|
∑

q

~λsq(b†q + bq), (5.1)

in terms of the ground-exciton pseudospin Pauli operators (σx = σ+ + σ−, σy =

i(σ−−σ+), σz = σ+σ−−σ−σ+), and bosonic operators b, b† corresponding to phonon

modes with wavevector q. The LA phonon-exciton coupling is included via coupling

constants λsq (assumed real) for s = {x, y, xx}, which correspond to an ideal quantum

confined QD such that λq ≡ λxq = λyq = 1
2
λxxq (Hohenester et al. 2007). To treat

electron-phonon coupling nonperturbatively, we carry out a unitary polaron trans-

formation H ′ = ePHe−P , with P = (σ+σ− + |y〉 〈y| + 2 |xx〉 〈xx|)
∑
q

λq
ωq

(b†q − bq) to

diagonalize the electron-phonon coupling part of the Hamiltonian, and derive a per-

turbative master equation to deal with pulse and cavity-induced fluctuations around

this new polaron system (Mahan 1990; McCutcheon and Nazir 2010). We can sepa-

rate the new polaron transformed Hamiltonian into system, bath, and coupling parts

such that H ′ = H ′S +H ′B +H ′I , where the RWA system Hamiltonian becomes

H ′S =− EB |xx〉 〈xx|+
~Ω′(t)

2
(σx + |xx〉 〈x|+ |x〉 〈xx|)

+ ~g′(σ+a+ σ−a† + |xx〉 〈x| a+ |x〉 〈xx| a†), (5.2)

where we have ignored a small polaron shift in the exciton and biexciton ener-

gies, assuming it to be absorbed into the definition of EB. The cavity coupling

and Rabi drive become renormalized by the coherent displacement average of the

phonon bath such that g′ = 〈B〉g, Ω′(t) = 〈B〉Ω(t), with 〈B〉 = 〈B+〉 = 〈B−〉 =
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exp
[
− 1

2

∑
q

λ2q
ω2
q

coth
( ~ωq

2kBT

)]
, at temperature T , as the expectation value of the

displacement operators B± = exp
[
±
∑

q
λq
ωq

(b†q − bq)
]
. The bath Hamiltonian is

H ′B =
∑
q

~ωqb
†
qbq, and the interaction Hamiltonian becomes H ′I = Xgζg + Xuζu,

with Xg = ~Ω(t)
2

(σx + |xx〉 〈x| + |x〉 〈xx|) + ~g(σ+a + σ−a† + |xx〉 〈x| a + |x〉 〈xx| a†),
Xu = i~Ω(t)

2
(iσy + |xx〉 〈x| − |x〉 〈xx|) + i~g(σ+a− σ−a†+ |xx〉 〈x| a− |x〉 〈xx| a†), and

phonon fluctuation operators ζg = 1
2
(B+ +B− − 2〈B〉), ζu = 1

2i
(B+ −B−).

In the continuum limit of phonon modes, we can characterize the electron-phonon

interaction with the phonon spectral function Jp(ω) =
∑

q λ
2
qδ(ω − ωq) → Jp(ω) =

αω3exp
[
ω2

2ω2
b

]
, which describes a deformation potential induced by LA phonons—the

main source of phonon-related decoherence in solid-state QDs such as GaAs and

InAs (Nazir and McCutcheon 2016; Ramsay, Gopal, et al. 2010; Ramsay, Godden,

et al. 2010); α is the exciton-phonon coupling strength, and ωb is the phonon cut-off

frequency. A polaron master equation is derived in this frame:

d

dt
ρ(t) = − i

~
[H ′S, ρ(t)]− 1

~2

∫ ∞
0

dτ
∑
m=g,u

(
Gm(τ)×

[Xm(t), X̃m(t− τ, t)ρ(t)] + H.c.
)

+
1

2

∑
µ

L[Oµ]ρ(t), (5.3)

which has been previously used to analyze pulse-driven phonon-exciton scattering in

biexciton systems (Gustin and Hughes 2017). Here, Gg(τ) = 〈B〉2(cosh (φ(τ)) − 1)

and Gu(τ) = 〈B〉2 sinh (φ(τ)) are the polaron Green functions, and

φ(τ) =

∞∫
0

dω
Jp(ω)

ω2

(
coth

(
~ω

2kBT

)
cos (ωτ)− i sin (ωτ)

)
. (5.4)

The interaction picture operators X̃m(t− τ, t) are typically approximated X̃m(t−
τ, t) ≈ e−iH

′
S(t)τ/~Xm(t)eiH

′
S(t)τ/~, which we shall refer to as an “additional Markov

approximation,” although in Sec. 5.5 we calculate them exactly. Note that the upper

limit of the integral has been extended to infinity; while this is often considered a

“second Markov approximation”, equivalent to the assumption that correlations in
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the system-environment interaction decay on a shorter timescale than the system

dynamics (H-P. Breuer, and F. Petruccione 2002), in our case this is simply the

correct initial condition for our setup. Often, it is assumed that the system has been

prepared in the excited state at t = 0, under which circumstances the upper limit of

the integral becomes t directly from integrating the Von-Neumann equation, which

can then be extended to∞ via a second Markov approximation. In our case, we have

incorporated the excitation process directly into the model, and thus we extend the

limit to ∞ to insert the condition that the system is in the ground state at t→ −∞.

We also include phenomenological Lindblad dissipation terms (for collapse operator

O: L[O]ρ = 2OρO†−O†Oρ−ρO†O) with collapse operators
√
γ |x〉 〈xx|, √γ |y〉 〈xx|,

√
γ |g〉 〈x|, √γ |g〉 〈y|, and

√
κa corresponding to spontaneous emission and cavity

photon leakage. Initially the (electrically-neutral) QD is taken to be in the ground

state and the cavity mode to be in the vacuum state.

5.2.1 Figures-of-Merit for Single Photon Sources

The two main figures-of-merit of interest to this study are the efficiency of the single

photon source and indistinguishability of the cavity-emitted photons. The quantita-

tive metric of efficiency studied here is really the emitted cavity photon number – in

terms of the cavity mode operators, this value is

Nc =

∫ ∞
0

κ〈a†a〉(t)dt. (5.5)

Note this is only the cavity emission efficiency; the total single-photon efficiency of

course involves efficiencies in coupling to outgoing modes. Also of interest is the

so-called β-factor, which can be calculated as

β =
Nc

Nc +Nx

, (5.6)

where

Nx =

∫ ∞
0

γ〈σ+σ−〉(t)dt, (5.7)
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is the exciton-emitted photon number (photons emitted into non-cavity modes). For

a high efficiency source, in principle, only Nc needs to be as close to unity as possible,

although in practice β must also be close to 1 to avoid drops in single-photon purity via

multi-photon emission. Single-photon purity (vanishing probability of multi-photon

emission), as is measured in a Hanbury-Brown-Twiss interferometery setup, is also an

important criterion for single-photon sources, but our definition of indistinguishability

encapsulates this requirement.

5.2.2 Single photon Indistinguishability

The single-photon indistinguishability is a measure of the purity of the quantum state

of the emitted photon. For a source where the probability of emitting more than one

photon is zero (e.g., a QD which is prepared in the excited state and allowed to radia-

tively decay), this is a measure of the first-order coherence of the source; the spectrum

of each emitted photon wavepacket is identical to the previous one. For pulse-triggered

sources, the multiphoton probability is typically non-zero, and the indistinguishability

of the quantum state is also a function of the second-order (intensity) coherence. To

provide an experimentally-accessible metric of indistinguishability, the phenomena of

two-photon interference is typically probed via a Hong-Ou-Mandel (HOM) interferom-

etry setup. Here, two photons emitted from identical single-photon sources are inci-

dent upon a beam splitter, and the cross-correlation function of photodetectors placed

at the output channels is measured. For a single-photon source which emits indis-

tinguishable photons in their first and second order coherences, the cross-correlation

function at zero delay vanishes. In practice, a Mach-Zehnder interferometer can be

used to simulate the HOM setup with only a single photon source, triggered with

a delay much longer than the lifetime of the exciton (Fischer, Müller, Lagoudakis,

et al. 2016). In this case, we can model the input channels to the beamsplitter

in terms of field operators proportional to the cavity-mode operators a, a†. Note

that these operators are unaffected by the polaron transform, so the indistinguisha-

bility can be calculated from them directly. The first and second order coherences

are modelled via the two-time correlation functions g(1)(t, τ) = 〈a†(t)a(t + τ)〉 and
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g(2)(t, τ) = 〈a†(t)a†(t+ τ)a(t+ τ)a(t)〉, respectively. The intensity cross-correlation of

the output channels G
(2)
HOM(t, τ) is then (Kiraz et al. 2004b; M. J. Woolley, C. Lang,

C. Eichler, A. Wallraff, and A. Blais 2013; Fischer, Müller, Lagoudakis, et al. 2016)

G
(2)
HOM(t, τ) =

1

2

(
G(2)

pop(t, τ) + g(2)(t, τ)− |g(1)(t, τ)|2
)
, (5.8)

whereG
(2)
pop(t, τ) = 〈a†a〉(t)〈a†a〉(t+τ). Consider a single-photon source triggered with

period 2T , where T is long enough that the single photon source has returned to its

ground state. Since G
(2)
HOM(t, τ) goes to zero around τ = 0 for a perfect single-photon

source, it makes sense to define an indistinguishability I (or two-photon interference

visibility) as follows:

I = 1−
∫ T

0
dt
∫ T
−T dτG

(2)
HOM(t, τ)∫ T

0
dt
∫ 3T

T
dτG

(2)
HOM(t, τ)

. (5.9)

If the cross-correlation is time-averaged over t, then this corresponds to taking the

ratio of the area on the plot of G2(τ) of the peak around τ = 0 to the peak around

τ = 2T and subtracting it from unity. This is the typical experimental procedure

(up to corrections due to, e.g., beamsplitter imperfections) (Somaschi et al. 2016).

To calculate I with only a single pulse excitation, note that for τ > T , g(2)(t, τ) and

g(1)(t, τ) turn into a product of uncorrelated expectation values 〈a†a〉(t)〈a†a〉(t+τ) =

G
(2)
pop(t, τ) and 〈a(t+ τ)〉〈a†(t)〉, respectively, such that

I = 1−
∫ T

0
dt
∫ T

0
dτ
(
G

(2)
pop(t, τ) + g(2)(t, τ)− |g(1)(t, τ)|2

)∫ T
0
dt
∫ T

0
dτ
(
2G

(2)
pop(t, τ)− |〈a(t+ τ)〉〈a†(t)〉|2

) , (5.10)

where negative values of τ have been excluded due to the symmetry of the peaks,

and we have used the fact that the one-time expectation values are periodic with

period 2T . Often the second term in the denominator is neglected, allowing for

further simplification, as it is small for a good single-photon source where the photon

emission does not significantly occur during the excitation process. In the limit of

a perfectly incoherent single-photon source (large pure dephasing), that is in the

excited state at time t = 0, this definition of indistinguishability tends to 1/2, and
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so a different definition I ′ = 2I − 1 is sometimes used (Iles-Smith et al. 2017). For

our calculations, we employ Eq. (5.10), evaluating the two-time correlation functions

with the aid of the quantum regression theorem (Carmichael 1999).

5.3 Limits to single photon efficiency and indistinguishability

5.3.1 Influence of phonon scattering

Previous works have thoroughly studied the detrimental effects of phonon-coupling

on single-photon figures-of-merit for an initially inverted QD and shown how cavity-

QED can be used to partially circumvent this source of decoherence (Iles-Smith et al.

2017; Grange et al. 2017). The most notable effect of exciton-phonon coupling in QDs

is to create a broad phonon sideband in the emission spectrum, with spectral width

on the order of the phonon cutoff frequency ωb. In contrast to the Lorentzian ZPL of

a two-level system emitting radiatively into a spectral reservoir, the phonon sideband

arises from incoherent and real phonon transitions during the photon emission process

(dominated at low temperatures by phonon-emission-assisted radiative decay). As a

result, indistinguishable photons must be extracted from the ZPL. A frequency-based

post-selection around the ZPL accomplishes this, but with a decay in efficiency which

reduces the on-demand nature of the single-photon source. By instead introducing

coupling with a high Purcell factor cavity, one can accelerate the emission of photons

into the ZPL relative to the free-space decay rate, thus simultaneously increasing

both the efficiency of the source (via the β-factor), and the indistinguishability of the

emitted photons. Restrictions are placed on the extent to which this effect can be

harnessed by cavity parameters; the Purcell factor, usually equal to FP = 4g′2

κγ
, can be

increased by decreasing the cavity decay rate κ by introducing higher quality-factor

cavities, or increasing the QD-cavity coupling strength g. However, the decay rate

must be much smaller than the phonon cutoff frequency to ensure effective filtering

of the phonon sideband (κ� ωb), and the ratio 4g′/κ should be kept not too large to

minimize phonon-induced dephasing in the cavity-QD interaction (Iles-Smith et al.

2017). Lastly, a larger decay rate minimizes exposure times to both phonon and
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non-phonon dephasing processes.

To show some of the conclusions above more explicitly, neglecting the biexciton

state, we can adiabatically eliminate the cavity mode from our above master equation,

assuming that we are dealing with the dynamics long after the pulse has decayed to

zero, and we are in the weak-coupling regime 4g′ � κ (Iles-Smith et al. 2017). The

cavity operators can then be approximated by letting da
dt
≈ 0 in the Heisenberg

equation of motion, yielding a ≈ −2ig
′

κ
σ−. For g′ � ωb, we can also approximate the

transformed operators X̃m(t− τ, t) ≈ Xm(t). Substituting this into Eq. (5.3), we find

dρ

dt
=
γ

2
(1 + FP )L[σ−]ρ+

γ′c
2
L[σ+σ−]ρ− i[∆cσ

+σ−, ρ], (5.11)

with FP = 4g′2

κγ
, γ′c = 2Re{Λc}, ∆c = Im{Λc}, where

Λc =
(4g′2

κ

)2
∫ ∞

0

dτ sinh (φ(τ)). (5.12)

It is thus clear that in the limit of weak coupling with the cavity, the phonon in-

teraction induces a pure dephasing rate and Lamb-type shift that both scale with

(g
′2

κ
)2.

5.3.2 Influence of the excitation pulse

In addition to the phonon limits discussed in section 5.3.1, the presence of the optical

pulse required to excite an on-demand QD single-photon source also places often-

neglected restrictions on the simultaneous maximization of efficiency and indistin-

guishability. Most significantly, if the decay rate of the excited system is comparable

to the temporal length of the excitation pulse, the probability of emitting a multi-

photon wavepacket from a single excitation pulse becomes significant, degrading the

purity of the single-photon source and thus the HOM indistinguishability via the

second-order coherence function. Radiative emission during the excitation process

furthermore degrades the first-order coherence of the source via dephasing. Recent

work has shown the probability of two-photon emission in spectrally-flat reservoirs
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to scale with the product of the pulse width τp and radiative decay rate γ for small

two-photon probabilities (Fischer, Hanschke, Kremser, et al. 2017), and Eq. (5.10)

suggests the same scaling with respect to the indistinguishability of the emitted

wavepacket. The effective decay rate into the cavity mode should be large, as to

minimize phonon-induced decoherence, so the pulse width should thus be as small as

possible to avoid emission during the excitation process. A lower bound, however, is

placed on this pulse width by the presence of higher-lying energy states in the QDs

– namely multi-exciton states.

We included the biexciton state in our cavity-QED model in Sec. 5.2, expecting

the pulses to lower the efficiency and indistinguishability of the source when the

spectral width of the pulse becomes comparable to the binding energy EB. To test

our expectations, we plot in Fig. 5.2 the indistinguishability I, the total number

of emitted photons from the QD, Ntot = Nc + Nx, and the β-factor β = Nc/Ntot.

Throughout this work, we employ a Gaussian pulse shape

Ω(t) =
Θ√
πτp

e
− (t−3τp)

2

τ2p , (5.13)

where Θ =
∫∞
−∞ dtΩ(t) is the pulse area, and τFWHM = 2

√
ln(2)τp. We use the phonon

parameters α = 0.03 ps2, and ~ωb = 0.9 meV, similar to those found from the exper-

imental results by Quilter et al. (Quilter et al. 2015), and the temperature T = 4 K.

The free-space decay rate is ~γ = 0.5 µeV (Hargart et al. 2016), and the phonon-

renormalized pulse is a pi-pulse (i.e., Θ = π/〈B〉). As expected, Fig 5.2 reveals

that increasing pulse durations lead to a nearly linear increase in the multi-photon

probability (which can be deduced from the behavior of Ntot) and a decrease in indis-

tinguishability. Phonon-coupling decreases the overall emitted photon number and

indistinguishability – the former effect can be attributed to pump-induced dephasing

effects during the excitation process, while the latter can be attributed to analogous

cavity-induced dephasing. The β-factor is nearly unaffected by phonon-coupling, in-

dicating that phonons do not play a significant role in the radiation dynamics into

various photon modes – an observation confirmed by our analysis in Sect. 5.4 – and is
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very nearly equal to its analytical value obtained from an initially inverted quantum

dot (Cui and Raymer 2006):

β =
FP

FP + 1

1

1 + γ/κ
, (5.14)

with FP = 4g′2/(κγ). The sudden drop in emitted photon number with the phonon

interaction for short pulses is mostly an unphysical artifact of our additional Markov

approximation (see Fig. 5.5). We also investigate here the effect of different biexciton

binding energies, as this can vary significantly from QD-to-QD. The regime in which

the probability of two-photon excitation of the biexciton is negligible can be deter-

mined by requiring that the frequency component of the Fourier-transformed pulse

at the two-photon resonance condition is much smaller than the exciton resonance:

in our rotating frame, Ω(ω = EB
2~ )/Ω(ω = 0) = exp

[
− ( τpEB

4~ )2
]
� 1, or alternatively,

τpEB
4~ � 1.

As increasing the pulse width leads to a decreasing indistinguishability due to the

linearly increasing two-photon emission probability, one might wonder if the same

decrease is seen with an increasing Purcell factor. Critically, this is not the case.

In fact, if the increase in the Purcell factor is caused by decreasing the cavity decay

rate κ, the two-photon emission probability can decrease. Importantly, this effect is

usually only seen with the cavity mode treated at the system level with operators

a, a† – the usual “bad-cavity” approximation in which the cavity mode is adiabat-

ically eliminated simply replaces the two-level system decay rate γ with (FP + 1)γ

(although adiabatically eliminating the cavity does retain other terms corresponding

to electron-phonon scattering (Iles-Smith et al. 2017)), and thus incorrectly predicts

an increase in the two-photon emission probability that scales approximately linearly

with FPγτp. This is due to the time-dependent nature of the pulsed excitation. To

explain further, we develop in the following section a self-consistent system-reservoir

theory, and demonstrate how this approach can be used to derive more accurate mas-

ter equations for resonant excitation which capture important non-Markovian effects

in the interaction with arbitrary photon and phonon reservoirs.
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Figure 5.2: Top: emitted photon number and indistinguishability as a function of pulse
width for (a) a two-level system model and (b) a four-level system with biexciton binding
energy EB = 1 meV, both without phonons (solid line) and with (dash-dotted). Bottom:
total emitted photon number (c) and indistinguishability (d) for two different pulse dura-
tions as a function of biexciton binding energy, both with phonons. Note that the sudden
decrease in emitted photon number for pulses with τp . 2 ps with phonons is mostly an
artifact of the additional Markov approximation. Here ~g′ = 25 µeV and ~κ = 250 µeV,

such that the Purcell factor FP = 4g′2

κγ = 20

5.4 System-Reservoir Theory Approach

In this section, we drop the a, a† quantized cavity operators (treated at the system

level), and instead consider a two-level system (neglecting now the potential for biex-

citon excitation) interacting with photon and phonon reservoirs. Using this formal

system-reservoir model, we can derive a time-dependent master equation which shows

explicitly the effect of phonon-coupling and the excitation pulse on the radiation dy-

namics of the QD-cavity system. This reveals how the cavity interaction allows for

the Purcell factor to be increased almost arbitrarily without increasing the probabil-

ity of multi-photon emission, and thus, not causing the corresponding reduction in

single-photon purity and indistinguishability. Furthermore, we expect the approach

we take here to be useful in going beyond standard polaron master equations which

have to date assumed Markovianity in the pump-induced electron-phonon scattering,
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allowing for modelling of weakly-coupled systems (not just cavity systems) in which

the system dynamics unfold on similar or smaller timescales than the reservoir dy-

namics. This approach also allows for an updated bad-cavity approximation which

retains pump-induced effects. Note also that we are effectively extending the model

of Ref. (Roy-Choudhury, Mann, et al. 2016) to allow for a time-dependent drive on

resonance.

We begin with the total Hamiltonian of a two-level pulse-driven system interacting

with a photon and phonon bath, rotating at the exciton frequency (Roy-Choudhury

and Hughes 2015; Roy-Choudhury, Mann, et al. 2016; Roy-Choudury and Hughes

2015):

H =~
∫
dr

∫ ∞
0

dω ωf †(r, ω)·f(r, ω) +
~Ω(t)

2
σx

−

[
σ+eiωxt

∫ ∞
0

dωd·E(rd, ω) + H.c.

]
+
∑

q

~ωqb
†
qbq + σ+σ−

∑
q

~λq(b†q + bq), (5.15)

which is similar to Eq. (5.1) but with the cavity-dot interaction terms instead re-

placed with a general interaction term containing the electric field operator E(r, ω),

and a bath of photonic modes continuous in frequency with bosonic operators f(r, ω),

f †(r, ω). Here, the QD is considered within the dipole and rotating wave approxima-

tions to be located at position rd, and the electric field is expressed in terms of the

photonic Green function for the cavity (H. T. Dung, L. Knöll, and D.-G. Welsch

1998) G(r, r′;ω) (although this can be adopted for other reservoirs as well, including

photonic crystal waveguides (Roy-Choudury and Hughes 2015)), as well as free field

terms: E(rd, ω) = Efree(rd, ω) + i
∫
dr′G(rd, r

′;ω) ·f(r′, ω)
√

~
πε0
εI(r′, ω), where εI is

the imaginary component of the medium’s dielectric constant. The polaron trans-

form of Sect. 5.2 is again applied, and here we now separate the total Hamiltonian

into system, reservoir (phonon + photon), cavity interaction, and phonon interaction
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parts such that H ′ = H ′S +H ′R +H ′c +H ′p. These are:

H ′S =
~Ω′(t)

2
σx, (5.16a)

H ′R = ~
∫
dr

∫ ∞
0

dωωf †(r, ω)·f(r, ω) +
∑

q

~ωqb
†
qbq, (5.16b)

H ′c = −
[
B+σ

+eiωxt
∫ ∞

0

dωd·E(rd, ω) + H.c.
]
, (5.16c)

H ′p =
∑
m=u,g

Xm(t)ζm. (5.16d)

Here, Xg(t) = ~Ω(t)
2
σx, and Xu(t) = −~Ω(t)

2
σy. We can now derive a master equation

in this frame by tracing over both the photon and phonon reservoirs (Roy-Choudhury

and Hughes 2015). Denoting the interaction picture with tildes, we obtain the fol-

lowing time-convolutionless master equation for the reduced density operator ρ̃:

dρ̃(t)

dt
=− 1

~2

∫ ∞
0

dτTrcTrp

(
[H̃ ′c(t) + H̃ ′p(t),

[H̃ ′c(t− τ) + H̃ ′p(t− τ), ρ̃(t)ρcρp]]
)
, (5.17)

where we have again extended the integration limit to infinity to ensure the correct

initial condition, and made a 2nd-order Born-Markov approximation by assuming the

total interaction picture density matrix factorizes – an assumption we can expect to be

valid in the weak-coupling regime 4g′ � κ in the photon reservoir coupling, and in the

polaron regime 1
2
(Ω(t)
ωb

)2(1−〈B〉4)� 1 in the phonon reservoir coupling (McCutcheon

and Nazir 2010). Moreover, we assume the phonon reservoir ρp to be a thermal state,

and the cavity reservoir ρc to be the vacuum state. As a consequence, we have the

relations Trp(H̃ ′pρp) = Trc(H̃
′
cρc) = 0. This allows us to split the master equation into

a cavity-scattering and phonon-scattering part; transforming back to the Schrödinger

picture, we have

dρ(t)

dt
= −i[H ′S(t), ρ(t)] + Lcρ(t) + Lpρ(t) +

γ

2
L[σ−]ρ(t), (5.18)
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where we have also added in a free-space (background) spontaneous emission decay

term, and Lc and Lp are superoperators corresponding to cavity and phonon scatter-

ing, respectively; note that both of these terms are in general affected by both the

phonon and photon interaction, and contain incoherent scattering effects and small

coherent renormalizations to the system Hamiltonian.

5.4.1 Exciton-phonon scattering

The phonon-scattering term Lpρ is similar to what is found in Sect. 5.2, and can be

found by tracing over the photon and phonon reservoirs and transforming back to the

Schrödinger picture, noting the time-dependence of the unitary operators involved:

Lpρ(t) =
1

~2

∑
m=u,g

∫ ∞
0

dτ
(
Gm(τ)×

[
X̃m(t− τ, t)ρ(t)Xm(t)−Xm(t)X̃m(t− τ, t)ρ(t)

]
+H.c.

)
, (5.19)

where X̃m(t − τ, t) = U †(t − τ, t)Xm(t − τ)U(t − τ, t). The unitary operator U(t, t′)

evolves the state of a two-level system with time-dependent Hamiltonian H ′S(t) from

time t′ to time t. If we make the additional Markov approximations Ω(t− τ) ≈ Ω(t),

and U(t−τ, t) ≈ exp
[
i
~H
′
S(t)τ

]
, this recovers previous results (McCutcheon and Nazir

2010). However, as QD single-photons sources are typically driven with pulses with

widths on the order of the phonon interaction timescale, this misses non-Markovian

effects associated with the exciton-phonon reservoir interaction. Instead, we note that

in the case of an on-resonant pulse, the system Hamiltonian commutes with itself at

all times and the unitary operator can be solved analytically:

U(t− τ, t) = exp

[
− iR(t, τ)σx

]
= cos

[
R(t, τ)

]
I − i sin

[
R(t, τ)

]
σx, (5.20)
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where R(t, τ) ≡ 1
2

∫ t−τ
t

Ω′(t′)dt′ and I is the identity operator. Analytic solutions are

unavailable for the off-resonant pulse case, but this model can be extended by comput-

ing the transformed operators by solving the Heisenberg equation with Hamiltonian

H ′S(t) in the τ variable for each value of t, similar to the calculation of two-time corre-

lation functions via the quantum regression theorem, which we do for the cavity-QED

model in Sect. 5.5. Proceeding with this result, we can simplify this phonon-scattering

part of the master equation to a more insightful form:

Lpρ =
γp(t)

2

[
L[σ+]ρ+ L[σ−]ρ

]
+ ζp(t)

[
σ+ρσ+ + σ−ρσ−

]
+
(
iΓRu (t)[σ+σ−ρσ− − σ+σ−ρσ+ − σ−ρ] + H.c.

)
+
(
ΓIu(t)[σ

+σ−ρσ+ − σ+σ−ρσ− + ρσ−] + H.c.
)
, (5.21)

where

γp(t)=
Ω(t)

2

∫ ∞
0

dτΩ(t− τ)Re
{
Gg(τ) + cos

[
2R(t, τ)

]
Gu(τ)

}
, (5.22)

ζp(t)=
Ω(t)

2

∫ ∞
0

dτΩ(t− τ)Re
{
Gg(τ)− cos

[
2R(t, τ)

]
Gu(τ)

}
, (5.23)

and ΓRu (t) and ΓIu(t) are real rates such that Γu = ΓRu + iΓIu, with

Γu(t) = −Ω(t)

2

∫ ∞
0

dτΩ(t− τ)Gu(τ) sin
[
2R(t, τ)

]
. (5.24)

In the case of weak phonon coupling (low temperatures and/or small phonon coupling

constant) and the additional Markov approximation, Lp takes on a simpler form,

described in Appendix 5.7.

5.4.2 Exciton-cavity scattering

We now move to the part of the master equation corresponding to the interaction

of the exciton with the photonic reservoir Lcρ. From the cavity interaction terms in
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Eq. (5.17), we trace over the photon and phonon reservoirs:

Lcρ =

∫ ∞
0

dτ
(
AR(τ)

×
[
σ+ρσ−(t− τ, t)− σ+σ−(t− τ, t)ρ

]
+ H.c.

)
, (5.25)

with σ−(t − τ, t) = U †(t − τ, t)σ−U(t − τ, t). To arrive at this result, we have again

assumed a vacuum state for the photonic reservoir, and used the canonical boson

commutation relations f(r, ω)·f †(r′, ω′)− f †(r′, ω′)·f(r, ω) = δ(r− r′)δ(ω−ω′), as well

as the identity
∫
dsεI(s, ω)G(r, s;ω)·G∗(s, r′;ω) = Im

{
G(r, r′;ω)

}
(H. T. Dung, L.

Knöll, and D.-G. Welsch 1998). The function AR(τ) = Jc(τ)Cp(τ) is the product

of the photon and phonon bath correlation functions, respectively, with Cp(τ) =

〈B〉2eφ(τ) = 〈B+(τ)B−(0)〉 (Mahan 1990), and Jc(τ) =
∫∞

0
dωJc(ω)e−i(ω−ωx)τ , where

Jc(ω) = 1
πε0~d·Im

{
G(rd, rd;ω)

}
·d (R.-C. Ge, C. Van Vlack, P. Yao, J. F. Young,

and S. Hughes 2013) (assuming d is real). For low temperatures (T ∼ 4 K), Cp(τ)

deviates little from its steady-state value Cp(∞) = 〈B〉2, so we can approximate

Cp(τ) ≈ 〈B〉2; we give in Appendix 5.8 the full result without this approximation.

Defining J ′c(τ) ≡ 〈B〉2Jc(τ) and assuming a symmetric photon spectral correlation

function such that J ′c(τ) is real, we can again simplify:

Lcρ =
Γc(t)

2
L[σ−]ρ+ ζc(t)(σ

+ρσ+ + σ−ρσ−)

+ i

∫ ∞
0

dτJ ′c(τ) sin
[
2R(t, τ)

]
× (σ+σ−ρσ+ − σ−ρσ+σ−)− i[ Ω̃(t)

2
σx, ρ], (5.26)

where

Γc(t) = 2

∫ ∞
0

dτJ ′c(τ) cos2
[
R(t, τ)

]
, (5.27)

ζc(t) =

∫ ∞
0

dτJ ′c(τ) sin2
[
R(t, τ)

]
, (5.28)
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and

Ω̃(t) = −
∫ ∞

0

dτJ ′c(τ) sin
[
2R(t, τ)

]
. (5.29)

We can then define the effective time-dependent Purcell factor as Fp(t) = Γc(t)/γ.

In this work we study the Lorentzian spectral function for a “cavity” bath function

on resonance with the exciton (Roy-Choudhury and Hughes 2015): J ′c(τ) = g′2e−
κ
2
τ . If

we consider the limit of a Delta-function pulse (neglecting excitation of other excitons)

of the form Ω′(t) = πδ(t− t0), the time-dependent Purcell factor takes on the simple

form

FP (t) =
4g′2

κγ

(
1− e−

κ
2

(t−t0)
)
, (5.30)

for t ≥ t0, which in the long term limit recovers the familiar expression FP (∞) =

4g′2/κγ. However, in contrast to equilibrium time-independent systems where this

expression can be applied in the weak-coupling regime, for systems driven with short

pulses, the pulse width τp can be much smaller than 1/κ, and the time-dependent

expression is essential. To illustrate this point, we plot in Fig. 5.3 the time-dependent

Purcell factor for different pulse widths, revealing the suppression of spontaneous

emission into the cavity during the pulse for κτp � 1 (1/e full pulse width much

less than 2
κ
). The previously used additional Markov approximations fail to capture

the extent of this effect, as well as the non-Markovian build up of the spontaneous

emission rate once the pulse has decayed, and the temporal location of the max-

ima/minima of the scattering rates. The analytic solution for the exciton population

in the absence of any dissipation is also shown to help illustrate temporally the mag-

nitude of the suppression, as the total emission rate into the cavity is the product of

the exciton population and Γc(t). In the long pulse limit, the full result recovers that

of the additional Markov approximation. Note that for larger pulse areas, the differ-

ences between the full result and the additional Markov approximation become more

pronounced; in the full result, Γc(t) exhibits Rabi oscillations following the exciton

dynamics, whereas with the additional Markov approximation it effectively averages

these out (Manson et al. 2016).
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Figure 5.3: Time-dependent Purcell factor (blue) for three different pulse widths, with
the previously used additional Markov approximation (dashed), and with the full solution
incorporating memory effects associated with the pulse (solid; Eq. (5.27)). Also shown is
the pulse envelope (red dashed), as well as the corresponding exciton population neglecting
any dissipation, 〈σ+σ−〉 ∝ sin2

(
1
2

∫ t
0 Ω′(t′)dt′

)
(black dash-dotted), both in arbitrary units.

For these simulations, ~g′ = 20 µeV and ~κ = 150 µeV.

To verify that our approach recovers the weak-coupling regime (4g′ � κ) cavity-

QED model results, where the quantized cavity mode is treated at the system level

with creation and destruction operators a, a†, we plot in Fig. 5.4 the exciton popula-

tion over time for a short pulse, using a series of different models; we have neglected

phonons to make the comparison simpler. The additional Markov approximation

overestimates the cavity interaction during the pulse, while the system-reservoir re-

sult without the additional Markov approximation approaches the exact (cavity-QED)

solution in the 4g′ � κ regime.
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It is also interesting to assess the effect of retaining the exact unitary opera-

tors instead of using the additional Markov approximation on the time-dependent

exciton-phonon scattering rates induced by the pulse, as here the phonon bath must

be treated as a reservoir in the master equation approach. To isolate the dynamics of

the electron-phonon interaction, we “turn-off” (g = 0) the cavity coupling and vary

the pulse width in Fig. 5.5. Note that the lower limit for the pulse width which can be

modelled is set by the condition that we remain in the polaron regime at the pulse’s

maximum amplitude: τp �
√
π(1− 〈B〉4)/(

√
2ωb), or with our phonon parameters,

τp � 0.4 ps. To be able to define an exciton population steady-state value after the

pulse (the population inversion limt→∞〈σ+σ−〉(t)), we also set the background spon-

taneous emission γ rate to zero, as this merely introduces exponential decay of the

exciton population. Retaining the exact interaction picture transformation captures

the correct time evolution under the coherent exciton-pulse scattering, and thus the

correct coupling with the phonon and photon reservoirs. This figure explains the sud-

den drop off in emitted photons seen in Fig. 5.2 with phonons for short pulse widths;

this is simply an artifact of the additional Markov approximation overestimating the

effect of phonon coupling for short pulse widths. Additionally, the increase in in-

version efficiency with increasing pulse width explains the difference in the Ntot vs.

pulse width slopes with and without phonon coupling, which is a consequence of the

phonon decoherence rates scaling with the square of the pulse amplitude, while for

a given pulse area, the pulse width is inversely proportional to the pulse amplitude.

The decrease in system-environment interaction rates for pulse widths comparable or

smaller than the reservoir correlation time has a simple physical explanation, namely

that the system dynamics become faster than the response time of the environment, or

equivalently, the system evolution occurs with frequency components larger than the

spectral response functions of the reservoirs. A similar phenomena is predicted at high

pump strengths Ω, where the phonon interaction decouples as the system is driven

faster (via Rabi oscillations) than the phonon reservoir’s correlation time (Vagov,

Croitoru, Axt, et al. 2007).
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Figure 5.4: Population dynamics of QD-cavity system driven by a τp = 2 ps pulse with the
phonon interaction neglected. Here, the cavity decay rate is ~κ = 200 µeV, and the QD-
cavity coupling constant is (a) ~g = 20 µeV and (b) ~g = 65 µeV . Plotted for comparison
is the exact solution (cavity-QED; dash-dotted orange), the system-reservoir model with
(dashed blue) and without (solid blue) the additional Markov approximation, and a simple
“bad-cavity” model where γ → FPγ, with FP = 4g2/(κγ) (solid red).

5.5 Upper limits to fidelity

In this section, we calculate the upper limits to simultaneous efficiency and indis-

tinguishability for a QD-cavity single photon source under resonant pulse excitation,

given a QD with a favourable but realistic biexciton binding energy and phonon cou-

pling rates. Before proceeding, it is worth evaluating the strengths and weaknesses

of the two models (cavity-QED and system-reservoir) we have outlined above. In

general, the cavity-QED approach is more accurate, as it does not make any Markov

approximations regarding the QD-cavity interaction, and retains the full quantum

correlations between them, while the system-reservoir theory only recovers the exact

dynamics in the limit 4g′ � κ. However, the system-reservoir approach offers other
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Figure 5.5: Inversion efficiency for a driven QD with the additional Markov approximation
(blue dashed) and without (red solid). For this calculation, as explained in the text, we
have turned off the cavity coupling and spontaneous emission (γ = g = 0).

advantages, including physical insight via analytic simplification, ability to model

non-cavity photonic environments, and drastically faster computational speed, which

is multiple orders of magnitude faster when the additional Markov approximation is

not made. Since, as we will show, the optimal regime of QD-cavity single photon

source performance does not necessarily satisfy 4g′ � κ, we shall use the cavity-

QED model for this section. To ensure that the correct non-Markovian dynamics

are captured with respect to the phonon interaction, we forgo the additional Markov

approximation and calculate exactly the interaction picture operators X̃m(t − τ, t)

by solving the Heisenberg equations of motion for the system Hamiltonian and σ

and a operators; e.g., d
dτ
σ±(t − τ) = − i

~ [H ′S(t − τ), σ±(t − τ)] for each value of t.

This allows us to predict, to high precision, the theoretical upper limits to simul-

taneous efficiency and indistinguishability for a pi-pulse single photon source. For

simplicity, we will assume that the biexciton binding energy is large enough to justify

neglecting the biexciton state in the analysis. Note that there is a trade-off between

efficiency and indistinguishability as a function of pulse width (see figures 5.2, 5.5);

emitted cavity photon number increases with increasing pulse width, due to reduced
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phonon-induced dephasing rates as well as increasing multiphoton probability, while

the indistinguishability decreases due to increasing multiphoton probability, as well

as the associated pump-induced and phonon-induced dephasing during the emission

process that also occurs when multi-photon emission probability is substantive. We

take τp = 1 ps (FWHM ∼ 1.7 ps) as an optimal pulse width (for a QD with an ap-

propriate biexciton binding energy) and optimize the cavity parameters around this

value for the purposes of this section. The main criteria that should be simultane-

ously satisfied for the optimization of both indistinguishability and efficiency are thus

summarized from our findings as follows: the cavity decay rate should be must less

than the phonon bath cutoff frequency (κ � ωb), to ensure effective cavity filter-

ing of photons from the incoherent phonon sideband (Iles-Smith et al. 2017). The

system should be in the weak-to-intermediate-coupling regime (2g′ . κ), to avoid

unnecessary strong-coupling physics, increased exposure time to background deco-

herence sources, and increased cavity-induced dephasing. The long-time limit Purcell

factor 4g′2/(κγ) should be as large as possible to increase the β-factor (this also re-

quires γ � κ), and thus efficiency. To suppress two-photon emission as a result

of re-excitation during the pulse, one requires κτp � 1. To avoid excitation of the

biexciton state, τpEB/4 � 1. In simple terms, these criteria are often satisfied for

weakly-coupled high quality factor cavities (low κ), with a high Purcell factor, excited

by short pulses.

In Fig. 5.6, we plot the single photon sources figures-of-merit for two different

cavity decay rates as a function of the coupling strength g to get an estimate of

the upper limits to which these parameters can be simultaneously optimized in the

presence of pulse-induced decoherence. For reference, by assuming an initially in-

verted QD, Iles-Smith et al. (Iles-Smith et al. 2017) found I ≈ 99.5% and Nc = 96%

(with the indistinguishability metric converted to the one we use in this paper) at

~g = 30 µeV and ~κ = 120 µeV. For these parameters, we find, with the excita-

tion process included, I = 99.3%, Nc = 92.8%, where we have used their value of

~ωb = 1.025 meV, and ~γ = 1 µeV. As other examples (again using ~ωb = 0.9 meV

and ~γ = 0.5 µev, as with the rest of this paper), we find I = 98%, Nc = 97% with
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Figure 5.6: Figures-of-merit as a function of cavity parameters, using the cavity-QED
model without the additional Markov approximation.

~g′ = 65 µeV, and ~κ = 250 µeV, and I = 99.6%, Nc = 95% with ~g′ = 20 µeV, and

~κ = 50 µeV. We thus conclude that, at least with this method of excitation, the

effect of the pulse on the single photon source figures-of-merit is nearly as significant

as electron-phonon scattering. Clearly, both phonon scattering and pulse excitation

conditions contribute to the limits of single photon source fidelity. It is important

to remember that these values are assuming “best-case” scenario in terms of realistic

phonon coupling strengths and biexciton binding energies, and thus constitute an

estimate of the upper limit of simultaneous efficiency and indistinguishability. Fur-

thermore, the Purcell factors corresponding to the last two examples given above are

quite high: 135.2 and 64 for ~g′ = 65 µeV and ~g′ = 20 µeV, respectively, compared

with a high Purcell factor seen recently in a QD single photon source at FP = 43 (Liu

et al. 2018) (most other sources have had FP < 10). This suggests that the common

experimental goal of increasing the Purcell factor in QD single photon sources is well

justified.

It should also be noted that the single-photon source efficiency given in this work

is at least twice as large as the effective efficiency; to filter the emitted photon from

the excitation pulse, the QD is typically excited with a pulse polarized 45◦ relative to

the QD exciton axes, and a filter orthogonal to this is then applied, filtering out 50%
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of the emitted photons. In practice this efficiency loss is larger, as the pulse often

couples to an undesired orthogonall polarized cavity mode as well. Thus, for true

simultaneous optimization of efficiency and indistinguishability, a different method of

source excitation is required. Examples of this include rapid adiabatic passage (Wei

et al. 2014; Simon et al. 2011), and STIRAP (Gustin and Hughes 2017), although

both of these methods require larger pulse lengths, which increases the exposure time

to spontaneous emission (and any background pure dephasing), decreasing the single

photon figures-of-merit through the processes outlined in this work. One method of

excitation which can use short pulses and has the added benefit of strongly suppress-

ing multi-photon emission has been demonstrated recently (Schweickert et al. 2018;

Hanschke et al. 2018), where the biexciton state is directly pumped via a resonant

two-photon excitation pulse, and a cavity resonant with the biexciton-exciton tran-

sition extracts on-demand single-photons from the biexciton radiative decay. While

this set-up can pose additional challenges (e.g. phonon-absorption-assisted excitation

of the exciton during two-photon pumping), for large biexciton binding energies, the

exciton can be adiabatically eliminated from the equations of motion modelling the

two-photon excitation process of the biexciton state, and thus, much of the analysis

of this work applies to this system.

5.6 Conclusions

To conclude, we have investigated the role that the pulse excitation process plays in

QD single-photon sources, including the quantitative influence of two-photon biex-

citon excitation, multi-photon probability, and phonon-mediated excitation-induced

dephasing. Our findings have been expressed in terms of experimentally accessible

figures-of-merit, and the models we have presented can be compared with experiment

by, e.g., modifying the inversion pulse width (Fig.’s 5.2, 5.5), or the cavity parameters

(Fig. 5.6). We have also developed a general open-system master equation framework

for modelling quantum dots driven by time dependent fields in the presence of acoustic
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phonon coupling and arbitrary weakly-coupled photonic environments. This frame-

work can model systems driven on timescales comparable to or quicker than the time

on which correlations with the environment decay, allowing for non-Markovian effects

to be captured. We have elucidated the role these effects play in the excitation of

the QD single-photon source, and shown how the cavity and pulse parameters should

be optimized for simultaneous maximization of the single-photon indistinguishability

and efficiency.

5.7 Appendix – Low-temperature phonon-scattering term

If one is working in the weak phonon coupling regime (low temperatures and/or low

phonon coupling constant), and with pulses long enough such that the additional

Markov approximation holds, Lp can be cast in a simpler form by neglecting multi-

phonon scattering events by expanding the polaron Green functions to first order

in φ(τ) (Nazir 2008). In this case, we have Ω(t − τ) ≈ Ω(t), R(t, τ) ≈ −1
2
Ω(t)τ ,

Gg(τ) ≈ 0, and Gu(τ) ≈ 〈B〉2φ(τ). We then find

Lpρ =
Γy(t)

2
L[σy]ρ

+
(
ΓRu (t)[σ+σ−ρ, σy] + iΓIu[σ

+σ−, ρσy] + H.c.
)
, (5.31)

where

Γy(t) =
[Ω′(t)]2

2
Re
{
φR(Ω′(t))

}
, (5.32)

ΓRu (t) =
[Ω′(t)]2

2
Im
{
φR(Ω′(t))

}
, (5.33)

and

ΓIu(t) =
[Ω′(t)]2

2
Im
{
φI(Ω′(t))

}
, (5.34)

with φR(τ) = Re{φ(τ)}, φI(τ) = Im{φ(τ)}, and φi(ω) =
∫∞

0
φi(t)eiωtdt. Two of these

rates can be simplified analytically: Γy(t) = π
4
Jp
(
Ω′(t)

)
coth

(~Ω′(t)
2kBT

)
, and ΓIu(t) =

−π
4
Jp
(
Ω′(t)

)
. Here it is clear that, within the additional Markov approximation,

the exciton adiabatically samples the phonon spectral function directly via the drive
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amplitude.

5.8 Appendix – Full exciton-cavity scattering terms

In this appendix, we report Lc in full generality, without making the approximation

that Cp(τ) ≈ 〈B〉2:

Lcρ =
Γc(t)

2
L[σ−]ρ+

ζc(t)

2
(σ+ρσ+ + σ−ρσ−)

− iΩ̃(t)(σ+σ−ρσ+ − σ−ρσ+σ−)

+ i

∫ ∞
0

dτ Im
{
AR(τ)

}
sin2

[
R(t, τ)

]
(σ+ρσ+ − σ−ρσ−)

+
1

2

∫ ∞
0

dτ Im
{
AR(τ)

}
sin
[
2R(t, τ)

]
([σ+, σzρ] + H.c.)

− i[ Ω̃(t)

2
σx + ∆̃(t)σ+σ−, ρ], (5.35)

where AR(τ) = Cp(τ)Jc(τ) = g′2 exp[φ(τ)− κτ/2], R(t, τ) = 1
2

∫ t−τ
t

Ω′(t′)dt′, and

Γc(t) = 2

∫ ∞
0

dτRe
{
AR(τ)

}
cos2

[
R(t, τ)

]
, (5.36)

ζc(t) = 2

∫ ∞
0

dτRe
{
AR(τ)

}
sin2

[
R(t, τ)

]
, (5.37)

Ω̃(t) = −
∫ ∞

0

dτRe
{
AR(τ)

}
sin
[
2R(t, τ)

]
, (5.38)

∆̃(t) =

∫ ∞
0

dτ Im
{
AR(τ)

}
cos2

[
R(t, τ)

]
. (5.39)
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Recommendations

6.1 Summary and Conclusions

In this thesis, we have presented an analysis of different QD-cavity systems driven

by an optical pulse. We have explored the dynamics of these systems using open

system quantum ME approaches, incorporating electron-phonon scattering, as well

as coupling to external photonic reservoirs. In particular, we presented an analysis of

a SPS which operates using adiabatic passage to generate single photons on-demand

of orthogonal polarization to the input fields. We found that this source, even in

the presence of phonon decoherence, can be an effective source of single photons of

simultaneously over 90% efficiency and indistinguishability – although these figures-

of-merit are not as high as is possible with an exciton that is resonantly excited with a

single pulse (notwithstanding any losses due to polarization filtering). We studied the

dynamic resonance fluorescence that occurs when a TLS is driven by a coherent pulse,

with particular emphasis on the spectral asymmetries which can arise in this situation.

With a polaron ME, we extended this analysis to provide realistic calculations on the

emission spectrum from a QD driven by a near-resonant pulse. Finally, we studied

the resonant pulse-driven dynamics of a QD-cavity system, with application to the

limits that decoherence due to the pulse sets on the SPS system. We found that,

despite being largely neglected in the literature, the excitation pulse can degrade SPS

figures-of-merit to a degree comparable to that of exciton-phonon coupling, even in a

best-case scenario. Furthermore, we developed techniques to extend the polaron MEs
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to regimes of very short pulses, where the temporal widths of the pulse are comparable

to the correlation time of the environmental reservoirs. In this manner, we developed

MEs which incorporate non-Markovian effects that previous MEs have neglected, and

used this result to demonstrate a dynamic decoupling effect, where decoherence rates

can be suppressed during the pulse. We found this to have implications in reducing

phonon-induced dephasing during the inversion process, as well as, notably, the strong

suppression of photon emission into the cavity during the pulse, which has the effect

of suppressing multi-photon emission events, in a way that can be tailored to be

robust to increases in the Purcell factor. We finally provided a set of criteria for the

pulse and cavity parameters that can be used to optimize experimental QD SPSs.

6.2 Suggestions for Future Work

One potential avenue in which the work done in this thesis can be expanded is with

regard to the non-Markovian effects associated with a short pulse. While quantum

systems can decouple from their environment by being driven at frequencies (drive

strengths) larger than the spectral width of their environment, this decoupling can

also be seen by systems driven by excitations which change quicker in the temporal

domain than the reservoir can respond. This regime may provide an interesting

way to observe effects, such as phonon decoupling from the exciton, which have

been challenging to observe via high-strength drives due to experimental limitations.

Additionally, modelling these non-Markovian effects may also prove interesting in

time-dependent systems that are not pulse driven. For example, a bichromatically

driven QD with a large detuning between the two lasers has a quickly varying time-

dependent component to the Hamiltonian in a rotating frame. These time-dependent

effects could prove interesting in these sorts of systems under certain conditions, with

the potential for tailoring of the system-environment interactions. Furthermore, it

would be interesting and potentially useful to investigate systematically the efficacy

of Magnus expansions to construct the unitary time-evolution operator. Particularly,
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a comparison of Magnus expansion-based approaches with a numerically exact path-

integral solution could be desirable.

Another avenue which has hitherto been rarely studied in the context of pulse (or

otherwise time-dependent) excitation is the ultra-strong coupling regime. As men-

tioned in Chapter 2, in this regime the rotating wave approximation breaks down,

and the full quantum Rabi model Hamiltonian must be used, which has rich and com-

plex dynamics even without incorporating dissipation or time-dependent excitation.

A large amount of research has been dedicated to the ultrastrong coupling regime

in recent years (Kockum et al. 2019), but to date pulsed excitation has been rarely

studied. As time-dependent control is usually required to create quantum devices

which can operate on-demand, there is great potential to explore this subject using

techniques developed in this thesis. Additionally, in the quantum Rabi model, one is

unable to remove the time-dependence of a CW laser excitation by transforming to

a rotating frame, due to the counter-rotating terms. As a result, even CW excitation

becomes a genuinely time-dependent problem, and methods developed in this thesis

become quite relevant. In particular, the method of calculating two-time correlation

functions as illustrated in Appendix D becomes essential – indeed, emission spectra

under coherent excitation have been rarely studied to date, likely due to the complex-

ity and increased computational time involved with the genuine two-time correlations

that need to be calculated. Further attention to the optimization of this calculation

could be of great utility in modelling resonance fluorescence spectra, which could in

principle be easily detected by experiment.
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Appendix A

Cavity Population Decay and Spectrum Derivation

In this appendix, we provide the solution to the dissipative Jaynes-Cummings ME for

the cavity population decay, given an initially excited cavity, as well as the emission

spectrum for linear incoherent excitation.

A.1 Cavity decay dynamics

Here, we solve the ME

ρ̇ = −i[g(aσ+ + a†σ−), ρ] +
κ

2
L[a]ρ, (A.1)

as is used in Chapter 2, Sec. 2.2.1. Since we are assuming the system to start in

the |1, g〉 state, and there are no sources of excitation in Eq. (A.1), we only need

to consider the states |0, g〉, |1, g〉, and |0, e〉 in the analysis. In addition to the

ground state |G〉 ≡ |0, g〉, it will be convenient to consider the dressed states |±〉 =

1√
2
(|0, e〉 ± |1, g〉) as our basis. By taking matrix elements of Eq. (A.1) in this basis,

we find (for the elements that end up being relevant to the solution of the population

dynamics):

ρ̇++ = −κ
2
ρ++ +

κ

4
(ρ+− + ρ−+), (A.2)

ρ̇−− = −κ
2
ρ−− +

κ

4
(ρ+− + ρ−+), (A.3)

ρ̇+− = −(
κ

2
+ 2ig)ρ+− +

κ

4
(ρ++ + ρ−−), (A.4)
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ρ̇−+ = −(
κ

2
− 2ig)ρ−+ +

κ

4
(ρ++ + ρ−−), (A.5)

where 〈a| ρ |b〉 = ρab. These equations can be simplified by defining new quantities

β± = ρ++± ρ−−, and ζ± = ρ+−± ρ−+. Then, the equation for β− decouples from the

others (β̇− = −κ
2
β−), and we have:

dβ+

dt’
= −1

2
β+ +

1

2
ζ+, (A.6)

dζ+

dt’
=

1

2
β+ −

1

2
ζ+ − i

α

2
ζ−, (A.7)

dζ−
dt’

= −iα
2
ζ+ −

1

2
ζ−, (A.8)

where we have defined t′ = κt, and α = 4g/κ. The initial conditions are found

from the definition of these quantities to be β+(0) = 1, ζ+(0) = −1, and ζ−(0) = 0.

Eq.’s (A.6)-(A.8) form a system of first order linear differential equations, and can

be solved with straightforward methods. Then, noting that Tr[a†aρ(t)] = 1
2
(β+(t) −

ζ+(t)), we find the result in Eq. (2.39).

A.2 Cavity emission spectrum

In this section, we have the additional term in the ME ΓI

2
L[a†]ρ. This term leaves the

equations for β̇− and ζ̇− unchanged, and β̇+ → β̇+ − ΓIρGG, ζ̇+ → ζ̇+ + ΓIρGG. Our

modified series of equations reads

dβ+

dt’
= −1

2
β+ +

1

2
ζ+ +

ε

2
ρGG, (A.9)

dβ−
dt’

= −1

2
β−, (A.10)

dζ+

dt’
=

1

2
β+ −

1

2
ζ+ − i

α

2
ζ− −

ε

2
ρGG, (A.11)

dζ−
dt’

= −iα
2
ζ+ −

1

2
ζ−. (A.12)
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Furthermore, we will require two of the remaining four equations of motion for the

elements of the density operator:

dρG+

dt’
= −z

2
ρG+ +

1

4
ρG−, (A.13)

dρG−
dt’

= −z
∗

2
ρG− +

1

4
ρG+, (A.14)

where z ≡ 1
2
(1 + ε − iα), and ε = 2ΓI/κ, which should be much less than one, since

we are not considering any higher energy states in the analysis.

To calculate the two-time correlation function 〈a†(t + τ)a(t)〉, we use the quan-

tum regression theorem. This approach, which assumes a Born-Markov approxima-

tion (Carmichael 1999), can be understood as follows:

〈a†(t+ τ)a(t)〉 = Tr
(
U †(t+ τ)a†U(t+ τ)U †(t)aU(t)ρ(0)

)
= Tr

(
U †(t)U †(τ)a†U(τ)U(t)U †(t)aU(t)ρ(0)

)
= Tr

(
U †(τ)a†U(τ)aU(t)ρ(0)U †(t)

)
= Tr

(
a†U(τ)aρ(t)U †(τ)

)
, (A.15)

where U(t) is the unitary operator that evolves the total system (JC system + reser-

voir environment) forwards by time t1. It is clear from Eq. (A.15) that to calculate

the two-time correlation function, one must evolve the “initial condition” operator

aρ(t) (where the limit t → ∞ is taken to give the steady state spectrum) forward

in time by τ via the ME, and then calculate the expectation value 〈a†〉(τ). Let this

function that is formed by evolving limt→∞ aρ(t) forward by time τ be defined as ρ̃(τ).

Then, the elements of ρ̃(τ) follow Eq.’s (A.9)-(A.14). Furthermore, we can calculate

〈a†〉(τ) in the dressed state basis:

〈a†〉(t) =
1√
2

(ρ̃G+(τ)− ρ̃G−(τ)) . (A.16)

1Note that this derivation is slightly different if the Hamiltonian depends on time; see Appendix D
for that case.
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In the dressed state basis, the initial condition (dropping the t index to indicate

steady states) aρ is

aρ =
1√
2
|G〉

(
(ρ++ − ρ−+) 〈+|+ (ρ+− − ρ−−) 〈−|+ (ρ+G − ρ−G) 〈G|

)
. (A.17)

The steady state values can be found by setting Eq.’s (A.9)-(A.14) to zero. By taking

the Hermitian conjugate of Eq.’s (A.13) and (A.14), it is clear that ρ+G = ρ−G = 0.

The other steady state values are found by solving the remaining system of equations,

and using 1 = ρGG + β+. One finds that the only non-zero elements are:

ρ++ = ρ−− =
1

2
β+ =

ε/2

1 + ε
. (A.18)

Thus, we find that aρ = β+
2
a, and the relevant initial conditions are ρ̃G+(τ = 0) =

−ρ̃G−(τ = 0) = β+
2
√

2
. The task remains to solve Eq.’s (A.13) and (A.14) with these

initial conditions. Note however, that we are ultimately taking the Fourier transform:

S(ω) = lim
t→∞

Re

[∫ ∞
0

dτ〈a†(t+ τ)a(t)〉e−i(ω−ω0)τ

]

= Re

[∫ ∞
0

dτ
1√
2

(ρ̃G+(τ)− ρ̃G−(τ)) e−i(ω−ω0)τ

]
, (A.19)

and so it is useful to take the Laplace transform f(s) =
∫∞

0
dte−stf(t) of the equations

we are interested in, and then take s = i(ω − ω0)/κ at the end. This yields two

algebraic equations:

sρ̃G+(s)− β+

2
√

2
= −z

2
ρ̃G+(s) +

1

4
ρ̃G−(s), (A.20)

sρ̃G−(s) +
β+

2
√

2
= −z

∗

2
ρ̃G−(s) +

1

4
ρ̃G+(s), (A.21)

which can be solved for 1√
2
(ρ̃G+(s)−ρ̃G−(s)), the real part of which gives the spectrum

in Eq. (2.45) for s = i(ω−ω0)/κ. Note that, since the normalization of the spectrum

is arbitrary, we have dropped some overall constants from the spectrum.
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Appendix B

Independent Boson Model Green Function

In this appendix, we show the calculation of the correlation function g(t)= 〈σ+(t)σ−(0)〉
for a two-level system (QD exciton) coupled to a reservoir of phonon modes as in the

independent boson model. Following (Mahan 1990), we begin by writing the correla-

tion function in terms of polaron-transformed quantities:

g(t) = Tr
[
ρ̄eiH̄t/~σ̄+e−iH̄t/~σ̄−

]
. (B.1)

The density operator ρ̄ is written as a tensor product of its two-level system com-

ponent and the phonon component, which we can assume to be in a thermal state

ρ̄ = ρ̄se
−βHp/Z, where Z = Tr[e−βHp ]. Using the transformations from Eq’s. (2.65)-

(2.68), we can then separate the expectation value into electronic and phonon parts:

g(t) = Trs
[
ρ̄se

iH̄st/~σ+e−iH̄st/~σ−
]
Trp
[
e−βHpB+(t)B−(0)

]
/Z

= 〈σ+(t)σ−(0)〉s Trp
[
e−βHpB+(t)B−(0)

]
/Z. (B.2)

Here, we have let H̄s denote the polaron-transformed part of the Hamiltonian that

only acts on the electronic two-level system. In Eq. (2.69), this is simply ~(ωe −
∆P )σ+σ−; however we have left this general to allow for inclusion of other terms
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(e.g., a coherent drive)1. What remains is simply to calculate the correlation function

〈B+(t)B−(0)〉 (the IBM Green function) with respect to the thermal phonon bath.

Writing this out explicitly:

〈B+(t)B−(0)〉 =

Tr

[
exp (−βHp) exp

(∑
k

λk

ωk

(b†ke
iωkt − bke−iωkt)

)
exp

(
−
∑

k

λk

ωk

(b†k − bk)

)]/
Z.

(B.3)

It is sufficient to calculate the expectation value for each value of k, and then bring

the sum back in at the end (Mahan 1990). Noting that if two operators A, B each

commute with their commutator [A,B] = C, the identity eA+B = eAeBe−
1
2
C holds.

We can make use of this to move the exponential terms around until a simpler form

is reached (see (Mahan 1990) for details). Dropping the k index for now, and letting

η = λ
ω

, then

Tr
[

exp (−~βωb†b) exp (η(b†eiωt − be−iωt) exp (−η(b† − b))
]

=Tr
[

exp (−~βωb†b)eub†e−u∗b
]
e−ηue

−iωt

=Tr
[

exp (−~βωb†b)D(u)
]
e|u|

2/2+ηu∗ , (B.4)

where D(u) = exp (ub† − u∗b) is the coherent displacement operator of the phonon

field, and we have defined u = η(eiωt − 1). In this form, it is clear the expectation

value is in the form of the thermal average of a time-dependent phonon displacement

1Note that the introduction of other terms would require a polaron master equation, since the
polaron transformed Hamiltonian would then contain interaction terms; furthermore, the separability
of the system and phonon density operators would require a Born-Markov approximation with
respect to the polaron-phonon coupling.
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operator. We can evaluate this average:

Tr
[
e−βHpD(u)

]
=
∞∑
n=0

〈n| e−~βωnD(u) |n〉

=
∞∑
n=0

(e−~βω)n 〈n|D(u) |n〉 . (B.5)

The term 〈n|D(u) |n〉 can be written as the inner product between number state

|n〉 and the coherently displaced number state |u, n〉 = D(u) |n〉. This term can be

written in terms of the Laguerre polynomials Ln (Oliveira et al. 1990):

〈n|u, n〉 = e−
1
2
|u|2Ln(|u|2). (B.6)

Putting this together,

Tr
[

exp (−~βωb†b)D(u)
]
e|u|

2/2+ηu∗

=eηu
∗
∞∑
n=0

(e−~βω)nLn(|u|2), (B.7)

where the sum is conveniently simply the generating series for the Laguerre polyno-

mials
∞∑
n=0

tnLn(x) = 1
1−te

− tx
1−t , and thus we have

Tr
[

exp (−~βωb†b) exp
(
η(b†eiωt − be−iωt)

)
exp

(
−η(b† − b)

)]
=

1

1− e−βω
exp

(
λu∗ − |u|2

e~βω − 1

)
. (B.8)

Re-introducing the sum over wavevector k, we arrive at the result 〈B+(τ)B−(0)〉 =

eφ(t)−φ(0) as in Eq. (2.71) after some algebraic manipulation, and using the well-known

result,

Z =
∏
k

(
1− e−~βωk

)−1
. (B.9)
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Appendix C

Phonon Master Equations

In this appendix, we derive two Bloch-Redfield MEs for the pulsed QD-cavity system.

We consider time-dependent excitation in full generality, which is of high relevance

to the manuscripts presented in this thesis and often neglected or not elucidated

in the literature. First, we treat the electron-phonon interaction directly, and per-

form a Born-Markov approximation; this weak coupling approach is straightforward,

but fails at elevated temperatures, or for large electron-phonon coupling strengths,

which can occur in realistic QDs. The second approach is the polaron transform ap-

proach, where we unitarily transform into a frame where electron-phonon coupling,

in the absence of a cavity or coherent drive, can be solved non-perturbatively. In this

frame, the interaction Hamiltonian can be re-cast as a pump-induced polaron-phonon

scattering term, which, for low pump strengths is often small enough to perform

a Born-Markov approximation and derive a polaron-transformed master equation.

The polaron master equation is valid at a much larger range of temperatures and

phonon coupling strengths, since it treats the bare linear exciton-phonon coupling

exactly. Nonetheless, in the weak phonon-coupling regime, the weak coupling master

equation approach remains valid for arbitrarily strong optical pumps to the system

(notwithstanding additional excitation-induced phonon interactions beyond the linear

acoustic phonon spectral density considered here, of course), and is thus useful as a

check on the polaron approach as the pulse amplitudes become comparable or larger

than the phonon cutoff frequency, where the polaron model can potentially begin to
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break down.

Our system of interest in this section consists of a two-level system with ground

and exciton states, described with Pauli pseudospin operators σ± (σx = σ+ + σ−,

σy = i(σ−−σ+)), a quantized cavity mode with boson operators a, a†, and a reservoir

of bosonic phonon modes with operators bq, b†q for wavevector q. We begin with the

total Hamiltonian H = HS + HB + HI for a two-level system driven by a laser with

time-dependent Rabi drive Ω(t) in frame rotating at the laser frequency ωL, where

HS =~∆(σ+σ−+a†a)+
~Ω(t)

2
σx+~g(σ+a+σ−a†), (C.1)

HB =
∑

q

~ωqb
†
qbq, (C.2)

and

HI = σ+σ−
∑

q

~λq(b†q + bq), (C.3)

are the system, phonon bath, and interaction Hamiltonians, respectively. Here, the

laser detuning from the exciton frequency ωx is ∆ = ωx − ωL. We assume the

cavity is resonant with the exciton in this section. We neglect the possibility of

any radiative decay at this point. In the continuum limit of phonon modes, we

can characterize the electron-phonon interaction with the phonon spectral function

J(ω) =
∑

q λ
2
qδ(ω − ωq) → J(ω) = αω3exp

[
ω2

2ω2
b

]
. All of the above equations are

derived in Chapter 2. From this point, we can either derive a weak coupling master

equation, or transform to the polaron frame and derive a polaron transform master

equation.

C.1 Weak Phonon Coupling

At low temperatures (~βωb
2
� 1), for αω2

b � 1 we can treat the interaction term HI

perturbatively by performing a 2nd-order Born-Markov approximation, tracing over

the phonon reservoir (McCutcheon and Nazir 2010). At the high temperature limit,

the criterion becomes 2αωb
~β � 1. Clearly, the weak coupling approach will fail at
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sufficiently elevated temperatures.

To do so, consider the interaction picture (denoted by tildes) von Neumann equa-

tion:

˙̃ρ(t+ tA, tA) = − i
~

[H̃I(t+ tA, tA), ρ̃(t+ tA, tA)], (C.4)

where the interaction picture transformation is, with a time-dependent Hamiltonian,

H̃I(t+ tA, tA) = U †(t+ tA, tA)eiHBt/~HIe
−iHBt/~U(t+ tA, tA), (C.5)

ρ̃(t+ tA, tA) = U †(t+ tA, tA)eiHBt/~ρ(t)e−iHBt/~U(t+ tA, tA), (C.6)

where U(t, tA) is the unitary operator which would evolve the system (cavity and

exciton) from time tA to time t under the Hamiltonian HS(t). For now, we let the

initial time tA be arbitrary, but it should ultimately correspond to the time of the

initial condition of the density operator, to be an interaction picture transformation.

We can express U(t, tA) formally:

U(t, tA) = τ̂ e
− i

~
∫ t
tA
dt′HS(t′)

, (C.7)

where τ̂ is the time-ordering operator, which rearranges the operators following it,

such that they are ordered in a manner where the operators that depend on the

smallest value of time are on the furthest right, and the operators which depend on

the largest value of time on the furthest left. This is more clearly understood if one

considers the integration in the exponential to be, e.g., a Riemann sum. Clearly,

this time-ordering representation of the evolution operator U(t, tA) is of only formal

utility, except in certain circumstances. If HS(t) commutes with itself at all times,

then the time-ordering operator can be dropped and analytical expressions can be

used. This is the case if ∆ = g = 0, as is explored in Chapter 5. Furthermore,

dropping the time-ordering operator corresponds formally to retaining the first term

of the Magnus expansion, which can treat Eq. (C.7) perturbatively:

U(t, tA) ≈ e
− i

~
∫ t
tA
dt′HS(t′)

. (C.8)
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We would expect this result to be valid in the limit t− tA → 0, as in this limit, HS(t)

becomes constant in time. In this same limit, the unitary operator simply becomes

U(t, tA) ≈ e−
i
~HS(t)(t−tA). (C.9)

Returning to the interaction picture Hamiltonian, we can derive for it an explicit

expression. As mentioned before, tA is arbitrary and so to simplify notation, we will

let interaction picture operators Ã(t+ tA, tA) = Ã(t). Then

H̃I(t) = Ñ(t)
∑

q

~λq(b†qe
iωqt + bqe

−iωqt), (C.10)

where N = σ+σ−. As with the master equation derivation in Chapter 2, we can

integrate the von Neumann equation from time t0 to t to find

˙̃ρ(t) = − 1

~2

∫ t

t0

dt′[H̃I(t), [H̃I(t
′), ρ̃(t′)], (C.11)

and again we can expand the commutators, define τ = t−t′, perform the Born-Markov

approximation ρ̃(t− τ) ≈ ρ̃S(t)ρ̃B and let t0 → −∞:

˙̃ρ(t) = − 1

~2

∫ ∞
0

dτ
(
H̃I(t)H̃I(t− τ)ρ̃(t)− H̃I(t− τ)ρ̃(t)H̃I(t) + H.c.

)
. (C.12)

It is worth pausing here to note why the Born-Markov approximation is valid in

the limit of weak phonon coupling. Ostensibly, the condition for the Born-Markov

approximation to hold is that the reduced density operator of the system evolve at

a slower rate than the correlation time (decay time) of the environment. This would

apparently seem to preclude any system dynamics that occur at a faster timescale

than the bath relaxation rate. However, since we are in the interaction picture, the

system dynamics are essentially “reversed” out of the density operator evolution. For

this to be true, we must choose tA to correspond to the initial condition for which

our density matrix is in the ground state, consistent with HI(t). Although formally

we chose t0 → −∞, this is not practical for numerical simulations, so it is sufficient
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to let tA = 0 provided the system is in the ground state at t = 0. At this point,

we can now trace over the phonon bath by the partial trace (TrB). Again, we use

the fact that the trace is invariant under cyclic permutations, and the only non-zero

expectation values for an assumed thermal bath are TrB(ρBb
†
qbq′) = δq,q′n(ωq) and

TrB(ρBbqb
†
q′) = δq,q′

(
1 + n(ωq)

)
1. Again, n(ωq) = (e~βωq − 1)−1, where β = 1

kBT
. We

find:

TrB
[
H̃I(t)H̃I(t−τ)ρ̃(t)

]
=Ñ(t)Ñ(t−τ)ρ̃S(t)

∑
q

~2λ2
q

[
(1 + n(ωq)e−iωqτ + n(ωq)eiωqτ

]
= Ñ(t)Ñ(t− τ)ρ̃S(t)

∫ ∞
0

dω~2J(ω)
[
(1 + n(ω))e−iωτ + n(ω)eiωτ

]
,

(C.13)

and

TrB
[
H̃I(t−τ)ρ̃(t)H̃I(t)

]
=Ñ(t−τ)ρ̃S(t)Ñ(t)

∑
q

~2λ2
q

[
n(ωq)eiωqτ + (1 + n(ωq))e−iωqτ

]
= Ñ(t− τ)ρ̃S(t)Ñ(t)

∫ ∞
0

dω~2J(ω)
[
n(ω)eiωτ + (1 + n(ω))e−iωτ

]
.

(C.14)

We can now transform back to the Schrödinger picture, although this requires some

care. To do so, we pre-multiply Eq. (C.12) by U(t, 0) exp (−iHBt/~) and post-

multiply by U †(t, 0) exp (iHBt/~). It is illustrative to consider the effect of this on

one of the right-hand side terms:

U(t, 0)e−iHBt/~H̃I(t)H̃I(t− τ)ρ̃(t)U †(t, 0)eiHBt/~

=HIU(t, 0)U †(t− τ, 0)HIU(t− τ 0)U †(t, 0)ρ(t)

=HIU
†(t− τ, t)HI(t− τ)U(t− τ, t)ρ(t)

=HIH̃(t− τ, t)ρ(t), (C.15)

1The interaction picture transformation with respect to the bath variables commutes with the
thermal density matrix e−~βHB , hence the Schrödinger and interaction pictures have equivalent bath
reduced density operators within the Born-Markov approximation.
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where we have used the unitary property UU † = U †U = 1, and the identity U(t −
τ, 0) = U(t − τ, t)U(t, 0) 2. We can now write the ME in the Schrödinger picture

(dropping the S subscript on the reduced density operator):

ρ̇ = − i
~

[HS(t), ρ]− 1

~2

∫ ∞
0

TrB

(
HIH̃I(t− τ, t)ρ(t)− H̃I(t− τ, t)ρ(t)HI + H.c.

)
,

(C.16)

which can be simplified with the aid of Eq.’s (C.13) and (C.14). Finally, we arrive at

the weak coupling master equation:

dρ

dt
= − i

~
[HS(t), ρ] +

1

2

∑
µ

L[Aµ]ρ+ Lwρ, (C.17)

where we have added Lindblad terms (L[A]ρ = 2AρA†−A†Aρ−ρA†A) corresponding

to radiative decay from the cavity mode with rate κ (L[
√
κa]ρ), and decay from the

exciton into other background modes with rate γ (L[
√
γσ−]ρ). The weak coupling

term corresponding to exciton-phonon scattering is

Lwρ =

∫ ∞
0

dτΓw(τ)
(
Ñ(t− τ, t)ρN −NÑ(t− τ, t)ρ

)
+ H.c., (C.18)

where

Γw(τ) =

∫ ∞
0

dωJ(ω)

[
coth

(
~βω

2

)
cos (ωτ)− i sin (ωτ)

]
. (C.19)

As mentioned earlier, calculation of Ñ(t − τ, t) is in general non-trivial, but we can

make an additional Markov approximation by letting

Ñ(t− τ, t) ≈ e−iHS(t)τNeiHS(t)τ ≡ Ñ(−τ). (C.20)

This is valid for pulses longer than the correlation time of the phonon bath; τpωb � 1,

if τp is a characteristic temporal pulse width. In QD systems, this means that the

pulses should have a FWHM roughly larger than ∼ 3 ps (Gustin and Hughes 2018).

2Note that if HI depended on time, the notation would have to be modified.
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If the system is driven weakly, near resonance, with weak cavity coupling (specif-

ically, {∆,Ω, g}≪ ωb) one can approximate Ñ(−τ) ≈ N . In this case, the phonon

scattering term in the ME reduces to simply a frequency renormalization:

Lwρ ≈ −
i

~
[−~∆wσ

+σ−, ρ], (C.21)

where ∆w = −
∫∞

0
dτ Im{Γw(τ)} = αω3

b

√
π/2, which is exactly the polaron shift

given by the IBM. Thus, the perturbative weak coupling ME recovers the dynamics

of the non-perturbative IBM, in the absence of coherent optical interactions. However,

notably, the weak coupling approach misses the phonon sideband which arises when

considering the emission spectrum – which is not surprising, given that the non-

Lorentzian sidebands are a signature of non-Markovian physics, and the weak coupling

ME was obtained by a Born-Markov approximation. Of course, one can obtain non-

Markovian physics with an ME approach by first transforming to the polaron frame

before deriving a polaron master equation, which we do in the next section. First, note

however, that the weak coupling master equation actually becomes more accurate as

the drive strength Ω is increased, at least for a time-independent drive3. To see this,

let Ω be constant and consider the approximation

U(t− τ, t) ≈ exp (iΩ(t)τσx/2) = cos (Ω(t)τ/2) + i sin (Ω(t)τ/2)σx, (C.22)

which is valid for Ω � {g,∆}. Expanding the terms of Eq. (C.18), one finds that

in addition to the polaron shift, the decoherence rates end up being proportional to∫
dτΓw(τ) cos (Ωτ) and

∫
dτΓw(τ) sin (Ωτ). It is a straightforward exercise to show

these rates vanish in the limit Ω → ∞; thus, the weak coupling ME becomes more

valid as Ω increases in strength, and the ME is capable of predicting the decoupling

of the exciton from the phonon bath as the drive frequency exceeds the frequency

response of the bath, Ω� ωb.

3For a continuous time-dependent (pulsed) drive, the ramp-up to the decoupling regime will
always still cause decoherence via phonon scattering, regardless of maximum pulse amplitude.
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C.2 Polaron Transform

While the weak phonon coupling approach is often sufficient for calculating the per-

turbative effect of phonon scattering on QD systems at low temperatures, it is less

accurate at elevated temperatures or for very large phonon coupling strengths (as

described at the beginning of Sec. C.1), and furthermore is incapable of capturing

non-Markovian effects such as the phonon sideband (Fig. 2.2). Instead, it is useful

to transform into a polaron frame, where the exciton-phonon interaction becomes

diagonalized, and exciton-phonon coupling induced by cavity or drive fields can be

reframed as small perturbative polaron-phonon coupling, which can be treated with

a Born-Markov ME. We can transform to the polaron frame by introducing the uni-

tary transform used in diagonalizing the IBM in Chapter 2 H ′ = eSHe−S, where

S = N
∑
q

λq
ωq

(b†q − bq). H is again defined by Eq.’s (C.1)-(C.3). We find:

H ′ = HB+~∆(σ+σ−+a†a)+~g(σ+B+a+σ−B−a
†)+

~Ω(t)

2
(σ+B+ +σ−B−), (C.23)

where we have neglected the polaron shift, as it can be absorbed into the original

definition of ωe, given that it is an intrinsic property of the phonon parameters, and

B± = exp (±
∑
q

λq
ωq

(b†q − bq)). We would like to split up Eq. (C.23) into a system

part which doesn’t depend on the phonon operators B±, and an interaction part

that averages to zero when traced over the phonon reservoir (i.e., an interaction

term that causes small fluctuations from the polaronic system which can be treated

perturbatively via a Born-Markov approximation). To do this, consider the thermal

average of the B± operators:

〈B±〉 = TrB
(
e−βHBB±

)
/Z, (C.24)
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where Z = TrB
(
e−βHB

)
. Looking at the numerator:

TrB (exp (−βHB)B±) = TrB

(
e
−β~

∑
q
ωqb
†
qbq

exp

(
±
∑

q

λq

ωq

(
b†q − bq

)))

=
∏
q

TrB

(
exp

(
−β~ωqb

†
qbq
)

exp

(
±λq

ωq

(
b†q − bq

)))
=
∏
q

TrB

(
exp

(
−β~ωqb

†
qbq
)
Dq

(
λq

ωq

))
, (C.25)

where Dq(u) = exp (ub†q − u∗bq) is the coherent displacement operator for the phonon

mode with wavevector q. This expectation value was calculated in Appendix B. Using

that result, we find

〈B±〉 ≡ 〈B〉 = exp

(
−1

2

∑
q

λ2
q

ω2
q

coth

(
~βωq

2

))

= exp

(
−1

2

∫ ∞
0

dω
J(ω)

ω2
coth

(
~βω

2

))
= exp (−φ(0)/2), (C.26)

where φ(τ) is defined in Chapter 2. One can then rearrange what one calls the system

and interaction Hamiltonians, such that the thermal average of the new interaction

Hamiltonian vanishes, we find, straightforwardly:

H ′S(t)=~∆(σ+σ−+a†a)+
~Ω′(t)

2
σx+~g′(σ+a+σ−a†), (C.27)

where g′ = 〈B〉g, and Ω′ = 〈B〉Ω; the optical drives and cavity coupling have been co-

herently reduced by the phonon bath. As 〈B〉 decreases as the temperature increases,

this gives an experimentally observable renormalization of the Rabi frequency as a

function of temperature (Ramsay, Godden, et al. 2010). The interaction Hamiltonian
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is:

H ′I(t) =
~Ω(t)

2

[
σ+(B+ − 〈B〉) + σ−(B− − 〈B〉)

]
+ ~g

[
σ−a†(B− − 〈B〉) + σ+a(B+ − 〈B〉)

]
, (C.28)

and this is conventionally expressed in terms of the fluctuation operators ζg = 1
2
(B+ +

B− − 2〈B〉), and ζu = 1
2i

(B+ −B−)

H ′I(t) = Xg(t)ζg +Xu(t)ζu, (C.29)

where

Xg(t) =
~Ω(t)

2
σx + ~g(σ+a+ σ−a†), (C.30)

and

Xu(t) = −~Ω(t)

2
σy + i~g(σ+a− σ−a†). (C.31)

Following a similar derivation to the weak coupling ME (except noting that H ′I is

now time-dependent), we find

ρ̇ = − i
~

[H ′S(t), ρ]− 1

~2

∫ ∞
0

(
H ′I(t)H̄

′
I(t− τ, t)ρ(t)− H̄ ′I(t− τ, t)ρ(t)H ′I(t) + H.c.

)
,

(C.32)

where H̄ ′I(t − τ, t) = U †(t − τ, t)H ′I(t − τ)U(t − τ, t). By taking the partial trace of

Eq. (C.32), we will find bath correlation functions of the form 〈ζiζj(−τ)〉 = 〈ζi(τ)ζj〉
(where the lack of a time argument means the operator is to be evaluated at time

t = 0), for i, j = u, g, where we have used the fact that the bath density operator is

stationary and the B± operators are independent of time. These can be expanded in

terms of bath correlation functions:

〈ζg(τ)ζg)〉 =
1

4

[
〈B+(τ)B+〉+ 〈B+(τ)B−〉+ 〈B−(τ)B+〉+ 〈B−(τ)B−〉 − 4〈B〉2

]
,

(C.33)

〈ζg(τ)ζu)〉 =
1

4i

[
〈B+(τ)B+〉 − 〈B+(τ)B−〉+ 〈B−(τ)B+〉 − 〈B−(τ)B−〉 − 4〈B〉2

]
,

(C.34)
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〈ζu(τ)ζg)〉 = 〈ζg(−τ)ζu〉∗, (C.35)

〈ζu(τ)ζu)〉 =
1

4
[〈B+(τ)B−〉+ 〈B−(τ)B+〉 − 〈B+(τ)B+〉 − 〈B−(τ)B−〉] . (C.36)

The correlation function 〈B+(τ)B−〉 = exp (φ(τ)− φ(0)) = 〈B〉2eφ(τ) was calcu-

lated in Appendix B. Clearly from the form of B±, we can see that 〈B−(τ)B+〉 =

〈B+(τ)B−〉, and 〈B+(τ)B+〉 = 〈B−(τ)B−〉. The calculation of 〈B+(τ)B+〉 is very

similar to the derivation in Appendix B, and results in 〈B+(τ)B+〉 = 〈B〉2e−φ(τ). We

find 〈ζi(τ)ζj〉 = 〈ζi(τ)ζi〉δi,j, with

Gg(τ) ≡ 〈ζg(τ)ζg)〉 = 〈B〉2 [cosh [φ(τ)]− 1] (C.37)

Gu(τ) ≡ 〈ζu(τ)ζu)〉 = 〈B〉2 sinh [φ(τ)]. (C.38)

We then find the polaron master equation dissipator:

Lpρ =
1

~2

∑
m=g,u

∫ ∞
0

dτGm(τ)
[
X̄m(t− τ, t)ρXm(t)−Xm(t)X̄m(t− τ, t)ρ

]
+ H.c.

(C.39)

For Ω(t) � {∆, g}, one could approximate U(t − τ, t) ≈ exp
[
−i
∫ t−τ
t

dt′Ω′(t′)σx

]
.

Alternatively, we can make the additional Markov approximation if Ω(t) evolves slowly

relative to the phonon bath correlation time (τpωb � 1), such that U(t − τ, t) ≈
exp [iH ′S(t)τ/~]. For simplicity, this approximation can be made simultaneously with

the approximation that Ω′(t − τ) ≈ Ω′(t) within the bounds of the τ integral. The

total polaron master equation with Lindblad terms is then

ρ̇ = − i
~

[H ′S(t), ρ] +
1

2

∑
µ

L[Aµ]ρ+ Lpρ. (C.40)

Recall that expectation values must include the polaron transformation when using

solutions from the ME derived in the polaron frame; two-time correlation functions

as in Eq. (2.71) pick up a factor of 〈B〉2eφ(τ) which leads to a broad phonon sideband

in the emission spectrum, for example.

The criterion for validity of the polaron approach, for Ω � g, is approximately
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(McCutcheon and Nazir 2010)

(
Ω(t)√

2ωb

)2

(1− 〈B〉4)� 1. (C.41)

While the polaron approach is valid at a larger range of temperatures, it can fail for

pump strengths approaching the same strength as the phonon cutoff frequency (Mc-

Cutcheon, Dattani, et al. 2011), by overestimating the phonon coupling. This means

the polaron ME is unable to properly capture the decoupling between the phonon bath

and the QD as the exciton becomes driven at a frequency faster than the phonon bath

can respond. However, this decoupling can still be seen with a polaron ME for pulses

with temporal widths τpωb � 1, so long as the additional Markov approximation is

not made with respect to the U(t − τ, t) operators (Gustin and Hughes 2018). For

more information on the ranges of validity for the polaron and weak coupling MEs,

see (Nazir and McCutcheon 2016; McCutcheon, Dattani, et al. 2011).
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Appendix D

Quantum Regression Theorem for a

Time-Dependent Hamiltonian

In this final appendix, we show how to calculate a two-time correlation function

using the quantum regression theorem for a time-dependent Hamiltonian. Consider

a two-time correlation function of the form

〈A†(t+ τ)A(t)〉. (D.1)

In contrast to time-independent systems, this correlation function can not be written

as a function of a single variable. Assume the system density operator ρ evolves under

a time-dependent Hamiltonian H(t):

ρ̇ = − i
~

[H(t), ρ], (D.2)

where H(t) could include both system components and reservoir components, which

could be traced over in the derivation of a ME. We can formally solve Eq. (D.2) by

evolving the density operator at time t0 to time t: ρ(t) = U(t, t0)ρ(t0)U †(t, t0), via

the unitary operator U(t, t0):

U(t, t0) = τ̂ e
− i

~
∫ t
t0
dt′H(t′)

, (D.3)
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where τ̂ is the time-ordering operator described in Appendix C. In practice, if we

are interested in system’s evolution (and not its environment’s), we trace over the

reservoir and, e.g., solve the ME for the dynamics of the reduced density operator.

Using the fact that U(t, t0)U †(t, t0) = U †(t, t0)U(t, t0) = 1, as well as the identity

U(t+ τ, t0) = U(t+ τ, t)U(t, t0) 1, and the fact that the trace is invariant under cyclic

permutations, we can calculate this correlation function:

〈A†(t+ τ)A(t)〉 = Tr
[
U †(t+ τ, t0)A†U(t+ τ, t0)U †(t, t0)AU(t, t0)ρ(t0)

]
= Tr

[
U †(t, t0)U †(t+ τ, t)A†U(t+ τ, t)U(t, t0)U †(t, t0)AU(t, t0)ρ(t0)

]
= Tr

[
U †(t+ τ, t)A†U(t+ τ, t)AU(t, t0)ρ(t0)U †(t, t0)

]
= Tr

[
A†U(t+ τ, t)Aρ(t)U †(t+ τ, t)

]
. (D.4)

Now, we can make a Born-Markov approximation (Carmichael 1999) (if indeed we

are dealing with an instance where we want a reduced system’s dynamics – i.e. if A

only acts on the reduced system subspace), assuming the bath density operator to be

stationary and separable from the system density operator, and we find

〈A†(t+ τ)A(t)〉 = Trs
[
A†U(t+ τ, t)AρS(t)U †(t+ τ, t)

]
, (D.5)

where the trace is over the system states, and ρS is the reduced density operator. We

can interpret Eq. (D.5) as calculating an effective density operator by evolving Aρ(t)

via the appropriate ME from time t to time t+τ , and then calculating the expectation

value 〈A†〉 from this effective density operator. Note that this requires solving the

ME for each value of t, and is significantly more of a computational burden than the

time-independent calculations.

1Both results follow from the fact that unitary transformations form a group on the Hilbert space
they act on.
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